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Preface

The arrival of the so-called Petabyte Age has compelled the analytics community to pay serious attention to development of scalable algorithms for intelligent
data analysis. In June 2008, Wired magazine featured a special section on “The
Petabyte Age” and stated that “..our ability to capture, warehouse, and understand massive amounts of data is changing science, medicine, business, and
technology.” The recent explosion in social computing has added to the vastly
growing amounts of data from which insights can be mined. The term “Big
Data” is now emerging as a catch-all phrase to denote the vast amounts of data
at a scale that requires a rethink of conventional notions of data management.
There is a saying among data researchers that “more data beats better algorithms.” Big Data provide ample opportunities to discern hitherto inconceivable
insights from data sets. This, however, comes with signiﬁcant challenges in terms
of both computational and storage expense, of the type never addressed before.
Volume, velocity, and variability in Big Data repositories necessitate advancing
analytics beyond operational reporting and dashboards. Early attempts to address the issue of scalability were handled by development of incremental data
mining algorithms. Other traditional approaches to solve scalability problems
included sampling, processing data in batches, and development of parallel algorithms. However, it did not take long to realize that all of these approaches,
except perhaps parallelization, have limited utility.
The International Conference on Big Data Analytics (BDA 2012) was conceived against this backdrop, and is envisaged to provide a platform to expose
researchers and practitioners to ground-breaking opportunities that arise during analysis and processing of massive volumes of distributed data stored across
clusters of networked computers. The conference attracted a total of 42 papers,
of which 37 were research track submissions. From these, ﬁve regular papers and
ﬁve short papers were selected, leading to an acceptance rate of 27%.
Four tutorials were also selected and two tutorials were included in the proceedings. The ﬁrst tutorial entitled “Scalable Analytics: Algorithms and Systems” addresses implementation of three popular machine learning algorithms
in a Map-Reduce environment. The second tutorial, “Big-Data: Theoretical, Engineering and Analytics Perspectives,” gives a bird’s eye view of the Big Data
landscape, including technology, funding, and the emerging focus areas. It also
deliberates on the analytical and theoretical perspectives of the ecosystem.
The accepted research papers address several aspects of data analytics. These
papers have been logically grouped into three broad sections: Data Analytics
Applications, Knowledge Discovery Through Information Extraction, and Data
Models in Analytics.

VI
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In the ﬁrst section, Basil et al. compare several statistical machine learning
techniques over electro-cardiogram (ECG) datasets. Based on this study, they
make recommendations on features, sampling rate, and the choice of classiﬁers
in a realistic setting. Yasir et al. present an approach for information requirements elicitation (IRE), which is an interactive approach for building queries,
by asking a user his/her information needs. Gupta et al. look at Big Data from
the perspective of database management. They divide analytics over Big Data
into two broad classes: data in rest and data in motion, and propose separate
database solutions for both of them. Reddy et al. describe their eﬀorts in imparting practical education in the area of agriculture by means of a virtual lab.
A virtual “crop lab” designed by the authors contains large amounts of practical
data about crops that are indexed and summarized. The authors speculate on
pedagogic methodologies necessary for imparting practical education using such
crop data.
In the second section, Yasir et al. address the problem of schema summarization from relational databases. Schema summarization poses signiﬁcant challenges of semantically correlating diﬀerent elements of the database schema. The
authors propose a novel technique of looking into the database documentation for
semantic cues to aid in schema summarization. Nambiar et al. present a faceted
model for computing various aspects of a topic from social media datasets. Their
approach is based on a model called the colon classification scheme that views
social media data along ﬁve dimensions: Personality, Matter, Energy, Space, and
Time. Gupta et al. address text segmentation problems and propose a technique
called Analog Text Entailment that assigns an entailment score to extracted text
segments from a body of text in the range [0,1], denoting the relative importance
of the segment based on its constituent sentences. Kumar et al. study the price
movements of gold and present a model explaining the price movements using
three feature sets: macro-economic factors, investor fear features, and investor
behavior features.
Finally, in the last section, Ryu et al. propose a method for dynamically
generating classiﬁers to build an ensemble of classiﬁers for handling variances in
streaming datasets. Mohanty and Sajith address the problem of eigenvalue computations for very large nonsymmetric matrix datasets and propose an I/O eﬃcient algorithm for reduction of the matrix dataset into Hessenberg form, which is
an important step in the eigenvalue computation. Gupta et al. address the problem
of information security in organizational settings and propose a notion of “context honeypot” – a mechanism for luring suspected individuals with malicious intent into false areas of the dataset. They analyze the elements required for luring
conditions and propose a mathematical model of luring. Kim et al. address recommender systems for smart TV contents, which are characterized by large sparse
matrix datasets. They propose a variant of collaborative ﬁltering for building eﬃcient recommender systems. Kumar and Kumar address the problem of selecting
optimal materialized views over high-dimensional datasets, and propose simulated
annealing as a solution approach.
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Scalable Analytics – Algorithms and Systems
Srinivasan H. Sengamedu
Komli Labs, Bangalore
shs@komli.com

Abstract. The amount of data collected is increasing and the time window to leverage this has been decreasing. To satisfy the twin requirements, both algorithms and systems have to keep pace. The goal of this
tutorial is to provide an overview of the common problems, algorithms,
and systems for handling large-scale analytics tasks.

1

Introduction

Inexpensive storage, sensors, and communication have lead to an explosion in
data. There is also in increasing trend to arrive at data-driven decisions: heuristics for decision making are increasingly getting replaced by data-driven and
predictive approaches and insights. Converting massive data to crisp insights
and actioning on them requires appropriate algorithms and systems. In this tutorial, we provide an overview of scalable algorithms and systems which make
this possible.
The tutorial consists of six parts. The ﬁrst three parts – Applications, ML
Problems, and MapReduce Landscape – introduce big data applications, basic
ML problems and techniques and MR technologies. The next three parts —
Scalable ML algorithms, ML Algorithms in MapReduce and ML Systems — are
more advanced and cover how to make basic ML algorithms scalable, discuss
implementation of ML algorithms in MR, and the trends in Big Data Systems.

2

Applications

Big Data Analytics is real, diverse, and has the potential to make big impact.
Applications abound in several ﬁelds – user modeling in Internet advertising,
comment spam detection and content recommendation, real-time document indexing in web search, bioinformatics, and real time video surveillance.
Large-scale advertising systems typically deal with several hundred million
users. Each user has several hundred events – site visits, search queries, ad views,
ad clicks, etc. The activities of the users should be modeled with as recent data
as possible. The scale and latency make this a very challenging application.
Spam on the Internet aﬀects several applications – email, comments, blogs,
etc. The scale of spam is very large – 85% (≈ 75 Billion emails per day. See
http://www.senderbase.org/home/detail_spam_volume?displayed=
lastmonth) of email messages are spam. Spam also should be detected as fast as
possible – otherwise there is a risk of impacting user experience for long periods
of time.
S. Srinivasa and V. Bhatnagar (Eds.): BDA 2012, LNCS 7678, pp. 1–7, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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Table 1. Machine Learning Problem and Algorithms
Task
Technique
Scalable
Nearest Neighbor
kd- Trees
LSH, Semantic Hashing
Classiﬁcation
SVM
VW, SGD
Clustering
k-means
Canopy Clustering
Topic Models
LDA
PLDA
Regression
Logistic
SGD
Ranking
GBDT
GBDT
Recommendation Matrix Factorization
SGD
Association Rule
A priori
Min-closed

3

ML Problems

Machine Learning and Data Mining address a variety of problems. Table 1 lists
some of the problems and one representative algorithm for solving them. (The
selection of the “representative” algorithm is somewhat arbitrary!)
Some general problems with common implementations of representative algorithms are listed below.
1. As the number of data points becomes large, the algorithms are not scalable.
It has been observed that the loading of training data dominates the training
time and in most applications the training data does not ﬁt into the main
memory.
2. In several applications, the number of features is also very large. In such
cases, techniques which are successful in low-dimensional applications (like
kd-trees), perform poorly when the number of dimensions exceed 30.

4

MapReduce Landscape

MapReduce is currently the popular paradigm for dealing with Big Data. The
landscape is very rich and complex. See Figure 1 for some components in the
Hadoop ecosystem and how they are related. A brief description of the diﬀerent
components follows.
HDFS: Hadoop Distributed File System - storage, replication
MapReduce: Distributed processing, fault tolerance
HBASE: Fast read/write access
HCatalog: Metadata
Pig: Scripting
Hive: SQL
Oozie: Workﬂow, Scheduling
Zookeeper: Coordination
Kafka: Messaging, Data integration
Mahout: Machine Learning

Scalable Analytics – Algorithms and Systems
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Fig. 1. Hadoop Ecosystem

5

Scalable ML Algorithms

We ﬁrst review three promising ideas that lead to scalable machine learining –
Random Projections, Stochastic Gradient Descent [3] which forms the core of
several scalable algorithms, and the notion of MinClosed sequences. The last
subsection lists some applications of these techniques.
5.1

Random Projections

Given a vector x ∈ Rn , we can deﬁne the projection of x on a random vector
θ ∈ Rn as
θT x + γ
A hash function h(·) based on the random projection is deﬁned as
hθ,γ (x) = 

θT x + γ

w

where w is the bin size. We can consider as the hash function as:
h : Rn → {0, 1, · · · , w − 1}
Random projections have been used in a variety of ways. In Locality Sensitive
Hashing, random projections are used to ﬁnd nearest neighbors. In LSH, let the
vectors x1 , x2 , · · · , xn constitute the database. We construct the hash table as
follows.
Superhash function: This is deﬁned as the concatenation of l hash functions.
g(x) = h1 (x) · h2 (x) · · · hl (x)
Hash Tables: Choose L such superhash functions g1 (x), g2 (x), · · · , gL (x).

4
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Given a query vector q, we ﬁnd the nearest neighbor as follows.
1. Calculate g1 (q), g2 (q), · · · , gL (q).
2. For each gi (q), ﬁnd the data points hashed to the same value by gi . Stop as
soon as a point in the required distance is found.
Similar ideas are used for feature hashing [13]. In this section, h is a hash function
h : N → {1, · · · , m}. Let ξ be a binary hash function. ξ : N → {±1}. Given two
feature vectors x and x , we deﬁne the hashed feature map and the corresponding
inner product as

φh,ξ
ξ(j)xj
i (x) =
j:h(j)=i

and

< x, x >φ =< φh,ξ (x), φh,ξ (x ) >

It can be shown that the hash kernel is unbiased [13]. In other words,
Eφ [< x, x >φ ] =< x, x >
5.2

SGD

Stochastic Gradient Descent is one of the simplest techniques for optimization
and is surprisingly one of the most eﬀective in large scale applications. Assume
that we are given n training examples: {xi , yi } where xi is the feature vector
and yi is the expected output. Assume that we are learning from a family F of
functions with w being the parameter. The empirical loss of any speciﬁc function
f ∈ F is
n
1
L(f (xi ; w), yi )
En (f ) =
n i=1
The standard gradient descent update of w looks as below:
1
∇w L(f (xi ; wt ), yi )
n i=1
n

wt+1 = wt − γ

This is also called the batch update. The complexity of batch update is O(n).
SGD is a form of online update and the update depends only on the current
example.
wt+1 = wt − γt ∇w L(f (xt ; wt ), yt )


For convergence, the following conditions are needed: t γt2 < ∞ and t γt = ∞.
5.3

MinClosed Sequences

Frequent pattern and sequence mining are very important problems and have
several applications. A frequent sequence is a sequence whose support exceeds
a pre-deﬁned threshold. A closed sequence is the longest sequence for a given
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support. More formally, a sequence s is deﬁned to be closed with respect to a
set D if and only if there does not exist any sequence s such that s
s and

SupportD (s) = SupportD (s ).
The notion of MinClosed Sequence [5] has additional advantage in the sense
that it provide further reduction in the number of sequences to consider. Given
a sequence database D, a sequence s is deﬁned to be min-l-closed if all the
following hold.
1) length(s) ≥ l
2) s is closed
3) There does not exist a closed subsequence s s with length(s) ≥ l
The term MinClosed is used when the parameter l is obvious from the context.
The notion of MinClosed sequences is interesting because of the following
result:
Support(Cmin ) = Support(C).
5.4

Applications

The techniques discussed in the above subsections have been used in several
innovative applications: ﬁnding nearest neighbors through machine learning [10],
identifying spam in comments using the notion of min-closed sequences [5], and
inferring user interests [2] – to name a few.

6

ML Algorithms on MapReduce

In the framework of PAC Learning, Statistical Query Model (SQM) refers to
the class of algorithms that use statistical properties of the data set instead of
individual examples. [6] shows that any algorithm ﬁtting SQM can be converted
to a learning algorithm that is noise-tolerant. In addition to this interesting
theoretical property, [4] shows that algorithms ﬁtting SQM can be expressed in
a “summation form” that is amenable to MR framework.
Since SGD has proved as an eﬀective training technique for several objective
functions, let us look at MapReduce implementation of it. SGD, being iterative, also highlights the challenges of MR for ML applications. It is conceptually
simple to split do the gradient computation of examples in the Map tasks and
perform the aggregation and update in the Reduce task. (SGD framework simpliﬁes this to a great extent as the updates do not need to involve all training
examples.) Even this simple approach is fraught with the following practical
diﬃculties: (1) The reducer has to wait for all map tasks to complete leading
to synchronization issues. (2) Each iteration is a separate MapReduce task and
incurs severe system overheads.
Ensemble methods come in handy. In case of Ensemble Methods, we train n
classiﬁers C1 , C2 , · · · , Cn instead of one. The classiﬁers are largely independent
but can be correlated because of overlap in training examples. The ﬁnal classiﬁcation output is a function of the output of these classiﬁers. A simple technique
is Majority Voting in which the class which is predicted by most classiﬁers is the
ﬁnal classiﬁcation.

6
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This simple example demonstrates some key limitations of MapReduce framework for ML algorithms: (1) Synchronization (2) System Overheads. So alternative frameworks or enhancements have been proposed. A simple example is
that of shared memory system. It can be shown that in a shared memory environment, SGD cam be implemented in a lockfree fashion [11]. The primary risk
of such an approach is data overwrites by multiple processes. The paper shows
that the overwrites are rare when the data access is sparse and have negligible
impact on accuracy.
[12] also addresses the issues of synchronization in the context of Topic Models
(more speciﬁcally, Latent Dirichlet Allocation). The proposed solution has two
aspects: approximate update and blackboard data structure for global updates.

7

ML Systems

As a case study, we can consider the the ML platform at Twitter [8] from both
the system and ML algorithm aspects. ML functions are expressed primarily
using Pig with additional UDFs and not in Java. The learner is embedded inside
Pig storage function (store with appropriate UDFs). Scalable ML is supported
through SGD and Ensemble methods.
MapReduce framework, while being widely available, is inadequate for machine learning algorithms. See Section 6. GraphLab [9] is a more ﬂexible framework for expressing ML-type ﬂows. The Data Model of Graph Lab consists of
a data graph and shared data table. The computation model consists of update
function specifying local computation and sync mechanism for global aggregation. In addition consistency models and update scheduling are supported.
[1] proposes a simpler AllReduce framework for scalable learning of linear
models.
[7] argues makes a case for not moving away from MapReduce but using only
MapReduce for ML algorithms.

8

Conclusion

Scalable Machine Learning techniques and Scalable Machine Learning Systems
are emerging research areas. While there are a few dominant trends like Random
Projections and Stochastic Gradient Descent, much of the ﬁeld is wide open and
provides an opportunity for research in algorithms and systems.
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Abstract. The advent of social networks, increasing speed of computer
networks, the increasing processing power (through multi-cores) has given
enterprise and end users the ability to exploit big-data. The focus of this tutorial
is to explore some of the fundamental trends that led to the Big-Data hype
(reality) as well as explain the analytics, engineering and theoretical trends in
this space.

1

Introduction

Google’s seminal paper on Map-Reduce [(Ghemawat, 2008)] was the trigger that led
to lot of developments in the Big-Data space. While not a fundamental paper in terms
of technology (the map-reduce paradigm was known in the parallel programming
literature), it along with Apache Hadoop (the open source implementation of the MR
paradigm) enabled end users (not just scientists) to process large data sets on a cluster
of nodes – a usability paradigm shift. Hadoop which comprises the MR
implementation along with the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) has now
become the de-facto standard for data processing, with lot of Industrial gamechangers having their own Hadoop cluster installations (including Disney, Sears,
Walmart, AT&T, etc).
The focus of this tutorial talk is to give a bird’s eye view of the Big-Data
landscape, including the technology, funding and the emerging focus areas as well as
the analytical and theoretical perspective of the ecosystem. The four broad pieces of
the Hadoop puzzle include systems and infrastructure management (done by core
Hadoop companies such as Hortonworks, Cloudera), data management (NoSQL
databases),
data visualization (Jaspersoft, Microstrategy with their Hadoop
connectors) and the applications on top of the above three pieces. In terms of funding,
the data visualization and analytics companies have garnered the most funds, along
with the Hadoop provisioning/engineering companies. The emerging areas of the
ecosystem include the video analytics, ad placements and the software defined
networks (SDNs). The emerging focus of Big-Data analytics is to make traditional
techniques such as market basket analysis, scale and work on large data sets – the
approach of SAS and other traditional vendors to build Hadoop connectors. The other
emerging approach for analytics focuses on new algorithms including machine
learning and data mining techniques for solving complex analytical problems
including those in video and real-time analytics.
S. Srinivasa and V. Bhatnagar (Eds.): BDA 2012, LNCS 7678, pp. 8–15, 2012.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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The Big-Data ecosystem has also seen the emergence of the NoSQL distributed
databases such as the Amazon’s Dynamo (Klophaus, 2010)(Giuseppe DeCandia,
2007), Cassandra (Malik, 2010), MongoDB (Eelco Plugge, 2010). These emerged
mainly due to the limitations (in terms of fault-tolerance and performance) of the
HDFS. Some of the NoSQL DBs including Dynamo and Riak (Klophaus, 2010) are
key-value stores, while MongoDB and CouchDB (J. Chris Anderson, 2010) are
document stores. The third category is the columnar databases such as BigTable (Fay
Chang, 2006) and Cassandra, with the last category being the graph databases such as
Neo4j. The tutorial gives a new theoretical perspective of the NoSQL databases –
named as the NLC-PAC classification. It refers to the design choices made by the
NoSQL databases – under normal operations, the trade-off is between latency and
consistency, while under a partition, the trade-off is availability or consistency. It
must be noted that the partition bit is in line with the CAP theorem (Lynch, 2012),
while the NLC-PAC is inspired by (Abadi, 2012)).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the theoretical
foundations of the NoSQL databases including the CAP theorem and the need to look
beyond the CAP theorem to include consistency VS latency trade-offs during normal
operation of distributed systems. Section 3 explains the current trends in the Big-data
space, including the funding patterns, the different pieces of the Hadoop puzzle and
the three broad R&D focus areas and the key players (startups to watch out for and
the established ones) in each.

2

Theoretical Perspective of the NoSQL Databases

2.1

CAP Theorem and Its Origin

The CAP theorem was given by Eric Brewer, one of the founders of Inktomi and now
with Google, in 2001 in the keynote of Principles of Distributed Computing (PODC),
the ACM flagship conference in the area.
Brewer says in the CAP theorem that out of the three essential things
Consistency, Availability and Partitions, only any two is achievable in a distributed
system at any point of time. This implies that in the face of partitions, there is a tradeoff between availability and consistency and only one is achievable - lot of systems
trade-off consistency for improved availability, such as Amazon Dynamo and
Cassandra, while others sacrifice availability for consistency, as in the Google
Chubby lock system, which makes best-effort at availability in the presence of
partitions, but is a strongly consistent system .
It must importantly be noted that the CAP theorem is not new - it is a special case
of the general impossibility results well known in distributed systems theory . The
impossibility result states that it is impossible to achieve fault-tolerant agreement in a
purely asynchronous distributed system. A purely synchronous distributed system is
one in which
1.
2.

All nodes in the system have a local clock for time-keeping and all clocks are
synchronized with each other globally.
Message delivery is bounded - this means that the time for delivery of a
message cannot exceed a well-known threshold value.
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3.

All processors are in synchronization - this means that if a processor takes n
steps, all others are guaranteed to take at least 1 step.

Fault-tolerant agreement means that nodes in the system agree on a certain value,
even in the presence of arbitrary faults. Why are we saying this is a generalization of
the CAP theorem? Termination (in consensus terms, this means that all nodes
eventually output a value) is a liveness property of the distributed system, while the
agreement or consensus (which implies that every node must output the same value)
is a safety property. The general impossibility result implies that it is impossible to
achieve both safety and liveness in an asynchronous distributed system.
The CAP theorem is a specific case of the general theorem, with availability as the
liveness property and consistency as the safety property and looking at only partition
among the failure modes - there are other forms of failures equally important and
possibly occurring more often such as fail-stop failures or Byzantine failures.
Partition implies the system becomes asynchronous and one cannot achieve faulttolerant consistency. The CAP theorem can be reworded to say that in a distributed
system with communication failures (due to possibly partitions) implying possibility
of message failures/arbitrary delays, it is impossible for a web service to implement
atomic read/write shared memory that guarantees a response to every request impossible for a protocol that implements read/write register to guarantee both safety
(consistency) and availability (liveness) in a partition prone distributed system.
2.2

Beyond the CAP Theorem

Just to recap what we have described in the previous section, we explained the CAP
theorem and said it is special case of a more generic formulation – that both liveness
and safety cannot be both achieved at the same time in an asynchronous distributed
system. We also noted that some NoSQL systems trade-off consistency for
availability, as per the CAP theorem – including the Amazon Dynamo, Cassandra
and Riak. They achieve a weaker form of consistency known as eventual
consistency – updates are propagated to all replicas asynchronously, without
guarantees on the order of updates across replicas and when they will be applied.
Contrastingly, strict consistency would have required updates to be ordered (say by
using a master to decide the order or by using a global time stamp) the same way
across replicas or the use of Paxos kind of protocol .
While the CAP theorem is important and talks about important design trade-offs, it
must be noted that it talks about what happens or what should be the design trade-off
under a network partition. Network partition itself is a rare event, as explained by
Stonebraker among others and is dependent on details of system implementation
such as what kind of redundancy exists in switches, in nodes, in network routes?
What kind of replication is done (is it over a wide area)? How carefully have network
parameters been tuned? One can go on and on…. The CAP theorem DOES NOT talk
about the normal operation of a distributed system when there are no partitions. What
kind of trade-offs exist during the normal operation of a distributed system? To
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understand this question, we need to see beyond the CAP theorem. This has been
observed by other researchers as well such as Daniel Abadi. In fact, the paper by
Professor Abadi was the inspiration behind this formulation.
There is a view that most NoSQL systems sacrifice consistency because of the
CAP theorem. This is not completely true. CAP theorem does not imply that
consistency (along with availability) cannot be achieved under normal operations of a
distributed system. In fact, CAP theorem allows for full ACID properties (along with
availability) to be implemented under normal operation of a distributed system – only
in the (rare) event of a network partition, the trade-off between consistency and
availability kicks in. However, a very different trade-off exists under normal
operation of a distributed system – it is related to latency. Thus, the important tradeoff during the normal operation of a distributed system is related to consistency VS
latency. Latency forces programmers to prefer local copies even in the absence of
partitions (Ramakrishnan, 2012) – an important observation, which leads us to the
latency consistency trade-off.
Why does this trade-off even exist? What are its implications? We will attempt to
answer the above questions. Consider a distributed system where the designer has to
replicate the data to make it available in case the original data becomes unavailable.
There are only 3 choices in case of replicated data:
1. Data updates are sent to all replicas either synchronously or asynchronously.
1.A. Asynchronous case: replica divergence (order of updates different) – if
there is no agreement protocol or a centralized node – preprocessing node.
1.B. Synchronous case: latency is high – needs a 2 Phase commit (2PC) kind
of protocol.
2. Data updates sent to a data-item specific node – master for this data-item.
1.A. Synchronous – involves latency
1.B. Asynchronous – could be inconsistent if reads are from all nodes &
consistent if reads are only from master.
1.C. Quorum protocols – updates sent to W nodes, reads from any of R nodes,
R+W>N for N nodes in the system for consistency reads.
3. Data updates sent to arbitrary location first – master not always the same
node.
All the NoSQL systems make the decisions based on the above – for example,
Amazon Dynamo, Riak and Cassandra have a combination of 2.C and 3, which means
that the master for a data item can be different at different points in time and they
implement a quorum protocol to decide which replica is to be updated and which
replica is to be read from to be a weak or a strong read. One of the students in the
class asked an interesting question, which may come your mind too – What is the
need for a there a master when you have a decentralized quorum protocol?
The quorum protocol is more for deciding who (which replica) are the members of the
write set, who are the members of the read set and whether R+W should be >N (for
strong reads) or <= N (for weak reads), while the master is the one who is responsible
for sending the updates to the write set and deciding on order of updates, if required.
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Another important NoSQL system, the PNUTS system from Yahoo (Brian F. C.,
2008) chooses 2B – inconsistent or weak reads at reduced latency cost. The PNUTS
system serves as the basis for a lot of Yahoo applications, starting from Weather to
email to answers. Thus, availability at low latency is the most important factor –
which is why they trade-off consistency for latency under normal operation. In the
event of a partition, the PNUTS system makes the data item unavailable for updates,
trading-off availability.
2.3

Categorizing NoSQL Databases

Just to recap what we talked about in the previous section, we explained the
importance of the consistency-latency trade-off under normal operation of a
distributed system, which is beyond the CAP theorem – which only talks about
partitions and the consequent availability-consistency trade-off.
We give a new formulation of NoSQL databases, inspired by Prof. Abadi’s
PACELC conjecture. The formulation is itself is quite simple – can be depicted as
NLC-PAC – what is the trade-off during normal operations of a distributed system
(Latency VS consistency) and what is the trade-off under partitions (AvailabilityConsistency)?
Lot of NoSQL systems that relax consistency under partitions also relax
consistency under normal operations and hence fall into the NL-PA category. This
includes Basically Available Soft State Eventually Consistent (BASE) systems such
as Amazon Dynamo, Riak and Cassandra. It must be noted that they all implement
some form of quorum protocol to realize consistency. Just to recollect, quorum
protocols have R readers, W writers, with R+W being set to be greater than N (for N
nodes in the system) for reading the last written value. Weak reads are supported by
setting R+W to be less than or equal to N.
The full Atomicity Consistency Isolation Durability (ACID) systems (which are
similar to the traditional database systems) in the NoSQL space include BigTable
from Google, Megastore and VoltDB (Stonebraker, 2012). These are systems for
which consistency are needs are similar to sequential consistency and will pay any
availability/latency cost to achieve that. These are classified as NC-PC systems in my
conjecture.
The PNUTS system from Yahoo is the only system (that we know of) which falls
into the NL-PC category. This means that under normal conditions, PNUTS will
trade-off consistency (by allowing weak reads even from slaves, rather than only from
the master for a data-item). Under a partition, instead of weakening consistency
further, they make the data-item unavailable for updates (and hence trade-off
availability – CP systems as per CAP categorization). This is because the master may
get caught in a minority partition and slaves would have no way of reaching it – reads,
like during normal operations can be from any slave (and are anyway weak).
MongoDB [9] falls under the NC-PA category – the system is strongly consistent
during normal operations sacrificing latency, while under partitions application code
must take care of the possible multiple masters and their conflict resolution – which in
essence means consistency is left to the application developer to sort out under
partitions.
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Current Trends in Big-Data

The four broad pieces of the Hadoop puzzle include systems and infrastructure
management (done by core Hadoop companies such as Hortonworks, Cloudera), data
management (NoSQL databases – by companies such as 10gen, DataStax or the
recent efforts such as LinkedIn’s Voldemart DB (Sumbaly, R, 2012)), data
visualization (Jaspersoft, Microstrategy or Tableu with their Hadoop connectors) and
the applications on top of the above three pieces. In terms of funding, the data
visualization and analytics companies have garnered the most funds, along with the
Hadoop provisioning/engineering companies. The emerging areas of the ecosystem
include the video analytics, ad placements and the software defined networks (SDNs).
The funding patterns are given below in pictorial form (this data has been culled
out from various sources on the web). As can be observed from the figure, the main
areas of funding are Hadoop provisioning (companies such as Hortonworks and
MapR), analytics (companies like Parstream or Bloomreach) and visualization
(companies such as Tableau). Other funding areas are video analytics (companies
such as TubeMogul or Video Breakouts), Software Defined Networks (companies
such as Arista are trying to offload the Reduce processing onto the Routers/Switches),
data munging (the ability to convert data from different formats/sources into
meaningful machine readable format – companies such as Metamarkets) and the
NoSQL databases companies such as 10gen (MongoDB) and DataStax (Cassandra).

The three broad research themes that are emerging include:
1. Storage, search and retrieval of Big-data
Trends in this space include use of coding techniques such as Erasure Coding to
optimize storage space, performing coding on graphics processing units, context
sensitive search as well as Iceberg queries on Big-data. Companies such as Acunu
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which is coming up with a custom storage for replacing HDFS by modifying the
Linux kernel as well as companies such as Hadapt which allows SQL queries on
distributed data sets are the interesting one to watch out for in this space.
2. Analytics on Big-data
Trends in this include real-time analytics by using Twitter’s Storm integrated with
Esper or other such query tools, video analytics and ad-placement analytics as well as
incremental analysis using Google’s Dremel . Interesting startups in this space include
Parstream, Skytree, Palantir and Platfora. While some of the above start-ups are
looking beyond Hadoop for analytics, Datameer is one company which is simplifying
the use of Hadoop for Big-data analytics.
3. Computations on Big-data
Trends in this space include the moving beyond Map-Reduce paradigm using
Google’s Pregel and investigations of paradigms beyond the Map-Reduce for Bigdata. Interesting startups in this space include Paradigm4, Black Sky, HPCC (which is
exploring Hadoop alternatives) and YarcData (which has an alternative to the MR
paradigm based on graph processing).
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Abstract. In health care, patients with heart problems require quick responsiveness in a clinical setting or in the operating theatre. Towards that end, automated classification of heartbeats is vital as some heartbeat irregularities are
time consuming to detect. Therefore, analysis of electro-cardiogram (ECG) signals is an active area of research. The methods proposed in the literature depend
on the structure of a heartbeat cycle. In this paper, we use interval and amplitude based features together with a few samples from the ECG signal as a feature vector. We studied a variety of classification algorithms focused especially
on a type of arrhythmia known as the ventricular ectopic fibrillation (VEB). We
compare the performance of the classifiers against algorithms proposed in the
literature and make recommendations regarding features, sampling rate, and
choice of the classifier to apply in a real-time clinical setting. The extensive
study is based on the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. Our main contribution is
the evaluation of existing classifiers over a range sampling rates, recommendation of a detection methodology to employ in a practical setting, and extend the
notion of a mixture of experts to a larger class of algorithms.
Keywords: Heart arrhythmia, ECG, Classification, Mixture of Experts.

1

Introduction

Heartbeat patterns may be identified from an ECG signal which is represented by a
cardiac cycle consisting of the well known P-QRS-T waveforms. These patterns include normal beats and abnormalities such as premature ventricular contraction, and
supra-ventricular contraction as seen in Fig. 1. Early detection of these abnormal
beats is potentially life-saving as beat irregularities correspond to heart arrhythmias.
The ECG signal of a normal beat has a distinctive structure consisting of five successive deflections in amplitude; known as the P, Q, R, S, and T waves as seen in Fig. 2.
Features such as the time duration of the QRS complex and the R amplitude are useful
in capturing the characteristics of the different types of beats. Existing detection methods use the time and amplitude dependent signatures of the heartbeat cycle to make
a detection decision.
S. Srinivasa and V. Bhatnagar (Eds.): BDA 2012, LNCS 7678, pp. 16–25, 2012.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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Fig. 1. Normal and pre-ventricular and supra ventricular beats observed in patients with cardiovascular diseases

Fig. 2. Cardiac cycle of a typical heartbeat represented by the P-QRS-T wave form

Detection of irregularities in a heartbeat cycle is a fundamentally a challenging
problem. In an ECG, the morphology of a beat type will not remain fixed, thus making it difficult to use standard template matching techniques. Fig. 3 depicts the heartbeat cycles of two patients (patient record numbers 119, 106 Source MIT-BIH).
Clearly there is inter-patient and intra-patient variation. Therefore, any statistical
algorithm should accommodate for these variations. So, adaptive methods are desirable, as they can quickly incorporate new patients’ data. So a mixture of experts
framework was used for ECG beat detection in [2]. In this approach, decision is
based on a global and a local expert, which are self-organizing map (SOM) and learning vector quantization (VQ) classifiers that act on feature vectors extracted from
each beat. Chazal et al [4] proposed classification scheme based on heartbeat morphology features, heartbeat interval features, and RR interval features and apply linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) for classification. Ince et al [5] advanced a patientdependent classification methodology for accurate classification of cardiac patterns.
Wiens et al [10] proposed an active learning framework which reduces the dependence on patient-dependent labeled data for classification. Clearly heartbeat classification researches have focused exclusively on patient-wide and patient-specific ECG
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signatures. Alvarado et al [7] used time-based samplers, such as the Integrate-aandFire (IF) model [8] to geneerate pulse based representations of the signal for heartbbeat
classification and showed that
t
accurate ECG diagnosis is achievable. However, the
focus of their paper was compression
c
in conjunction with classification in orderr to
address the problems such as band-width, power, and size encountered in real-tiime
monitoring in wireless body sensor networks (WBSN), but nevertheless a solutionn to
arrhythmia detection.

Fig. 3. Example of heartbeat shapes from the MIT-BIH data set. Each column represennts a
patient and each row the beatss for that specific class. Note the variations in the beat morphhology across patients as well as within
w
a patient (Source Alvarado et al [7]).

As the majority of the ap
pproaches involve a mixture of global and local experts, we
pause to explain these term
ms. The global expert is based on training samples from
ma
population of patients with
h known heart problems. Therefore, the global expert has
the benefit of many training
g examples, but offers no specificity in regards to a speccific
patient. To adapt to a sing
gle patient’s unique characteristics, a local expert is trained
on a small segment of a pattient’s annotated ECG data. A gating network dynamicaally
weights the classification decisions
d
of the global and local expert. Therefore, for
typical beat morphologies, the global expert dominates, while the local expert traacks
the more sensitive unique morphologies
m
in rare beat patterns. Our approach incorrporates a set of experts that train
t
on the patient-wide database. When a new patiennt is
presented, the expert that prroduces the smallest error is used in decision making. O
Our
suite of classifiers consists of linear discriminant analysis (LDA), quadratic discriiminant analysis (QDA), a miixture based on LDA and QDA, and the artificial neuural
networks based on the back propagation method. Results show that our approacches
emulate and in many cases outperform adaptive mixtures in terms of typical classsification criteria such as classiifier sensitivity, specificity, and others.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the ddata
sources, description and pree-processing of the data used for analysis. In Section 3, we
describe the various metho
ods used, Section 4 discusses the results and recommenndations, and finally Section 5,, includes conclusions and next steps.
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Data Description

We used the well-known MIT/Beth Israel Hospital (BIH) Arrhythmia Database available in the PhysioBank archives [1]. This database is composed of 2-channel ECG
signals. For each patient, there is 30 minutes of ECG at a sampling rate of 360 Hz.
We use the upper channel signal, which was acquired through a modified limb lead
(MLL) with electrodes attached to the chest. The MIT/BIH Arrhythmia Database
provides ECG signals with each beat labeled by an expert cardiologist. There are 20
types of beat annotations, as well as 22 types of non-beat annotations, including
rhythm annotations. Testing protocol is carried out in compliance with American
Association of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) protocol [3]. The database contains
48 half-hour recordings obtained from 47 subjects. The signal is sampled at 360 Hz
using 11 bit precision A/D converter over a ±5mV range. Adhering to the AAMI
recommended standard [3], the four patients with paced beats were not considered for
the training and testing. The remaining 44 patients were divided into two sets DS1
and DS2 where DS1 set was used for training the algorithms and DS2 set was used to
evaluate the performance of various statistical classifiers. DS1, DS2 consist of the
following patient records.
DS1 = {101, 106, 108, 109, 112, 114, 115, 116, 118, 119, 122, 124, 201, 203,
205, 207, 208, 209, 215, 220, 223, 230}
DS2 = {100, 103, 105, 111, 113, 117, 121, 123, 200, 202, 210, 212, 213, 214,
219, 221, 222, 228, 231, 232, 233, 234}
Paced beats = {102, 104, 107, 217}. Note that paced beats are excluded from analysis.
a.

ECG Filtering

Acquisition of ECG recordings involves detecting very low amplitude voltage in a
noisy environment. Hence, we preprocessed the ECG signal to reduce the baseline
wander and 60 Hz power line interference prior to applying the classification procedures for the detection of arrhythmia. To remove baseline wander, we passed the signal through median filters of window sizes 200ms and 600ms. This removes P-waves,
QRS complexes and T-waves leaving behind the baseline wander. By subtracting the
baseline wander from the original signal, we obtained the filtered signal. Furthermore,
power line interference was removed by using a notch filter centered at 60Hz.
b.

Heartbeat Classes

The database has annotations for 20 different types of heartbeats. The annotation
identifies the R-Peak for each heartbeat, where R-Peak represents the peak of QRS
complex as seen in Fig. 2. In accordance with the AAMI standard [3], we grouped the
heartbeat types into 5 classes. They are Normal and bundle branch block beats (N),
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Supraventricular ectopic beats (SVEBs), Ventricular ectopic beats (VEBs),
Fusion of normal and VEBs (F), and Unknown beats (Q). Table 1 shows the various
heartbeat types listed in the MIT-BIH database. We performed binary classification
task in compliance with AAMI [3] standard and consistent with studies reported in the
literature, where Ventricular ectopic beats (VEB) are classified against the remaining
heartbeat classes {N, S, F and Q}.
Table 1. MIT - BIH heartbeat group and the corresponding AAMI standard heartbeat class
(Source Alvarado et al [7])

c.

Feature Extraction

We used a 13 dimensional feature vector, one for every heartbeat recorded in the 30
minute recording of each patient. The features consist of RR interval duration, the Rpeak amplitude, and 5 samples each to the left and right of the R-peak, from the preprocessed ECG signal recordings down-sampled to 114 Hz. The 114 Hz sampling rate
is in the vicinity of the average sample rate reported by Alvarado et al [7]. The RR
interval features include the Pre-RR Interval and the Post-RR Interval. Pre-RR interval is calculated as the sample count between the current R-Peak and the preceding
R-Peak, while Post-RR interval is calculated as the sample count between the current
R-Peak and the next R-Peak. We settled for the 13 dimensional feature vector after it
was found that having more sample values in the feature vector do not produce significant improvement in performance. It is noted that a lower sampling rate and smaller
feature vector is desirable in real time monitoring applications as it translates to lower
hardware complexity and power consumption.

3

Methods and Metrics

We used methods such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA), quadratic discriminant
analysis (QDA), mixture of experts (ME), artificial neural networks (ANN) and ensemble networks. For an overview, refer to [11, 12, 13, 14]. In our implementation,
the proposed mixture consists of two experts, LDA and QDA. The classification for
each patient was performed using LDA and QDA and the winner between the two
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was chosen for each patient based on the F-Score, described later in this section. The
LDA assumes that the covariance within the VEB and other generic class is the same,
as opposed to the QDA which assumes an unequal covariance between the two
classes. The ANN implementation consisted of network ensembles as they are known
to exhibit superior performance in applications as widely reported in literature.
a.

Metrics

A variety of metrics are used in the realm of classification. Adhering to common
practice in heartbeat classification, we used the metrics listed below. The classification results are reported in terms of accuracy (Acc), sensitivity (Se), positive predictive value (PPV), and false positive rate (FPR). They are defined as follows:
,

,

,

where TP (True Positive) is the number of heartbeats belonging to class 'i' that are
correctly classified to class 'i'; FN (False Negative) is the number of heartbeats belonging to class 'i' that are incorrectly classified to class 'j ≠ i'; FP (False Positive) is
the number of beats of class 'j ≠ i', that are incorrectly classified to class 'i'; TN (True
Negative) is the number of beats of class 'j ≠ i' that are correctly classified to class 'j'.
In our model, VEB represents class 'i', and the set {N, F, Q, S} represents class 'j'. An
additional metric, the F score, was used in the mixture of experts model to compare
the performance of LDA and QDA. F-Score is a common metric used in the field of
Information Retrieval. Wiens et al [10] defined F-Score as
2

4

Results and Discussion

The classification scheme involved two classes consisting of feature vectors belonging to the VEB class, and the patterns from the remaining classes combined into one
set {N, F, Q, S}. We have reported the results of the classification tasks in Table 2
and Table 3. Table 2 reports the gross results for LDA and QDA. Table 3 reports the
gross results for ME (Mixture of experts) and ANN ensembles. Columns 2-6 contain
the total number of heartbeats from each class; columns 7-14 report the gross classifier performance in terms of Acc (Accuracy), Se (Sensitivity), PPV (Positive predictive
value) and FPR (False positive rate). Row 1 reports the gross result (Gross) for the 22
patient testing set DS2. Similarly, row 2 reports the gross result (Gross*) for the set
of 11 patients overlapping with the testing set from Hu et al [2]. We used the aggregate TP, FN, FP, and TN to calculate the gross results for each classifier.
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In the mixture of experts model (ME), the classification for each patient was performed using both LDA and QDA. For each patient, we chose the results for classifier
(LDA or QDA) with higher F-Score, which was later used to calculate the gross
results for the ME model. The gross statistics for the ANN ensemble classifier was
calculated by taking the average of the results reported by the ANN ensemble.
Table 2. Gross classification results for LDA and QDA

Table 3. Gross classification results for Mixture of Experts (ME) and ANN Ensemble

The gross statistics (Gross) reported in Table 2 shows that LDA achieved higher
Accuracy (93.4%), PPV (61.9%) and FPR (4.8%) while QDA achieved higher Sensitivity (97%). However, since QDA achieved a significantly lower PPV (35.2%) due to
high false positives, LDA has clearly outperformed QDA. Comparing the ME model
to the ANN ensemble in Table 3, the ANN ensemble clearly outperforms the ME
model due to higher PPV. ME achieved high sensitivity (92.2%) and low PPV
(63.4%), whereas ANN ensemble achieved a modest Sensitivity (79.7%) and PPV
(74.6%). Thus after extensive testing, applying the many classifiers, the ANN stood
out with the best performance, followed by mixture of experts model (ME), LDA and
QDA. ANN ensemble achieved a gross accuracy (Acc) of 96.9% while LDA, QDA
and mixture of experts (ME) achieved 93.4%, 83.1% and 95.4% respectively. ANN
ensemble achieved sensitivity (Se) of 79.7%, while LDA, QDA and ME achieved
sensitivity of 75.8%, 97%, and 92.2% respectively. However, ANN ensemble
achieved the highest PPV among the four classifiers (74.6% for ANN, 61.9% for
LDA, 35.2% for QDA and 63.4% for Mixture of experts). Therefore, the performance of the ANN ensemble has been found to be consistently superior to LDA,
QDA and the ME.
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In Table 4, we compare our methods with the state of the art models. The table
shows the results reported by Chazal et al [4], Hu et al [2] and Alvarado et al [7]
followed by the results obtained using our approach. Column 1 identifies the study,
columns 2-5 represents the gross results for the 22 patient testing set. Columns 6-9
represents the gross results reported by the various studies for the set of 11 patients
overlapping with the testing set from Hu et al [2]. Column 10 represents the sampling rate. The mixture of experts model (MoE) proposed by Hu et al [2] consists of
a global expert and a local expert. The experts are weighted to make a decision. Hu
et al (GE) represents the results obtained using the global expert, while Hu et al
(MoE) represents the results obtained using the mixture of experts model described
previously.
Table 4. Comparison of results with the state of the art

We compared our results for the 22 patient testing set (VEB Gross) with the results
reported by Chazal et al [4]. Sensitivity (Se) achieved by LDA, QDA, and ME are
comparable to the sensitivity reported by Chazal et al [4]. However, LDA, QDA and
ME achieved lower PPV. The performance of ANN ensemble(Acc equal to 96.9%,
Se equal to 79.7%, PPV equal to 74.6% and FPR equal to 1.9%) is comparable to the
results reported by Chazal et al [4] (Acc equal to 97.4%, Se equal to 77.7%, PPV
equal to 81.9% and FPR equal to 1.2%). Note that while our sampling rate was 114
Hz, Chazal et al [4] sampled at 360 Hz. Also, we compared our results with the results reported by Alvarado et al [7] (Se equal to 92.4%, PPV equal to 94.82%, FPR
equal to 0.4%). Note that Alvarado et al [7] reported an average sampling rate of 117
Hz, which is in within the range of our sampling rate. Our models were outperformed
by the model proposed by Alvarado et al [7], which achieved higher sensitivity (Se)
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and positive predictive value (PPV). In a future paper, we propose to examine other
types of embeddings to represent the ECG recordings to serve as a feature vector to
compete against models proposed by Alvarado et al [7]. The approach by Alvarado et
al [7] comes with many caveats. It may be noted that the proposal by Alvarado et al
[7] using the integral and fire (IF) models derives its advantages if the analog signal is
sampled as opposed to the digital signal. Hardware implementations for the IF are
now not commercially available and are still in the incipient laboratory stages.
Columns 6-9 in Table 4 reports the gross results (VEB Gross*) achieved for the 11
patients overlapping with the testing set reported by Hu et al [2]. We have observed
that ANN ensemble (Acc equal to 97.1%, Se equal to 80.3%, PPV equal to 94.2% and
FPR equal to 0.7%) and our mixture of experts (ME) model (Acc equal to 95.2%, Se
equal to 93%, PPV equal to 73.5% and FPR equal to 4.5%) outperforms Hu et al [2]
with MoE (Acc equal to 93.6%, Se equal to 78.9%, PPV equal to 76% and FPR equal
to 3.2%). The performance of proposed LDA model (Acc equal to 94.2%, Se equal to
75.8%, PPV equal to 75.3% and FPR equal to 3.3%) is comparable to the Mixture of
experts model proposed by Hu et al [2]. For the same 11 patients, the results for ANN
ensemble is comparable to the results reported by Chazal et al [4] (Acc of 96.4%, Se
of 77.5%, PPV of 90.6% and FPR of 1.1%).
The results indicate that artificial neural networks are better suited for the detection
of VEB type arrhythmia. It was observed that varying the learning rate and hidden
layer nodes had minimal impact on the performance. Also, increasing the sampling
rate to 180 Hz did not produce significant gain in performance. Hence a sampling rate
of 114 Hz was found to provide enough discriminatory power for the classification
task. In short, our approach emulated the performance of the state of the art models at
a lower sampling rate and a set of simple features.

5

Conclusion and Next Steps

The main contribution of the paper is to review the state of the art in classification of
heartbeats using ECG recordings. This is a comprehensive study that consisted of a
suite of classifiers and variants there of applied to a binary classification task of detecting VEB type arrhythmias using the MIT-BIH patient archives. By performing
extensive set of experiments over a range of sampling rates and over a range of tuning
parameters specific to various classifiers, we are able to tabulate and compare the
performances of individual classifiers. The practitioner based on domain knowledge
and comfortable with tolerances relative to detection accuracy can choose an appropriate classifier based on our findings. Our investigation suggests that a simple set of
morphological features together with time and amplitude features from the P-QRS-T
waveform sampled at a 114 HZ and a well trained (offline) ensemble of neural networks can yield satisfactory results.
We intend to pursue this line of research to further enhance the classifier performance using inter-patient and intra-patient feature vectors. The chaotic behaviors of
heart arrhythmias also provide the opportunity to explore these conditions by a dynamical systems and non-linear time series methods.
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Abstract. Information Requirement Elicitation (IRE) recommends a
framework for developing interactive interfaces, which allow users to access database systems without having prior knowledge of a query language. An approach called ‘Query-by-Object’ (QBO) has been proposed
in the literature for IRE by exploiting simple calculator like operations.
However, the QBO approach was proposed by assuming that the underlying database is simple and contains few tables of small size. In this
paper, we propose an enhanced QBO approach called Query-by-Topics
(QBT), for designing calculator like user interfaces for large databases.
We use methodologies for clustering database entities and discovering
topical structures to represent objects at a higher level of abstraction.
The QBO approach is then enhanced to allow users to query by topics
(QBT). We developed a prototype system based on QBT and conducted
experimental studies to show eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach.
Keywords: User Interfaces, Information Systems, Information Requirement Elicitation, Query-by-Object.

1

Introduction

Databases are more useful, when users are able to extract information from
the database with minimal eﬀorts. Writing a structured query in XQuery or
SQL is a challenging task for normal users. Research eﬀorts are going on to
design eﬃcient user interfaces which simplify the process of database access.
Information Requirement Elicitation [1] proposes an interactive framework for
accessing information. In this framework, it was proposed that user interfaces
should allow users to specify their information requirements by means of adaptive
choice prompts.
In the literature, Query-By-Object (QBO) approach has been proposed to
develop user interfaces for mobile devices [2], GIS systems [3] and e-learning
S. Srinivasa and V. Bhatnagar (Eds.): BDA 2012, LNCS 7678, pp. 26–41, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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systems [4] based on IRE framework. The QBO approach provides a web-based
interface for building a query using multiple user level steps. The main advantage
of this approach is simplicity to express a query. The QBO approach uses a
database to store the objects and entities. However, for databases with large
number of tables and rows, the QBO approach does not scale well.
In this paper, we propose an improved QBO approach, Query-by-Topics (QBT),
to design user interfaces based on IRE framework which works on large relational
databases. In the proposed approach, we represent the objects at a higher level
of abstraction by clustering database entities and representing each cluster as a
topic. Similarly, we organize instances of a entity in groups based on values of a user
selected attribute. The aim of this paper is not to propose an approach for detecting
topical structures but rather how such an approach can provide applications in
practical scenarios like information systems. Experiments were conducted at the
system and user level on a real dataset using a QBT based prototype and the results
obtained are encouraging.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the
related works. In Section 3, we brieﬂy explain the QBO approach and discovering topical structures in a database. In Section 4, we present the proposed
framework. In Section 5, we present experiments and analysis of the proposed
approach. The last section contains summary and conclusions.

2

Related Work

‘Information Requirement Elicitation’ [1] framework allows users to build their
queries in a series of steps. The result of each step is used to determine the
user’s intent. However, this approach does not allow gathering of individual query
responses to build complex queries. The ‘Query-By-Object’ (QBO) [3] approach
on the other hand provides a high-level user interface for IRE which allows users
to build a query progressively while also allowing gathering of individual query
responses. We explain the QBO approach in Section 3.1.
Jagadish et al. [5] identiﬁed ﬁve diﬃculties associated with usability of
databases. One of the diﬃculty is ‘Painful Relations’ which describes the consequences of schema normalization. What users perceive as a single unit of information is disintegrated by the normalization process. Yu and Jagadish [6] had
proposed the earliest algorithms for generating schema summary for XML schema.
However, some of the assumptions made for XML schema summarization were
not valid for relational databases. Yang et al. [7], addressed these limitations
and proposed a principled approach for relational schema summarization. In [8],
the authors presented an eﬃcient framework for discovering topical structures
in databases by clustering database entities.
Other related works which aim to help users in query construction are: form
based interaction and keyword search in databases. In an input form based querying mechanism [9], users submit their information needs via a form and get the
results. In [10], the authors tried to automate the process of construction of
query forms. With the help of a limited number of forms, the system is able
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to express a wide range of queries. This helps in leveraging the restriction on
expressiveness posed by form based querying mechanisms. Keyword searches in
databases [11] allow users to query databases using a set of keywords. However,
query result validation is a challenging aspect is such systems. In [12], the authors proposed a new paradigm for data interaction called guided interaction,
which uses interaction to guide the users in query construction. The authors
proposed that databases should enumerate all possible actions available to the
user, allowing users to explore and discover knowledge eﬀectively.
The QBO approach does not scale well for large databases. In this paper, we
address this issue by providing abstractions for objects and instances to help
users locate their objects of interest easily. The approach in [7,6] was aimed to
provide database administrators and analysts with simple, easy-to-read schema,
while the approach in [8] was concerned with the issue of integrating databases.
In this paper, we extend the notion of topic detection or summary generation for
usage in information systems. The Guided Interaction paradigm, proposed in [12]
is similar to the IRE framework. However, in IRE framework and the proposed
approach, we do not enumerate all possible actions to the users, instead we
provide quality enumerations which can be explored further to guide the user in
constructing queries.

3

Background

The proposed approach proposes enhancements to the Query-by-Object approach. We also use the notion of detecting topical structures in databases to
represent objects at a higher level of abstraction. Hence, in this section we explain the Query-By-Object Approach (QBO) in detail and also describe the
framework for discovering topical structures in databases.
3.1

Query-By-Object Approach

The Query-By-Object (QBO) approach was proposed in [3], based on the notion
of IRE. In this approach, the user communicates with a database through a high
level interface. The initial intent of the user is captured via selection of objects
from an object menu. The user navigates to select granularity of these objects
and operators to operate between the selected objects. The user’s actions are kept
track in a query-bag, visible to the user at all stages. Finally, a SQL equivalent
query is formulated and is executed at DBMS server. In the IRE framework,
intermediate queries could not be utilized further and hence, there is not much
support for complex queries. In QBO, user is allowed to gather and combine
query results. This is supported by closure property of the interface. It states
that the result of an operation on objects leads to formation of another object.
Hence, the results of a query can be used to answer an extended query. As the
QBO interface involves multiple user level steps, non-technical users can easily
understand and use the system for retrieving information from the databases.
The developer protocol and user protocol (Figure 1) for the QBO approach is
as follows:
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Fig. 1. QBO user protocol
Table 1. Operator Matrix for Example 1
ﬁlm actor ﬁm actor
ﬁlm
U, I, C R
R
actor
R
U, I, C
R
ﬂim actor
R
R
U, I, C

Table 2. QBO Developer and User Protocols
QBO Developer Protocol

QBO User Protocol
1. Select an object.
1. Store objects and entities in a RDBMS.
2. Select granularity of object.
2. Deﬁne operators for each pair of objects.
3. Select another object.
3. Provide IRE based object selection, operation 4. Select the operator.
selection and support for closure property.
5. Display result.
6. If required, extend query by
selecting another object.

Example 1. Consider an example where a developer builds a QBO based system
which users will query.
System development based on QBO Developer Protocol : The following steps are
taken by the developer:
– Database:
• ﬁlm - (ﬁlm id, ﬁlm name, ﬁlm rating)
• actor - (actor id, actor name)
• ﬁlm actor - (ﬁm id, actor id, actor rating);
– In this approach, the relations in the entity-relationship (ER) data model are
considered as objects. Next, the developer deﬁnes pair wise operations between these objects (Table 1). Four types operators were proposed: UNION
(U), INTERSECT (I), COMPLEMENT (C) and RELATE (R). The ‘RELATE’ operator has diﬀerent connotations depending on the chosen objects
it operates on. The pairwise operations are shown in Table 1.
– A web-based interface provides a list of objects, instances and operations user
can select from. The system also allows user to combine query responses.
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Fig. 2. The iDisc approach

Steps taken by user based on QBO User Protocol : Consider an example query
that the user is interested in, Find all actors who have co-worked with the actor
‘Jack’. Such a query when expressed with QBO can be expressed as: Find names
of ﬁlms actor ‘Jack’ has worked in, then ﬁnd names of actors who worked in these
ﬁlms. User level steps are:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
3.2

Select object: actor
Select granularity: actor-‘Jack’
Select another object: ﬁlm
Select operator: Relate
Select another object: actor
Select operator: Relate
Display result
Discovering Topical Structures in Databases

Discovering topical structures in databases allows us to group semantically related tables in a single group, helping in identifying what users might perceive as
a single unit of information in the database. Consider a database D, consisting
of a set of tables T = {T1 , T2 ...Tn }. Topical structure of a database D describes
a partitioning, C = {C1 , C2 , ..Ck } of tables in T such that the tables in the same
partition have a semantic relationship and belong one subject area. In [8], the
authors proposed iDisc, a system which discovers topical structure in a database
by clustering tables into quality clusters.
The iDisc approach is described in Figure 2. The input to iDisc is a database
D consisting of a set of tables T and returns a clustering C of the tables in T .
In the iDisc approach, a database is ﬁrst modeled by various representations
namely vector − based, graph − based and similarity − based.
In the vector-based model, each table is represented as a document in bagof-words model and a database is hence represented as set of documents. In the
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graph-based model, database is represented as an undirected graph. The nodes
in the graph are the tables in the database(T ). Two tables Ti and Tj share an
edge if there exists a foreign key relationship between Ti and Tj . In the similaritybased representation a database D is represented as a n × n similarity matrix
M where n = |T | and M [i, j] represents the similarity between tables Ti and
tables Tj . The similarity between two tables is calculated by ﬁnding matching
attributes based on a greedy-matching strategy [13]. The table similarity is then
averaged out over the similarities of matching attributes.
In the next phase, clustering algorithms are implemented for each database
representation model. The vector-based model and similarity-based model use hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm approach. A cluster quality metric
deﬁned to measure cluster quality. For the graph-based representation, shortest
path betweenness and spectral graph partitioning techniques are used for partitioning the graph into connected components. Similar to other representations
a cluster quality metric is used to measure quality of connected components.
After clustering process ends, the base-clusterer for each representation selects
the clustering with the highest quality score and preliminary clustering for each
representation is discovered.
After identifying preliminary centerings, iDisc uses a multi-level aggregation
approach to aggregate results from each clustering using a voting scheme to generate ﬁnal cluseters. A clusterer boosting technique is also used in the aggregation approach by assigning weights to more accurate clustering representations.
Later, representatives for each cluster is discovered using an importance metric
based on centrality score of the tables in the graph-based representation. The
output of iDisc is a clustering of tables in the database, where each labeled
clusters represents a topic.

4

Proposed Approach

The QBO approach has been discussed in Section 3.1. However, when the
database size is large, the QBO approach does not scale well. We explain the
issues using Example 2.
Example 2. Consider an example where a developer builds a QBO based system for a complex database eSaguT R , described in section 5.1. For information
requirement elicitation, following steps are taken by the system developer:
– Implement the eSaguT R system in a RDBMS, where each table would correspond to an object. The eSagu database consists of 84 tables.
– Deﬁne operations between 84 × 84 object pairs.
– Provide a web-based interface providing a list of tables (84 tables) and instances (some tables containing more than 104 rows).
Use Case: Consider the scenario when a user is trying to query the eSaguT R
database using a web-based interface designed using the developer’s protocol.
The user protocol would include:
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– Select an object: a user would have to analyze a list of 84 objects and locate
his object of interest.
– Select granularity or instance selection: Even if instance selection is based
on attribute values, attributes can have large number of distinct values.
– Select operator: A user would have to have to grasp how each object would
relate to other objects.
A complex database may contain large number of tables in the schema due
to conceptual design or schema normalization. In such cases, it is diﬃcult for
the user to locate his information of interest. A naive solution, to organize objects alphabetically, may not be eﬃcient. For example, in the eSagu database,
there are 35 tables for various crop observations, cotton observation, crossandara observation and likewise 33 others. If a user wants to browse through all
such observation tables he would need to know all the crop names. An organized list where crop observation tables are grouped together and then sorted
alphabetically would be more intuitive for the user. Hence when the objects are
more in number, there is a need to represent the objects at a higher level of
abstraction. Similarly, there is a need for better organization when the object
instances are more in number.
In general we are faced with the following problems for QBO developers and
users:
– Large number of tables in the schema makes it harder for the user to locate
his information of interest.
– With large number of instances in each table, selection of desired instance
becomes diﬃcult.
– With large number of tables, the number of pairwise operations between
tables also increase. For n tables in the schema, in the worst case n × n
operational pairs exist.
4.1

Basic Idea

In the proposed approach, we exploit the notion of detecting topical structures
in databases to represent the schema at a higher level of abstraction. Identifying
topical structures allows tables which are semantically correlated to be grouped
together, which provides a better organization for options presented to the users.
Secondly, instead of deﬁning operations between each pair of tables, we can deﬁne operations between topics and within topics. Hence, the number of pairs
for which operators have to be deﬁned, can be reduced signiﬁcantly. Similarly,
to facilitate easier instance selection, we organize instances of an attribute into
bins, providing a two-level hierarchy for instance selection. The developer protocol is modiﬁed to include steps required to generate the the abstract levels.
Consequently, the user protocol is also modiﬁed for the proposed approach. The
proposed approach has the following additional processes to QBO: Organizing
objects into topics; Facilitating instance selection; Deﬁning operators for the
topical structure. We discuss each of these process in detail.
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4.1.1. Organization into Topics
Discovering topical structures of objects stored in a RDBMS is a challenging task.
While careful analysis of the database manually by a database domain expert
would provide the most accurate result, in many cases it may be unfeasible to
do so. In such cases, we use the iDisc approach described in section 3.2 for
detecting topical structures in a database. The objective of this paper is not to
compare various approaches for topic detection but rather focus on how such an
approach has a practical use in information systems.
Given an input, a database containing a set of tables T = (T1 , T2 , ..Tn ),
the iDisc framework generates a clustering C = (C1 , C2 , ..Ck ) of tables in
the schema. along with the table representing the cluster centers (labels) L =
(L1 , L2 , ..Lk ). Ci represents the set of tables belonging to the ith topic , where
Li represents the representative table (cluster center) and topic of the cluster
Ci .
In QBO approach, the hierarchy of information organization was as follows:
Tables → Attributes → Attribute Instances
Given a clustering C and representative tables L, we make the following modiﬁcation in the hierarchy of organization:
Topics → Tables → Attributes → Attribute Instances
Each topic is represented by its representative-table. In other terms, we introduce topics and present the database tables belonging to a topic as its granularity. Hence, an object in QBT is a topic which has three levels of granularity
(tables,attributes and attribute instances), in contrast to QBO which had only
attributes and attribute instances as the two levels of granularity. Our approach
is also in accordance to IRE framework. By providing topics, users can browse
the database contents semantically, thus providing more intuitive options to the
users.
4.1.2 Facilitating Instance Selection
For selecting instances of an object, selection based on an attribute values comes
naturally to the user. Thus we ﬁrst ask the user to select an attribute and then
select its instances. However, in case the number of instances of an attribute
are large, we need to an eﬃcient organization of options. Here we have two
problems in conﬂict as while we allow the user to drill down to his requirements
in multiple steps, we may end up creating too many steps which is unfavorable for
the user. We thus create a two-level hierarchy for attribute values such that there
are not too many steps required for instance selection while providing a better
organization. In the two-level hierarchy, we organize the attribute instances by
grouping the attribute-instances into intervals. The ﬁrst level represents the
intervals and the second level represents the instances itself.
Considering instances of an attribute as a data distribution, we relate creating
intervals to determine bins for creating histograms for a given data distribution.
Methods for calculating number of bins given a data distribution are as follows:
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Fig. 3. Topical Structure for QBT

– Struge’s formula: k = log
√2 n + 1
– Square root choice: k = n
– Scott’s choice (based on bin width): h =
– Freedman-Diaconis’s choice: h = 2 ×
range.

3.5σ
1

n3
IQR(x)
1

n3

, where h represents Bin width
, where IQR = interquartile

4.1.3 Deﬁning Operations
Next, we need to deﬁne operators which perform in case of QBT. Operators
enable us to perform complex queries on databases involving one or more objects.
The selected objects act as operands to the operators. We deﬁne two types of
operator matrix:
i Within-Topic Operator Matrix (WTS): This matrix represents all possible operations within a topic. This includes operations between a topic’s
representative table with other tables belonging to the topic and between
the tables in a same topic.
ii Between-Topics Operator Matrix (BTS): This matrix represents the
possible operations between the representative tables of each topic. The diagonal elements represent the WTS matrix of the topics and other non-diagonal
elements represent operations between two distinct topics.
By deﬁning operational pairs between topics and within topic, we reduce the
number of operation pairs for which operations need to be deﬁned. The reduction in operational pairs depends on the topical structure identiﬁed for the
database. Figure 3 shows an example of organization of tables into topical structure. A topic is represented by its representative-table and all tables belonging to
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a topic are called its subordinate tables. The ﬁrst subscript represents the topic
and second describes whether the table is a representative table or a subordinate
table of the topic. Tables of each topic are further represented as a, b, and so on.
Table 3 describes the Within Topic matrix for the ﬁrst Topic (WT-I) and table
4 describes the Between Topic matrix (BT). The following scenarios come up in
context of Figure 3,

Table 3. Within-Topic Matrix 1(WT-I)

Table 4. Between-Topic Matrix(BT)

t
T11 T12a T12b T12c
T11 U,I,C R
R
R
T12a R U,I,C R
R
T12b R
R U,I,C R
T12c R
R
R U,I,C

t
T11
T21
T11 [WT-I]
R
T21
R [WT-II]

Scenario 1. The two selected objects belong to the same topic. It has further
three possibilities:
– Both the tables are representative tables {T11 ,T11 }: As there is only one representative table for each topic, this represents operations between same
tables. The possible operations will be provided in Within-Topic operator
matrix (WT-I[1,1]).
– One of the table is representative-table and the other is a subordinate-table
{T11 ,T12a }: This case represents a RELATE operation between the two tables. The operations will be deﬁned in Within Topic operator matrix (WTI[1,2]).
– Both the tables are subordinate tables {T12a ,T12b }: In this case, the two tables relate directly or through the representative-table of the corresponding
topic. In this case, the operations are performed at a higher level (WT-I[2,3]).
Scenario 2. The two selected objects belong to diﬀerent topics. It has three
further possibilities:
– Both the selected tables are representative-tables {T11 ,T21 }: The possible operations will be deﬁned in Between-Topics-I operator matrix (BT-I[1,2]).
– One table is a representative-table and other is a subordinate table
{T11 ,T22a }: In this case, the tables can be related at the higher level via
the representative-tables of the two topics (BT-I[1,2]).
– Both the tables are subordinate tables ({T12a ,T22a }): Similar to the above
case, the two tables can be related through their representative-tables. The
possible operations are deﬁned in Between-Topics-I matrix (BT[1,2]).
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Fig. 4. QBT user protocol

4.2

QBT Protocols

In this section we describe the QBT developer protocol and QBT user protocol:
QBT Developer Protocol
– Store objects and entities in a database (RDBMS)
– Organize the tables in a schema based on the topic of tables, as described in
Section 4.1.1.
– Create a framework to organize attribute instances into two-level hierarchy,
as explained in Section 4.1.2.
– Deﬁne operations within each topic and between topics, described in Section
4.1.3.
– Provide a interface based on QBT, to allow object selection,instance selection
and support closure property.
QBT User Protocol. The user protocol for QBT is described in Figure 4. The
main options in the QBT are as follows.
–
–
–
–
–
–

5
5.1

Select a topic
Select granularity (a table, attribute and attribute values)
Select another topic
Select an operation
Display result
Extend query, if required

Experiments
Experimental Methodology

To analyze the eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach, we conducted systemlevel experiments and also a usability study. System-level experiments consists
of evaluating the reduction in the number of operational pairs from the QBO approach. The usability study consists task-analysis and ease of use survey on a real
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database using real users. For the usability study, we developed two prototypes,
one based on the QBO approach and the other based on QBT approach. The
interface for both the approach is almost similar, except that the QBO prototype does not group object by topics and does not not provide bins for instances.
We ﬁrst do a task analysis on the QBT prototype and QBO prototype to check
whether the proposed approach is beneﬁcial to the user. Since we give diﬀerent
tasks for diﬀerent prototypes to the user, we cannot infer concrete results as
diﬀerent tasks are perceived diﬀerently by users. In order to overcome this bias,
we ask the user to explore the database on their own and pose queries from
their day-to-day requirements using both the prototypes. After the session, they
ﬁll out a questionnaire, rating the prototypes. It may not be the most eﬃcient
usability evaluation but it considerably reduces the bias from task analysis.
5.2

eSaguT R Database

For all experiments and analysis, we use a real database, eSagu. eSaguT R is a
personalized agricultural advisory system. It provides a service through which
expert agricultural advice is delivered to farmers for each of their farms regularly.
In eSaguT R , the agriculture scientist, rather than visiting the crop in person,
delivers the expert advice by getting the crop status in the form of both digital
photographs and the related information. The database consists of 84 tables
containing mainly of farmer details, farm details, partner details, expert details,
observation details and details of advice delivered for these observations.
5.3

Performance Analysis

We measure the eﬀect of using topical structures at the system level by measuring
the reduction factor (RF ) for operational pairs. The reduction factor represents
the number of operation pairs in the QBT approach as compared to the QBO
approach (RFop ). If the number of operation pairs in QBT are OPqbt and in case
of QBO are OPqbo , the reduction factor (RFop ) is deﬁned as follows:
RFop = 1 −

OPqbt
OPqbo

(1)

We illustrate the metric by referring to Figure 3, where the total number
of tables are 8. When tables have been divided into two topics, the number
of operation pairs are are follows: two 4 × 4 WT matrix and one diagonal BT
matrix (2 pairs). Hence OPqbt is 34, while OPqbo is 64 (8 × 8). The reduction
factor for operation pairs is .46. For the eSagu database, after identifying topical
structures, operational pairs were calculated for the between topics matrix (BT)
and within topics matrix (WT). The reduction factor for operational pairs (RFop )
observed was .76.
5.4

Usability Study

Usability tests were conducted on four real users having computer experience
but not skilled at SQL or query languages. The users belonged to the age group
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Fig. 5. QBO Approach Prototype

Fig. 6. QBT Approach Prototype(with
Topic modeling and binning)

Table 4. Time taken and number of
attempts made for each task

Task
1
2
3
4
5
6

Time taken in seconds
(attempts taken)
User1 User2 User3 User4
21(1) 16(1) 41(2) 22(1)
18(2) 31(2) 30(1) 27(1)
170(3) 81(2) 79(1) 112(2)
17(1) 18(1) 22(1) 25(1)
25(1) 18(1) 41(2) 24(1)
140(2) 151(2) 110(2) 103(2)
Fig. 7. Ratings from questionnaire

20-26 and were agriculture consultants at eSagu. The users were familiar with
the database domain, mainly eSaguT R service and agricultural domain. and can
validate the query results more comfortably. Users were then briefed about the
QBT prototype for 15 minutes along with a quick demonstration of a sample
query. Before the experiments, users were allowed a 5 minutes practice session
to get themselves acquainted with the tool before starting the experiments. Using Retrospective testing, user’s screen was recorded to monitor the navigation
process. We performed two experiments: Task analysis and Use Survey [14].
Experiment 1, Task Analysis: Users were then asked to construct queries
corresponding to the following six tasks on the QBT prototype and QBO prototype:
– Q1: Find the details of family members for the farmer D.Laxama Reddy.
– Q2: Find all the farmers owned by the farmer named P olepally
T hirumalreddy.
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– Q3: Find all the observations given to farmers from M alkapur village who
grow cotton crops.
– Q4: Find the details of livestock belonging to the farmer d.laxama reddy.
– Q5: Find all the farmers belonging to the coordinator named k .s narayana.
– Q6: Find all the advices given to farmers from M alkapur village.
These three tasks (Q1,Q2,Q3) were performed on the QBT prototype and last
three (Q4,Q5,Q6) were performed on the QBO prototype. The query Q1 is similar to query Q4, only diﬀerence on the part of the user would be to locate objects
corresponding to the family details and livestock details. Similarly, Q2 and Q4
represent a simple join operation, diﬀer only in terms of object involved. Q3 and
Q6 represent a complex join involving 3 objects(4 tables from the database).
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the diﬀerence in prototypes for QBO approach and
QBT approach. The tasks were performed in increasing order of complexity to
track user’s learning rate. The time taken(in seconds) and number of attempts
taken to construct the query is described in Table 4. The experiments provided
some interesting observations. The average time taken by users on ﬁrst task was
more than the fourth task. This may be because the user has already performed
3 queries on a similar interface and is now comfortable in using the interface
for exploration or it may be that QBO prototype performs better. The average
time taken for the second and ﬁfth tasks are similar but the number of attempts
made using the QBT prototype is less than that of QBO prototype, despite having used QBT prototype ﬁrst. The third and sixth tasks took the most time as
it involves a relatively complex join, with the average time taken for QBT prototype being less than QBO prototype. The diﬀerence is mainly due to location of
objects quickly, during an attempt or relocating objects after a wrong attempt
has been made.
Experiment 2, Use Survey: After the task evaluation, users were asked to explore the database on their own and pose various queries from their day-to-day
requirements. Once the exploration session was ﬁnished, users were presented
with another prototype, similar in design but based on earlier QBO approach.
In the QBO based prototype, objects were not grouped and were presented by
sorting them alphabetically in the objects menu. The users were again asked
to explore the database using this prototype. After the users had explored the
database using the two diﬀerent prototypes they were asked to ﬁll in a questionnaire based on a USE survey. The questionnaire asked the users to rate both the
prototypes on a scale of 0 - 10 based on the following questions:
–
–
–
–

Q1: The tool is easy to use.
Q2: The tool suﬃcient for my information requirements
Q3: The tool can be used with minimal eﬀorts.
Q4: The tool requires minimal training and can be used without written
instructions.
– Q5: I can locate my information easily.
– Q6: The tool requires minimal steps to formulate a query.
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In general we observe good results for most claims. For Q1, we achieved slightly
higher rations for QBT than QBO, which shows that although the QBT approach
consists of additional steps to the QBO, it does not deters the ease of use signiﬁcantly. The claim Q2 received mixed reviews for both QBT and QBO prototype,
which indicated that users demanded more operators to be provided to them
so that their information needs can be elicited easily. For Q3 again QBT gets
a higher rating than QBO which again emphasizes the ease of use of the QBT
prototype. The claim Q4 got similar low ratings for QBO and QBT, indicating
that users might require more brieﬁngs and demonstration to get comfortable
in using the tool. The claim Q5 gets signiﬁcantly higher ratings for QBT than
QBO, which indicated the eﬀectiveness of using topical structures and bins in
large databases. For the claim Q6, we again get higher rating for QBO and QBT
as users were able to operate between topics, ignoring the intermediate connections between the objects. In general, compared to the QBO prototype,the QBT
prototype received better reviews for most the claims.

6

Summary and Conclusions

Accessing database requires user to be familiar with query languages. The QBO
approach, based on IRE framework provides an interface where user progressively builds a query using multiple steps. This approaches works ﬁne for small
databases but cannot perform well for a database consisting of large number
of tables and rows. In this paper, we propose Query-by-Topics, which provides
enhancements over the existing QBO approach. We exploit topical structures
in large databases to represent objects at a higher level of abstraction. We also
organize instances of an object in a two-level hierarchy based on a user selected
attribute. The advantages of this approach includes: user gets less navigational
burden and the number of operations is reduced at the system level. The QBT
prototype was implemented for a real database and experiments were conducted
at the system level and user level to discuss the advantages. In future works, we
we will work towards a more eﬃcient approach for detecting topical structures.
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Abstract. Many industries, such as telecom, health care, retail, pharmaceutical,
financial services, etc., generate large amounts of data. Gaining critical business
insights by querying and analyzing such massive amounts of data is becoming
the need of the hour. The warehouses and solutions built around them are unable to provide reasonable response times in handling expanding data volumes.
One can either perform analytics on big volume once in days or one can perform transactions on small amounts of data in seconds. With the new requirements, one needs to ensure the real-time or near real-time response for huge
amount of data. In this paper we outline challenges in analyzing big data
for both data at rest as well as data in motion. For big data at rest we describe
two kinds of systems: (1) NoSQL systems for interactive data serving environments; and (2) systems for large scale analytics based on MapReduce paradigm,
such as Hadoop, The NoSQL systems are designed to have a simpler key-value
based data model having in-built sharding, hence, these work seamlessly
in a distributed cloud based environment. In contrast, one can use Hadoop
based systems to run long running decision support and analytical queries
consuming and possible producing bulk data. For processing data in motion,
we present use-cases and illustrative algorithms of data stream management
system (DSMS). We also illustrate applications which can use these two kinds
of systems to quickly process massive amount of data.

1

Introduction

Recent financial crisis has changed the way businesses think about their finances.
Organizations are actively seeking simpler, lower cost and faster to market alternatives about everything. Clouds are cheap and allow businesses to off-load computing
tasks while saving IT costs and resources. In cloud computing applications, data, platform, and other resources are provided to users as services delivered over the network. The cloud computing enables self-service with no or little vendor intervention.
It provides a utility model of resources where businesses only pay for their usage. As
these resources are shared across a large number of users, cost of computing is much
lower compared to dedicated resource provisioning.
Many industries, such as telecom, health care, retail, pharmaceutical, financial services, etc., generate large amounts of data. For instance, in 2010, Facebook had 21
Peta Bytes of internal warehouse data with 12 TB new data added every day and 800
S. Srinivasa and V. Bhatnagar (Eds.): BDA 2012, LNCS 7678, pp. 42–61, 2012.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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TB compressed data scanned daily [12]. These data have: large volume, an Indian
Telecom company generates more than 1 Terabyte of call detail records (CDRs) daily; high velocity, twitter needs to handle 4.5 Terabytes of video uploads in real-time
per day; wide variety, structured data (e.g., call detail records in a telecom company),
semi-structured data (e.g., graph data), unstructured data (e.g., product reviews on
twitter ), which needs to be integrated together; and data to be integrated have different veracity, data needs to cleaned before it can be integrated. Gaining critical business insights by querying and analyzing such massive amounts of data is becoming
the need of the hour.
Traditionally, data warehouses have been used to manage the large amount of data.
The warehouses and solutions built around them are unable to provide reasonable
response times in handling expanding data volumes. One can either perform analytics
on big volume once in days or one can perform transactions on small amounts of data
in seconds. With the new requirements, one needs to ensure the real-time or near realtime response for huge amount of data. The 4V’s of big data – volume, velocity, variety and veracity—makes the data management and analytics challenging for the
traditional data warehouses. Big data can be defined as data that exceeds the
processing capacity of conventional database systems. It implies that the data count is
too large, and/or data values change too fast, and/or it does not follow the rules of
conventional database management systems (e.g., consistency). One requires new
expertise in the areas of data management and systems management who understands
how to model the data and prepare them for analysis, and understand the problem
deeply enough to perform the analytics. As data is massive and/or fast changing we
need comparatively many more CPU and memory resources, which are provided by
distributed processors and storage in cloud settings. The aim of this paper is to outline
the concepts and issues involved in new age data management, with suggestions for
further readings to augment the contents of this paper. Here is the outline of this paper: in the next section, we describe the factors which are important for enterprises to
have cloud based data analytics solutions. As shown in Figure 1, big data processing
involves interactive processing and decision support processing of data-at-rest and
real-time processing of data-in-motion, which are covered in Section 3, 4, and 5, respectively. For each data processing application, one may need to write custom code
to carry out the required processing. To avoid writing custom code for data
processing applications, various SQL like query languages have been developed. We
discuss these languages in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes some enterprise applications which illustrate the issues one needs to consider for designing big data applications. Specifically, we consider applications in telecom, financial services, and sensor
domains. We conclude by outlining various research challenges in data management
over cloud in Section 8.
Figure 1 presents various components of big data processing story. This figure also
mentions the section numbers corresponding to various components in this paper.
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Big Data Processing
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3.2

Hadoop
4
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Query
6.2
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6.1.3

Fig. 1. Outline of the paper

2

Cloud Data Management

Cloud computing can be used for performing massive scale data analytics in a cost
effective and scalable manner. In this section we discuss the interplay of cloud computing and data management, specifically, what are the benefits of cloud computing
for data management; and the factors one should consider while moving from a dedicated data management infrastructure to a cloud based infrastructure.
2.1

Benefits of Cloud Computing

As mentioned earlier, a large volume of data is generated by many applications which
cannot be managed by traditional relational database management systems. As organizations use larger and larger data warehouses for ever increasing data processing
needs, the performance requirements continue to outpace the capabilities of the
traditional approaches. The cloud based approach offers a means for meeting the performance and scalability requirements of the enterprise data management providing
agility to the data management infrastructure. As with other cloud environments, data
management in the cloud benefits end-users by offering a pay-as-you-go (or utility
based) model and adaptable resource requirements that free up enterprises from the
need to purchase additional hardware and to go through the extensive procurement
process frequently. The data management, integration, and analytics can be offloaded
to public and/or private clouds. By using public-cloud, enterprises can get processing
power and infrastructure as needed, whereas with private-cloud enterprises can improve the utilization of existing infrastructure. By using cloud computing, enterprises
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can effectively handle the wide ranging database requirements with minimum effort,
thus allowing them to focus on their core work rather than getting bogged down with
the infrastructure. Despite all these benefits, decision to move from dedicated infrastructure to the cloud based data processing depends on several logistics and operational factors such as security, privacy, availability, etc.; which are discussed next.
2.2

Moving Data Management to Cloud

A data management system has various stages of data lifecycle such as data ingestion,
ETL (extract-transform-load), data processing, data archival, and deletion. Before
moving one or more stages of data lifecycle to the cloud, one has to consider the following factors:
1. Availability Guarantees: Each cloud computing provider can ensure a certain
amount of availability guarantees. Transactional data processing requires quick
real-time answers whereas for data warehouses long running queries are used to
generate reports. Hence, one may not want to put its transactional data over cloud
but may be ready to put the analytics infrastructure over the cloud.
2. Reliability of Cloud Services: Before offloading data management to cloud, enterprises want to ensure that the cloud provides required level of reliability for the
data services. By creating multiple copies of application components the cloud can
deliver the service with the required reliability of service.
3. Security: Data that is bound by strict privacy regulations, such as medical information covered by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), will require that users log in to be routed to their secure database server.
4. Maintainability: Database administration is a highly skilled activity which involves deciding how data should be organized, which indices and views should be
maintained, etc. One needs to carefully evaluate whether all these maintenance operations can be performed over the cloud data.
Cloud has given enterprises the opportunity to fundamentally shift the way data is
created, processed and shared. This approach has been shown to be superior in sustaining the performance and growth requirements of analytical applications and, combined with cloud computing, offers significant advantages [19]. In the next three
sections, we present various data processing technologies which are used with cloud
computing. We start with NoSQL in the next section.

3

NoSQL

The term NoSQL was first used in 1998 for a relational database that does not
use SQL. It encompasses a number of techniques for processing massive data in distributed manner. Currently it is used for all the alternative data management technologies which are used for solving the problems for which relational databases are a bad
fit. It enables efficient capture, storage, search, sharing, analytics, and visualization
of the massive scale data. Main reason of using NoSQL databases is the scalability
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issues with relational databases. In general, relational databases are not designed for
distributed horizontal scaling. There are two technologies which databases can employ for meeting scalability requirement: replication and sharding. In the replication
technology, relational databases can be scaled using a master-slave architecture where
reads can be performed at any of the replicated slave; whereas writes are performed at
the master. Each write operation results in writes at all the slaves, imposing a limit to
scalability. Further, even reads may need to be performed at master as previous write
may not have been replicated at all the slave nodes. Although the situation can be
improved by using multiple masters, but this can result in conflicts among masters
whose resolution is very costly [28]. Partitioning (sharding) can also be used for
scaling writes in relational databases, but applications are required to be made partition aware. Further, once partitioned, relations need to be handled at the application
layer, defeating the very purpose of relational databases. NoSQL databases overcome
these problems of horizontal scaling.
3.1

Characteristics of NoSQL Databases

An important difference between traditional databases and NoSQL databases is that
the NoSQL databases do not support updates and deletes. There are various reasons
for this. Many of the applications do not need update and delete operations; rather,
different versions of the same data are maintained. For example, in Telecom domains, older call detail records (CDRs) are required for auditing and data mining. In
enterprise human resource databases, employee’s records are maintained even if an
employee may have left the organization. These, updates and deletes are handled
using insertion with version control. For example, Bigtable[33] associates a timestamp with every data item. Further, one needs customized techniques for implementing efficient joins over massive scale data in distributed settings. Thus, joins are
avoided in NoSQL databases.
Relational databases provide ACID (Atomicity, consistency, integrity, and durability) properties which may be more than necessary for various data management applications and use cases. Atomicity of over more than one record is not required in most of
the applications. Thus, single key atomicity is provided by NoSQL databases. In traditional databases, strong consistency is supported by using conflict resolution at write
time (using read and write locks) which leads to scalability problems. As per [26],
databases cannot ensure three CAP properties simultaneously: Consistency, Availability, and Partition tolerance (i.e., an individual operation should complete even if individual components are not available). Among consistency and availability, the later is
given more importance by various NoSQL databases, e.g., giving service to a customer
is more important. Consistency can be ensured using eventual consistency [27] where
reconciliation happens asynchronously to have eventually consistent database. Similarly, most applications do not need serialization isolation level (i.e., to ensure that operations are deemed to be performed one after the other). Read committed (i.e., lock on
writes till the end of transaction) with single key atomicity is sufficient. Durability is
ensured in traditional relational databases as well as NoSQL databases. But traditional
databases provide that by using expansive hardware whereas NoSQL databases
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provide that with cluster of disks with replication and other fault tolerance mechanisms. An alternative of ACID for distributed NoSQL databases is BASE (Basic Availability, Soft-state, and Eventual consistent). By not following the ACID properties
strictly, query processing is made faster for massive scale data. As per [26], one does
not have any choice between the two (one has to go for BASE) if one needs to scale up
for processing massive amount of data. Next we present various data models used for
NoSQL along with their commercial implementations.
3.2

NoSQL Data Models

An important reason of popularity of NoSQL databases is their flexible data model.
They can support various types of data models and most of these are not strict. In
relational databases, data is modeled using relations and one needs to define schema
before one starts using the database. But NoSQL databases can support key-value
pairs, hierarchical data, geo-spatial data, graph data, etc., using a simple model. Further, in new data management applications, there is a need to frequently keep modifying schema, e.g., a new service may require an additional column or complex changes
in data-model. In relational databases, schema modification is time consuming and
hard. One needs to lock a whole table for modifying any index structure. We describe
three data-models, namely, key-value stores, document stores, and column families.
• Key-Value Stores: In a key-value store, read and write operations to a data
item are uniquely identified by its key. Thus, no primitive operation spans multiple data items (i.e., it is not easy to support range queries). Amazon’s Dynamo [29] is an example of key-value store. In Dynamo, values are opaque to the
system and they are used to store objects of size less than 1 MB. Dynamo provides incremental scalability; hence, keys are partitioned dynamically using a
hash function to distribute the data over a set of machines or nodes. Each node
is aware of keys handled by its peers allowing any node to forward a key’s read
or write operation to the correct set of nodes. Both read and write operations are
performed on a number of nodes to handle data durability, and availability. Updates are propagated to all the replicas asynchronously (eventual consistency).
Kai [25] is open source implementation of key-value store.
• Document Stores: In document stores, value associated with a key is a document which is not opaque to the database; hence, it can be queried. Unlike relational databases, in a document store, each document can have a different
schema. Amazon’s SimpleDB[30], MongoDB[32] and Apache’s CouchDB [31]
are some examples of NoSQL databases using this model. In CouchDB, each
document is serialized in JSON (Java Script Object Notation) format, and has a
unique document identifier (docId). These documents can be accessed using
web-browser and queried using JavaScripts. As this database does not support
any delete or update; in each read operation multiple versions are read and the
most recent one is returned as the result. CouchDB supports real time document transformation and change notifications. The transformations can be done
using the user provided map and reduce JavaScript functions (explained later in
the chapter).
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• Column family stores: Google’s BigTable [33] pioneered this data model.
BigTable is a sparse, distributed, durable, multi-dimensional sorted map (i.e.,
sequence of nested key-value pairs). Data is organized into tables. Each record
is identified by a row key. Each row has a number of columns. Intersection of
each row and column contains time-stamped data. Columns are organized into
column-families or related columns. It supports transactions under a single row
key. Multiple-row transactions are not supported. Data is partitioned by sorting
row-keys lexicographically. BigTable can serve data from disk as well as memory. Data is organized into tablets of size 100-200 MB by default with each tablet characterized by its start-key and end-key. A tablet server manages 10s of
tablets. Meta-data tables are maintained to locate tablet-server for a particular
key. These metadata tables are also split into tablets. A chubby file is the root of
this hierarchical meta-data, i.e., this file points to a root metadata tablet. This
root tablet points to other metadata tablets which in turn points to user application data tablets. HBase [18] is an open source implementation of BigTable.
Table 1. Comparison of NoSQL databases with traditional relational databases

Product/feature

Dynamo

CouchDB

Data Model

Key value
rows
Single tuple

Documents

Transactional
access
Data partition
Consistency
Version control
Replication

Random
Eventual
Versions
Quorum for
read and
write

Multiple
documents
Random
Eventual
Document
version
Incremental
replication

BigTable

Traditional
Databases
Column store
Rows/Relation
al
Single and
Range, comrange
plex
Ordered by key Not applicable
Atomic
Transactional
Timestamp
Not applicable
File system

Not applicable

Table 1 provides comparison of these different types of NoSQL databases with traditional relational databases. Next we present Hadoop technology which can be used for
decision support processing in a warehouse like setting.

4

Hadoop MapReduce

Google introduced MapReduce [6] framework in 2004 for processing massive amount
of data over highly distributed cluster of machines. It is a generic framework to write
massive scale data applications. This framework involves writing two user defined
generic functions: map and reduce. In the map step, a master node takes the input data
and the processing problem, divides it into smaller data chunks and sub-problems; and
distributes them to worker nodes. A worker node processes one or more chunks using
the sub-problem assigned to it. Specifically, each map process, takes a set of {key,
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value} pairs as input and generates one or more intermediate {key, value} pairs for
each input key. In the reduce step, intermediate key-value pairs are processed to produce the output of the input problem. Each reduce instance takes a key and an array of
values as input and produces output after processing the array of values:
Map(k1,v1) • list(k2,v2)
Reduce(k2, list (v2)) • list(v3)
Figure 2 shows an example MapReduce implementation for a scenario where one
wants to find the list of customers having total transaction value more than $1000.
void map(String rowId, String row):
// rowId: row name
// row: a transaction recode
customerId= extract customer-id from row
transactionValue= extract transaction value from row
EmitIntermediate(customerId, transactionValue);
void reduce(String customerId, Iterator partialValues):
// customerId: Id to identify a customer
// partialValues: a list of transaction values
int sum = 0;
for each pv in partialValues:
sum += pv;
if(pv > 1000)
Emit(cutsomerId, sum);

Fig. 2. Example MapReduce code

4.1

Hadoop

Hadoop [4] is the most popular open source implementation of MapReduce framework [6]. It is used for writing applications processing vast amount of data in parallel
on large clusters of machines in a fault-tolerant manner. Machines can be added and
removed from the clusters as and when required. In Hadoop, data is stored on Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) which is a massively distributed file system designed
to run on cheap commodity hardware. In HDFS, each file is chopped up into a number of blocks with each block, typically, having a size of 64MB. As depicted in Figure
3, these blocks are parsed by user-defined code into {key, value} pairs to be read by
map functions. The map functions are executed on distributed machines to generate
output {key, value} pairs which are written on their respective local disks. The whole
key space is partitioned and allocated to a number of reducers. Each reduce function
uses HTTP GET method to pull {key, value} pairs corresponding to its allocated key
space. For each key, a reduce instance processes the key and array of its associated
values to get the desired output. HDFS follows master-slave architecture. An HDFS
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cluster, typically, has a single master, also called name node, and a number of slave
nodes. The name node manages the file system name space, divides the file into
blocks, and replicates them to different machines. Slaves, also called data nodes,
manage the storage corresponding to that node. Fault tolerance is achieved by replicating data blocks over a number of nodes. The master node monitors progress of data
processing slave nodes and, if a slave node fails or it is slow, reassigns the corresponding data-block processing to another slave node. In Hadoop, applications can be
written as a series of MapReduce tasks also. Authors of [9] provide various data models one can use for efficient processing of data using MapReduce, such as universal
model [11], column store [10], etc. By avoiding costly joins and disk reads, a combination of universal data and column store proves to be the most efficient data model.
Job Tracker

1. HDFS read

Mapper1
map( )

Mapper2
map( )

……..

Disk

Disk

Disk

(k1,v1)

(k2,v2)

MapperN
map( )

2. Exec. Map

Disk
(k3,v3)

3. Local write

4. Remote read
(k1,{v1,v2,v3})
Reducer1
reduce( )

……….

ReducerM
reduce( )

5. Execute
Reduce

(k1,aggrVal
6. HDFS write
Output

Fig. 3. MapReduce Framework

5

Data Stream Management System (DSMS)

We next turn our attention towards the second significant component of the Big Data
story: analysis of the data in motion. In a conventional database, a query executes once
and returns a set of results. In contrast in a streaming scenario, a query keeps getting
continuously executed over a stream of data. Thus, rather than gathering large quantities of data, storing it on disk, and then analyzing it, data stream management systems
(DSMSs) allow user to analyze the data-in-motion. This analysis is done in real-time
thereby allowing users to trigger important events to enable enterprises to perform
actions just-in-time yielding better results for the businesses. There are various
enterprise class stream processing systems available. These systems provide better
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scalability and higher throughput compared to complex event processing (CEP) systems. Distributed stream processing systems process input streams by transforming the
tuples in a distributed manner using a system of computing elements and produce output streams. IBM InfoSphere Streams [36], S4 [35] and Storm [34] are some of the
examples of such systems. These systems are particularly geared towards clusters of
commodity hardware. Thus, one can use cloud infrastructure to perform various
stream operations. These systems can be thought of as a series of connected operators.
Source operators represent sources of data tuples. Intermediate operators perform various operations such as filtering, window aggregation, join, etc. Finally, output is fed to
the sink operators. We describe these operators in details in the next section.
5.1

Various Stream Processing Systems

We describe three steam processing systems in this section: IBM’s InfoSphere
Streams, Twitter’s Storm, and Yahoo’s S4. InfoSphere Streams is a component based
distributed stream processing platform, build to support higher data rates and various
input data types. It also provides scheduling, load balancing, and high availability to
ensure needs for scalability. Streams offers three methods for end-users to operator on
streaming data: 1) Stream processing application declarative engine (SPADE) provides a language and runtime to create applications without understanding lower-level
operations; 2) User queries can be expressed as per their information needs and interests, which are automatically converted into set of application components; 3) User
can develop applications through an integrated development environment (IDE).
Storm provides with a general framework for performing streaming computations,
much like Hadoop provides programmers with a general framework for performing
batch operations. Operator graph defines how a problem should be processed and how
data is entered and processed through the system by means of data streams. Spouts are
entities that handle the insertion of data tuples into the topology and bolts are entities
that perform computation. The spouts and bolts are connected by streams to form a
directed graph. Parts of the computation can be parallelized by setting up a parallelism number for each spout and bolt in the job specification. Bolts can also send
tuples to external systems, e.g., distributed databases or notification services. Storm
supports the major programming languages to encode spouts and bolts. Storm
supports acknowledge based guaranteed communication and generalized stream
which takes any kind of objects and primitives (e.g., using thrift). Storm provides
fault tolerance just like Hadoop in the face of failures of one or more operators.
In S4 terminology, each stream is described as a sequence of events having pairs of
keys and attributes. Basic computational units in S4 are processing elements (PEs).
Each instance of a PE is uniquely identified by the functionality of the PE, types of
events that the PE consumes, the keyed attributes in those events, and the value of the
keyed attributes in the events. Each PE consumes exactly those events which correspond to the value on which it is keyed. Processing nodes (PNs) are logical host for
PEs. S4 routes every event to PNs based on a hash function of the values of all known
keyed attributes in that event. Its programming paradigm includes writing generic,
reusable, and configurable PEs which can be used across various applications. In the
event of failures or higher rate events, it degrades performance by eliminating events
as explained in the next section.
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5.2

Example Stream Processing Algorithms

In a stream processing scenario, we need to generate answers quickly without storing
all the tuples. In a typical stream processing application, some summary information
of past seen tuples is maintained for processing future data. Since, the data processing
is required to be done in (near) real-time, one uses in-memory storage for the summary information. With a bounded amount of memory, more often than not, it is not
always possible to produce exact answers for data stream queries. In comparison,
data-at-rest almost always produces exact answer (although there are some works
giving on-line answers for long running Hadoop jobs). There are various works in the
literature providing high quality approximation algorithms (with approximation guarantees) over data streams [38]. Various sampling techniques are proposed for matching streaming data rates with the processing rate. Random sampling can be used as
simplest form of summary structure where a small sample is expected to capture the
essential features of the stream. Sketching [37] is very popular technique for maintaining limited randomized summary of data for distributed processing of streams.
Such sketches have been used for calculating various frequency counts (e.g., estimating number of distinct values in the stream). Histogram is a commonly used structure
to capture the data distribution. Histograms can be used for query result size estimation, data mining, etc. Equi-width histograms, end-biased histograms, etc., are various
types of histograms proposed in the literature. End-biased histograms can be used to
answer Iceberg queries.

6

Querying Data over Cloud

In the previous section we discussed how we can process data using NoSQL databases, Hadoop, and DSMS. Various NoSQL databases are accessed using get(key) methods. For processing data in Hadoop one needs to write MapReduce programs. A
MapReduce program can be written in various programming languages such as Java,
Python, Ruby, etc. But this approach of writing custom MapReduce functions for
each application has many problems:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Writing custom MapReduce jobs is difficult and time consuming and requires
highly skilled developers.
For each MapReduce job to run optimally, one needs to configure a number
of parameters, such as number of mappers and reducers, size of data block
each mapper will process, etc. Finding suitable values of these parameters is
not easy.
An application may require a series of MapReduce jobs. Hence, one needs to
write these jobs and schedule them properly.
For efficiency of MapReduce jobs one has to ensure that all the reducers get a
similar magnitude of data to process. If certain reducers get a disproportionate
magnitude of data to process, these reducers will keep running for a long period of time while other reducers are sitting idle. This will hence in turn impact the performance of the MapReduce program.
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Thus, instead various high level query languages have been developed so that one can
avoid writing low level MapReduce programs. Queries written in these languages are
in turn translated into equivalent MapReduce jobs by the compiler and these jobs are
then consequently executed on Hadoop. Three of these languages Hive [7, 20], Jaql
[13, 14], and Pig [16, 17] are the most popular languages in Hadoop Community. An
analogy here would be to think of writing a MapReduce program as writing a Java
program to process data in a relational database; while using one of these high level
languages is like writing a script in SQL. We next briefly discuss each of these.
6.1

High Level Query Languages for Hadoop

We next briefly outline the key features of these three high level query languages to
process the data stored in HDFS. Table 2 provides a comparison of these three scripting languages [3].
1. Hive: Hive [7,20] provides an easy entry point for data analysts, minimizing the
effort required to migrate to the cloud based Hadoop infrastructure for distributed data
storage and parallel query processing. Hive has been specially designed to make it
possible for analysts with strong SQL skills (but meager Java programming skills) to
run queries on huge volumes of data. Hive provides a subset of SQL, with features
like from clause sub-queries, various types of joins, group-bys, aggregations, “create
table as select”, etc. All these features make Hive very SQL-like. The effort required
to learn and to get started with Hive is pretty small for a user proficient in SQL.
Hive structures data into well-understood database concepts like tables, columns,
rows, and partitions. The schema of the table needs to be provided up-front. Just like
in SQL, a user needs to first create a table with a certain schema and then only the
data consistent with the schema can be uploaded to this table. A table can be partitioned on a set of attributes. Given a query, Hive compiler may choose to fetch the
data only from certain partitions, and hence, partitioning helps in efficiently answering a query. It supports all the major primitive types: integer, float, double and string,
as well as collection types such as map, list and struct. Hive also includes a system
catalogue, a meta-store, that contains schemas and statistics, which are useful in data
exploration, query optimization and query compilation [20].
2. Pig: Pig is a high-level scripting language developed by Yahoo to process data on
Hadoop and aims at a sweet spot between SQL and MapReduce. Pig combines the best
of both-worlds, the declarative style of SQL and low level procedural style of MapReduce. A Pig program is a sequence of steps, similar to a programming language, each of
which carries out a single data transformation. However the transformation carried out
in each step is fairly high-level e.g., filtering, aggregation etc., similar to as in SQL.
Programs written in Pig are firstly parsed for syntactic and instance checking. The output from this parser is a logical plan, arranged in a directed acyclic graph, allowing logical optimizations, such as projection pushdown to be carried out. The plan is compiled
by a MapReduce compiler, which is then optimized once more by a MapReduce optimizer performing tasks such as early partial aggregation. The MapReduce program is
then submitted to the Hadoop job manager for execution.
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Pig has a flexible, fully nested data model and allows complex, non-atomic data types
such as set, map, and tuple to occur as fields of a table. A bytearray type is supported, to
facilitate unknown data types and lazy conversion of types. Unlike Hive, stored schemas
are optional. A user can supply schema information on the fly or can choose not to
supply at all. The only capability required is to be able to read and parse the data. Pig also
has the capability of incorporating user define functions (UDFs). A unique feature of Pig
is that it provides a debugging environment. The debugging environment can generate a
sample data to help a user in locating any error made in a Pig script.
3. Jaql: Jaql is a functional data query language, designed by IBM and is built upon
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [8] data model. Jaql is a general purpose data-flow
language that manipulates semi-structured information in the form of abstract JSON
values. It provides a framework for reading and writing data in custom formats, and
provides support for common input/output formats like CSVs, and like Pig and Hive,
provides operators such as filtering, transformations, sort, group-bys, aggregation, and
join. As the JSON model provides easy migration of data to- and from- some popular
scripting languages like JavaScript and Python, Jaql is extendable with operations written in many programming languages. JSON data model supports atomic values like
numbers and strings. It also supports two container types: array and record of namevalue pairs, where the values in a container are themselves JSON values. Databases and
programming languages suffer an impedance mismatch as both their computational and
data models are so different. As JSON has a much lower impedance mismatch (with
respect to Java) than, XML for example, but has much richer data types than relational
tables. Jaql comes with a rich array of built-in functions for processing unstructured or
semi-structured data as well. For example, Jaql provides a bridge for SystemT [14] using
which a user can convert natural language text into a structured format. Jaql also provides a user with the capability of developing modules, a concept similar to Java packages. A set of related functions can be bunched together to form a module. A Jaql script
can import a module and can use the functions provided by the module.
Table 2. Comparison of Hive, Pig, and Jaql

Feature

Hive

Developed by

Facebook

Yahoo

IBM

Specification

SQL like

Data flow

Data flow

Schema

Fixed schema

Optional schema

Optional schema

Turning complete- Need extension
ness
using Java UDF
Data model
Row oriented

Need extension using
Java UDF
Nested

Yes

Diagnostics

Describe, explain commands
Custom library

Explain

Show, describe

Java connectivity JDBC

Pig

Jaql

JSON, XML

Custom library
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Querying Streaming Data

We describe two query languages for processing the streaming data: Continuous
Query Language (CQL) [21] described by STREAM (stanford stream data manager)
and Stream processing language (SPL) used with IBM InfoSphere Stream[22].
1. Continuous Query Language: CQL is an SQL based declarative language for
continuously querying streaming and dynamic data, developed at Stanford University.
CQL semantics is based on three classes of operator: stream-to-relation, relation-torelation, and relation-to-stream. In stream-to-relation operators, CQL has three
classes of sliding window operators: time-based, tuple-based, and partitioned. In the
first two window operators, window size is specified using a time-interval T and the
number of tuples N, respectively. The partitioned window operator is similar to SQL
group-by which groups N tuples using specified attributes as keys. All relation-torelation operators are derived from traditional relational queries. CQL has three relation-to-stream operators: Istream, Dstream and Rstream. Applying an Istream/
Dstream (insert/delete stream) operator to a relation R results in a stream of tuples
inserted/deleted into/from the relation R. The Rstream (relation steam) generates a
stream element <s,τ> whenever tuple s is in relation R at time τ. Consider the following CQL statement for filtering a stream:
Select Istream(*)
from SpeedPosition [Range Unbounded]
where speed > 55
This query contains three operators: an Unbounded windowing operator producing a
relation containing all the speed-position measurements up-to current time; relational
filter operator restricting the relations with measurements having speed greater than
55; and Istream operator streaming new values in the relation as the continuous query
result. It should be noted that there are no stream-to-stream operators in CQL. One
can generate output streams using input streams by combination of other operators as
exemplified above.
When a continuous query is specified in CQL stream management system, it is
compiled into a query plan. The generated query plan is merged with existing query
plans for sharing computations and storage. Each query plan runs continuously with
three types of components: operators, queues, and synopses. Each operator reads
from input queues, processes the input based on its semantics, and writes output to
output queues. Synopses store the intermediate stage needed by continuous query
plans. In CQL query plans synopses for an operator are not used by any other operator. For example, to perform window-join across two streams, a join operator maintains one synopsis (e.g., hash of join attributes) for each of the join inputs.
2. Stream Processing Language: This is a structured application development language to build applications over InfoSphere streams. System-S [23] is the stream
processing middleware used by SPL. It supports structured as well as unstructured
data stream processing. It provides a toolkit of operators using which one can implement any relational query with window extensions. It also supports extensions for
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application domains like signal processing, data mining, etc. Among operators, functor is used for performing tuple level operations such as filtering, projection, attribute
creation, etc.; aggregate is used for grouping and summarization; join is used for
correlating two streams; barrier is used for consuming tuples from multiple streams
and outputting a tuple in a particular order; punctor is also for tuple level manipulations where conditions on the current and past tuples are evaluated for generating
punctuations in the output stream; split is used for routing tuples to multiple output
streams; and delay operator is used for delaying a stream based on a user-supplied
time interval. Besides these System-S also has edge adaptors and user defined operators. A source adaptor is used for creating stream from an external source. This adaptor is capable of parsing, tuple creation, and interacting with diverse external devices.
A sink adaptor can be used to write tuples into a file or a network. It supports three
types of windowing: tumbling window, sliding window, and punctuation-based window. Its application toolkit can be quickly used by application developers for quickly
prototyping a complex streaming application.

7

Data Management Applications over Cloud

In this section, we consider three example applications where large scale data management over cloud is used. These are specific use-case examples in telecom, finance,
and sensors domains. In the telecom domain, massive amount of call detail records
can be processed to generate near real-time network usage information. In finance
domain we describe the fraud detection application. We finally describe a use-case
involving massive scale spatio-temporal data processing.
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Fig. 4. CDR Data Processing using Big Data technologies
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Dashboard for CDR Processing

Telecom operators are interested in building a dashboard that would allow the analysts and architects to understand the traffic flowing through the network along various dimensions of interest. The traffic is captured using call detail records (CDRs)
whose volume runs into a terabyte per day. CDR is a structured stream generated by
the telecom switches to summarize various aspects of individual services like voice,
SMS, MMS, etc. Monitoring of CDRs flowing through cell sites helps the telecom
operator decide regions where there is high network congestion. Adding new cell sites
is the obvious solution for congestion reduction. However, each new site costs more
than 20K USD to setup. Therefore, determining the right spot for setting up the cell
site and measuring the potential traffic flowing through the site will allow the operator
to measure the return on investment. Other uses of the dashboard include determining
the cell site used most for each customer, identifying whether users are mostly making calls within cell site calls, and for cell sites in rural areas identifying the source of
traffic i.e. local versus routed calls. Given the huge and ever growing customer base
and large call volumes, solutions using traditional warehouse will not be able to keepup with the rates required for effective operation. The need is to process the CDRs in
near real-time, mediate them (i.e., collect CDRs from individual switches, stitch, validate, filter, and normalize them), and create various indices which can be exploited by
dashboard among other applications. An IBM SPL based system leads to mediating 6
billion CDRs per day [24]. The dashboard creates various aggregates around combinations of the 22 attributes for helping the analysts. Furthermore, it had to be projected into future based on trends observed in the past. These CDRs can be loaded
periodically over cloud data management solution. As cloud provides flexible storage,
depending on traffic one can decide on the storage required. These CDRs can be
processed using various mechanisms described in the chapter to get the required key
performance indicators. Figure 4 shows schematic of such a system.
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Fig. 5. Credit card fraud detection using Big Data technologies

7.2

Credit Card Fraud Detection

More than one-tenth of world’s population is shopping online [2]. Credit card is the
most popular mode of online payments. As the number of credit card transactions rise,
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the opportunities for attackers to steal credit card details and commit fraud are also
increasing. As the attacker only needs to know some details about the card (card
number, expiration date, etc.), the only way to detect online credit card fraud is to
analyze the spending patterns and detect any inconsistency with respect to usual
spending patterns. Various credit card companies compile a consumer profile for each
and every card holder based on purchases s/he makes using his/her credit card over
the years. These companies keep tabs on the geographical locations where the credit
card transactions are made—if the area is far from the card holder’s area of residence,
or if two transactions from the same credit card are made in two very distant areas
within a relatively short timeframe, — then the transactions are potentially fraud
transactions. Various data mining algorithms are used to detect patterns within the
transaction data. Detecting these patterns requires the analysis of large amount of
data. For analyzing these credit card transactions one may need to create tuples of
transaction for a particular credit card. Using these tuples of the transactions, one can
find the distance between geographic locations of two consecutive transactions,
amount of these transactions, time difference between transactions, etc. By these parameters, one can find the potential fraudulent transactions. Further data mining,
based on a particular user’s spending profile can be used to increase the confidence
whether the transaction is indeed fraudulent.
As number of credit card transactions is huge and the kind of processing required is
not a typical relational processing (hence, warehouses are not optimized to do such
processing), one can use Hadoop based solution for this purpose as depicted in Figure
5. Using Hadoop one can create customer profile as well as creating matrices of consecutive transactions to decide whether a particular transaction is a fraud transaction.
As one needs to find the fraud with-in some specified time, stream processing can
help. By employing massive resources for analyzing potentially fraud transactions one
can meet the response time guarantees.
7.3

Spatio-temporal Data Processing

Rapid urbanization has caused various city planners to rethink and redesign how we
can make better use of limited resources and thereby provide a better quality of life to
the residents. In recent years, the term smarter city has been coined to refer to a city
management paradigm in which IT plays a crucial role. A smart city promises to bring
greater automation, intelligent routing and transportation, better monitoring, and better
city management. Smart transportation requires continuous monitoring of the vehicles
over a period of time to gain patterns of behavior of traffic and road incidents. This
requires generating, collecting, and analyzing massive data which is inherently spatiotemporal in nature. For monitoring and mining such massive amount of dynamic data
we need big data technologies. Real time traffic data as well as weather information
can be collected and processed using a stream processing system. Any traveler can get
the best route for a particular destination by querying using her location and the destination. Another example is smarter environment monitoring system. Such a system is
envisioned to collect weather, seismic, and pollution data. Such sensors are deployed
all over a city and generate a number of readings everyday. Such data can be used to
locate the source of an air pollution incident where air dispersion models can be run to
provide information on probable locations of the pollution source.
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Discussion and Conclusion

We presented the need for processing large amount of data having high variety and
veracity at high speed; different technologies for distributed processing such as
NoSQL, Hadoop, Streaming data processing; Pig, Jaql, Hive, CQL, SPL for querying
such data; and customer use cases. There are various advantages in moving to cloud
resources from dedicated resources for data management. But some of the enterprises
and governments are still skeptical about moving to cloud. More work is required for
cloud security, privacy and isolation areas to alleviate these fears. As noted earlier
various applications involve huge amount of data and may require real time
processing, one needs tools for bulk processing of huge amount of data, real time
processing of streaming data and method of interaction between these two modules.
For given cloud resources one needs to associate required resources for both the modules (bulk and stream data processing) so that the whole system can provide the required response time with sufficient accuracy. More research is required for facilitating such systems.
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Abstract. A model of crop speciﬁc virtual labs is proposed to improve
practical agricultural education by considering the agricultural education system in India. In agricultural education, the theoretical concepts
are being imparted through class room lectures and laboratory skills are
imparted in the dedicated laboratories. Further, practical agricultural
education is being imparted by exposing the students to the ﬁeld problems through Rural Agricultural Work Experience Program (RAWEP),
experiential learning and internships. In spite of these eﬀorts, there is
a feeling that the level of practical skills exposed to the students is not
up to the desired level. So we have to devise the new ways and means
to enhance the practical knowledge and skills of agricultural students to
understand the real-time crop problems and provide the corrective steps
at the ﬁeld level. Recent developments in ICTs, thus, provide an opportunity to improve practical education by developing virtual crop labs.
The virtual crop labs contain a well organized, indexed and summarized
digital data (text, photograph, and video). The digital data corresponds
to farm situations reﬂecting life cycles of several farms of diﬀerent crops
cultivated under diverse farming conditions. The practical knowledge of
the students could be improved, if we systematically expose them to
virtual crop labs along with course teaching. We can employ cloud computing platform to store huge amounts of data and render to students
and other stakeholders in an online manner.
Keywords: IT for agriculture education, agro-informatics, virtual crop
labs, decision support system.

1

Introduction

The crop problems are highly location/resource speciﬁc and vary considerably
with agro-climatic zones. The crop production and protection related problems
S. Srinivasa and V. Bhatnagar (Eds.): BDA 2012, LNCS 7678, pp. 62–76, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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vary based on variations in soil, seed, weather, cropping history, crop environment and agro-climatic zone. Also, the problems vary year to year due to seasonal
variations.
It is expected that the graduates produced from agricultural universities
should possess theoretical, lab and practical (ﬁeld) knowledge regarding crop
husbandry. The theoretical knowledge includes fundamental concepts regarding
crop husbandry. Laboratory knowledge cover the ability to diagnose the problem in the dedicated lab once the samples are provided. The practical knowledge
includes the ability to (i) understand the seed to seed spatio-temporal problem
dynamics of farms in diverse agro-climatic situations for diﬀerent crops (crop
varieties) and (ii) give advisories/suitable corrective measures for crop various
husbandry problems.
We have made an eﬀort to propose a model of virtual crop labs to impart
practical agricultural education by considering the agricultural education system
in India. However, the model is general enough to be extended to other countries
having agricultural farming and education systems similar to India.
In agricultural education, the theoretical concepts are being imparted through
class room lectures and the laboratory skills in the dedicated laboratories. Regarding imparting of practical knowledge, eﬀorts are being made to give practical
education by exposing the students to the ﬁeld problems in college farms and
the program called Rural Agricultural Work Experience Programme (RAWEP).
In spite of these eﬀorts, still there is a feeling that the level of practical skills
exposed to the students is not up to the desired level. So, we have to devise the
methods to enhance the practical knowledge and skills of agricultural students
to understand the real time crop problems and provide the corrective steps at
the ﬁeld level. In this paper, we propose a framework of virtual crop labs for
enhanced practical education by exploiting the developments in information and
communication technologies (ICTs) such as database, digital photography, video
and internet technology.
In the next section, we explain the related work. In section 3, we discuss the
importance of practical education and gaps in the existing practical learning
framework. In section 4, we present the proposed model of virtual crop labs. In
section 5, we discuss the role of virtual crop labs in practical learning. In section
6, we explain how the proposed framework results into huge data maintenance
and rendering task and requires cloud computing environment. The last section
contains conclusions and future work.

2

Related Work

DIAGNOSIS in plant pathology - teaching tool that has been used at Massey
University and other institutions in New Zealand since 1989. DIAGNOSIS
presents students with a problem to solve, captures their diagnosis, justiﬁcation and solution skills, and provides feedback. Students generally react very
positively to the exercises. They are forced to integrate and synthesize material learned elsewhere in other classes (soil science, plant physiology, entomology
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etc.) thereby look and understand the problem in a holistic manner [3]. The real
value of DIAGNOSIS is in the quality of the scenarios and how the exercises are
used within a course. This quality and appropriateness of use comes from dedicated plant pathology teachers and practitioners themselves. The experience,
wisdom and knowledge of extension plant pathologists can be embodied in a
scenario, and used by a skilful teacher and pose challenge to students [6][7][8]
for identiﬁcation.
It has been noted in many locations around the globe that applied crop production and protection specialists are not being trained in the numbers needed
to support current and future extension eﬀorts in agriculture. Therefore, plant
pathology graduate students need to be exposed to applied aspects of plant
pathology and especially diagnostic reasoning [9]. Techniques of isolation and
pathogen identiﬁcation are easy to teach in a standard university course, but
teaching the skills of the ﬁeld diagnosis are a lot more diﬃcult, especially in
departments without active extension programme and with stretched teaching resources [5]. The same is the case with other applied disciplines of crop
husbandry.
A distance diagnostic and identiﬁcation system (DDIS) was developed at the
University of Florida which allows the users to submit digital samples obtained
in the ﬁeld for rapid diagnosis and identiﬁcation of plants, diseases, insects and
animals [10]. Along with DDIS a user friendly rich internet digital media library
application called DDISMedia is also being developed to help users to collect,
manage, and retrieve high-quality media from the DDIS database and to assist
specialists in pest diagnosis. The DDISMedia is a peer-reviewed media database,
which contains a collection of digital media of plant pests, diseases and plant
samples produced by specialists of diﬀerent disciplines. The media library could
also be used for research, educational programmes, teaching and learning [11].
Fourth’s Deans committee constituted by Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) in 2007 [1] recommended the curriculum which is being followed
in Indian agriculture universities. The curriculum stresses the importance of imparting practical education in agriculture. In the research report [2] submitted
by National Research Council, USA, the importance of developing innovative
methods for imparting practical education in agriculture is stressed.
A system called eSagu [4] has been built in which the agricultural experts
have to identify the production/protection/other problems by looking at the
digital photographs. It was observed that if expert is provided with dynamics
of case and eﬀective relationships of the problems with time, diagnosis as well
as advisory delivery becomes easy. Based on this observation, an eﬀort [12] has
been made to develop a data warehouse of crop care concepts to impart practical
learning. Eﬀort has been made to develop framework of virtual crop labs in [13].
In [14], a content development framework has been proposed which contains the
content related to location-speciﬁc weather sensitive crop operations to improve
the quality of agromet bulletins.
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About Practical Education in Agriculture

In this section, we explain the importance of practical education and limitations
of existing practical education framework.
3.1

Importance of Practical Education

To identify the crop problems, the agricultural scientists (plant doctors) are
supposed to move themselves to the cropped ﬁeld, observe the crop critically,
raise the questions themselves and diagnose the problem /ailment by following elimination process of cause and eﬀect relationships in crop husbandry. Finally, plant doctors conﬁrm the diagnosed problem if necessary, by using some
of the laboratory tests. Thus, the agriculture graduates should posses expertise
and conﬁdence to give the agro-advice to the farmer for curing the aliment in
the cropped ﬁeld. The advice may be implemented fully/ partially (faulty) and
the reaction of the crop may be diﬀerent in diﬀerent farming situations making
the correct decision at ﬁeld level is much more diﬃcult for fresh graduates who
have least practical ﬁeld exposure. Hence, agri-professionals require in depth understanding of the ﬁeld problems (crop production / protection /post harvest
handling / processing) besides intensive exposure of realtime ﬁeld problems in
diversiﬁed farming situations. In addition, the demand from the stakeholders
(such as agro-based industries) is fast changing with a change in technologies
developed in diﬀerent agro-climatic zones of the country.
The agriculture curriculum which is being followed by all agricultural and
horticultural and other related universities in India has been recommended by
the Fourth’s Deans committee constituted by ICAR, Government of India in
2007 [1]. The report contains norms, standards, academic regulations, UG curricula and syllabi. In the report, the objectives of revised curriculum for BSc
(agriculture) are given as follows (Page no.16 of the report).
– To train manpower with more practical orientation to cater to the needs of
public, private and corporate sectors in agriculture.
– To impart knowledge and training in interdisciplinary production oriented
courses in agriculture.
– To provide experiential learning and hands - on training for developing entrepreneurial skill for being job provider rather than job seekers.
Overall, the report has stressed the importance on practical orientation. Based
on the recommendations, the ongoing learning framework is conceptualized. The
main features include inclusion of new areas and increase in practical content
through experiential learning duration of which is ranging from six months to a
year for BSc in agriculture program. In all disciplines, attachment with industry
has been indicated.
The learning process in agriculture related courses under the existing framework is depicted in Figure 1. After entering four year under-graduate program, the
students gain basic knowledge and skills through courses and labs (refer (A) in Figure 1), and the practical knowledge through RAWEP, college farms, experiential
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learning and internships (refer (B) in Fig.1). In this framework, enhanced learning
happens due to mutual re-enforcement between A and B. During BSc(agriculture)
program, the students spend ﬁrst three years for learning basic knowledge in the
classrooms and dedicated labs. As a part of special course or course assignment,
the students visit the selected college farms carry out the assignments and gain
practical knowledge. To expose the student to real ﬁeld problems, he/she has to
complete RAWEP during the ﬁrst semester of the fourth year. The students are expected to stay in the village and attached to the host farmer. They should record
all the farm operations on the crops cultivated by the host farmer. As a result,
they gain the practical knowledge (which are applied aspects of theoretical knowledge) for decision making about the intricacies of various farm operations, social/
cultural aspects of crop cultivation, production/ protection problems, and ameliorative measures to overcome them. Practical knowledge is also gained during
experiential learning and internship programs. After the programs, they return to
the university and complete the remaining course work during the eighth semester.
During this period, they get more insights by understanding the practical problems through theoretical analysis.

Fig. 1. Depiction of ongoing learning process by the student

3.2

Limitations of Existing Practical Learning Framework

In spite of the best eﬀorts made by agricultural universities and others through
changing their curricula /refresher training modules, there is a general feeling
that, the level of practical skills exposed to the students / agri-professionals is not
up to the desired level. Further, within the limited period of the graduate course
programme, it is not feasible to expose the students to a multitude of the crop
problems which vary both spatially and temporally. Further, it takes considerable
time and eﬀort for an agricultural professional to go to a village, visit the farms
and understand the type of practices and problems the farmer faces.
There are also limitations to the RAWEP program. In reality, the students can
not aﬀord to spend the suﬃcient time with the farmer to observe the complete
agriculture season as a part of academic program. As a result, they are not able
to get exposed to all the crop production, social and cultural practices followed
by the farmer from seeding to harvesting of the crop. In addition, the students
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are not able to stay in the village due to the backlog of courses to be completed
and other extra curricular activities such as National Service Scheme (NSS)
program of the university. Further, in agriculture, farmers cultivate number of
crops in varied micro agro-climatic conditions of a given country. But the host
farmer/s in particular village may cultivate 2-3 crops in a given agro-climatic
zones and students can get exposure to those crops only either fully or partially.
This results in acquisition of limited practical skills/knowledge.
Critical examination of farm problems does reveal that they are highly variable
based on space and time. Within a limited period of graduate course programme,
it is not feasible to expose the students to a multitude of crop problems. Moreover,
the skill set demanded by the agri-industry is also fast changing. Keeping these
problems in view, number of committees had been constituted by ICAR and State
Agricultural Universities to come up with suitable modiﬁcations to the course curricula and internship with industries etc. The major outcome of such exercise is
Fourth Dean’s Committee report [1] which is being implemented in all state agricultural universities in the country. However, there is a fundamental problem in
agriculture due to which nothing much could be done under traditional framework in the agricultural education in the country. Thus, the recent developments
in ICT would give new opportunities to impart practical knowledge and revolutionize agricultural education in the country nay in the world.

4

Virtual Crop Labs

Major problem in imparting practical training is the lack of avenues to give
adequate exposure of the students to real time crop husbandry practices including farm machinery and power, ﬁeld preparation, suitable crops, sowing, cropping/farming systems, eﬃcient use of production inputs (soil, water, fertilizer,
pesticides), pests, diseases, weeds, harvest, post harvest technologies, special operations (pruning, grafting, nursery raising, seed production including hybrids,
poly house technology etc), marketing of agricultural produce and the dynamics
of aforesaid activities with space and time. However, by exploiting developments
in ICTs, it is possible to capture and organize the crop situations in a virtual
manner and expose them to the students as a part of existing curriculum. As a
result, there is a scope to improve practical learning.
The main issues in learning practical knowledge are as follows. It can be
observed that there are several hundred crops and each crop has several varieties. As a subject matter specialist, an agricultural expert should have practical
knowledge on at least few crops. We deﬁne the word practical knowledge as an
ability to understand the plant (crop) health situation or plant (crop) environment (land, water, climate) and come-up with the measures for better growth.
On the national-level, there are several macro agro-climatic zones. In addition,
each state is divided into several state-level micro agro-climatic zones. For a given
crop, the problems and issues are diﬀerent for diﬀerent macro and micro agroclimatic zones. If we want to impart the student about the practical knowledge
of several crops in diﬀerent agro-climatic situations, ideally, the student should
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observe the crop growth for few cycles in these situations and understand a crop
husbandry dynamics. So, during four years of graduate program, it is impossible
to learn such multitude of crop production problem dynamics in agriculture.
The basic idea of the proposed approach is as follows. We are proposing that
it is possible to improve the practical knowledge of students, if we systematically expose them to well organized, indexed and summarized digital data (text,
photos and video) of diverse farm situations. So, instead of student going to
the crop, the crop growth situation under diﬀerent agro-climatic situations is
captured from seed-to-seed throughout crop growing season at regular intervals
covering all the crop husbandry activities. The captured situations are labeled
and described by subject-matter specialists (agriculture scientists). The labeled
content is exposed to the students of under-graduate programs as a part of
learning framework. As a result, a student gets an opportunity to examine the
thousands of crop production problem dynamics of each crop and learn the practical knowledge.
To capture diverse farm situations of a crop, diﬀerent agro-climatic zones will
be identiﬁed. For each agro-climatic zone, the sample farms are identiﬁed by
considering soil type and seed variety, and so on. Enough number of sample
farms will be selected so that it reﬂects the diverse farming processes of that
zone. For each farm, the crop status and related activities are captured (text,
digital photographs and video) at the regular intervals from pre-sowing to postharvesting. The corresponding problem description and index terms are written
by subject matter specialists. In addition, the subject matter specialists also
write possible questions and answers for the captured data. So, each virtual
crop lab contains crop status of sample farms of several agro-climatic zones in
the country.
We propose that we have to develop virtual crop labs. The content of virtual
crop labs is systematically exposed to the students during the learning period.
The virtual crop lab constitutes virtual crop lab of zones. The virtual crop lab
of the zone constitutes several virtual farm sagas. Finally, the virtual farm saga
constitutes virtual farm items. We explain these terms starting from virtual farm
item.
(i) Virtual Farm Item (VFI): Suppose a particular crop (c) is cultivated in
the farm (f). We capture the crop situation or activity carried out in the
farm at particular instant (or stage) through virtual farm item. So, a VFI
indicates the farm status of the given farm or activity captured through
digital technology. We capture the following elements as a part of VFI: < f,
c, d, t, td, p, v, s, q/a, i >. The description of VFI is as follows.
– f: indicates the details of farm (location, ago-climatic situation, soil details, farm size and so on).
– c: indicates the details of crop cultivated in the farm f (variety, duration
and so on).
– d: indicates the date of sowing of crop c.
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– t: indicates the time (day) of VFI. That is, the farm is visited at time
( t) and the values for the parameters td, p and v regarding crop status
are captured.
– td: indicates description of crop status through text.
– p: indicates the set of photographs through which the crop status is
captured.
– v: indicates the set of video clips through which the crop status is captured.
– s: indicates the summary text written by subject matter specialists for
the given VFI. It contains the detailed description of the corresponding
problem or activity by referring individual photographs or videos. By
reading the description, the student or professor can understand the
problem or activity captured through VFI.
– q/a: indicates questions & answers. The subject matter specialist prepares the questions related to VFI based on the ﬁeld problems at t and
provides the answers. These questions are prepared to help the student
to get more insights about ﬁeld problems.
– i: indicates the index terms. The index terms will help the information
retrieval engine to retrieve the corresponding VFI.
The VFI captures enough information so that the agriculture student/ professor can understand the farm situation or farm activity by going through
it in a virtual manner (without visiting the crop ﬁeld). The situation can be
understood through text photograhs/video clips. Based on the crop details
and farm location, the student can grasp the problem. To enhance the understanding of crop situation, the student can go through the text written
by subject matter specialists. The questions (and answers) should be such
that it should enable the student/teacher to understand the background
and other inﬂuencing factors for that farm situation. Questions are aimed
to understand what, how and why aspects of situation/activity, such as the
reasons for the given farm situation or importance of such activity.
(ii) Virtual Farm Saga (VFS): The VFS captures the activities of a single
farm of a given farming situation throughout crop life cycle (from sowing to
post-harvest handling) of the crop. For the given farm, the VFS is the collection of virtual farm items which are being captured at the regular intervals
from pre-sowing to post-harvesting covering all crop-husbandry activities.
The summary and question/anwsers are prepared by considering the VFIs
captured during the life cycle of the farm. The structure of VFS is as follows:
<f, c, d, Set of VFIs, Summary of VFS, q/a, i>. The description of VFS is
as follows.
– f, c, d, i: the meaning of these notations is similar as in VFI.
– Set of VFIs: Collection VFIs captured at regular intervals from sowing
to post-harvesting by covering the crop cycle.
– Summary of VFS: The summary is written by considering overall farm
situation by considering the corresponding VFIs throughout crop life
cycle, i.e., from pre-sowing to post-harvesting. Reasons for the problems
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should be mentioned. Best agriculture practices should be highlighted.
The negative aspects of crop production practices carried out should be
explained. Mistakes identiﬁed should be described. Missed opportunities
for a better crop growth, if any, should be given.
– q/a: The subject matter specialist should form appropriate questions
and give answers regarding dynamics of VFS. Questions can be about
the factors about the crop growth, linking activities the problems occurred to the crop to the activities carried out at diﬀerent stages, weather
situation, soil, farm practices, etc.
The VFS captures enough information so that the agriculture student/
professor can understand the growth of the given farm in a virtual manner without visiting the crop ﬁeld. The student can go through each VFI
and understand the crop growth. The questions (and answers) enable the
student/teacher to understand the background and other inﬂuencing factors
for that crop growth. Questions are aimed to understand what inﬂuenced
the crop growth and corresponding corrective factors that would have been
taken, if any.
(iii) Virtual Crop Lab of a Zone (VCLZ): The VCLZ captures the crop
dynamics for a given micro agro-climatic zone. Let crop c is cultivated in
n number of sample farms (in diﬀerent farming situations) in a given micro
agro-climatic zone. The value of n is chosen such that all farming situations
of the zone for a given crop are captured. The collection of VFS of n farms
(in diﬀerent farming situations) constitute VCLZ. The elements of VCLZ
are as follows: <c, Set of VFSs, Summary of VCLZ, q/a, i >.
– c, i: the meaning of these notations is similar as in VFI.
– Set of VFSs: Indicates a collection of VFSs on n number of sample farms
of crop c. For a given agro-climatic zone, the number of sample farms
will be selected to capture all the variability (soil, variety, water source
and so on) of the crop c.
– Summary of VCLZ: The summary for VCLZ is written by considering
overall situation of farms in VCLZ. The summary includes reasons for the
success of some farms including best agriculture practices, and failure of
some other farms which should be mentioned linking to the agro-climatic
conditions, good/bad farm practices, crop protection measures, untimely
application of inputs, soil type and so on.
– q/a: The questions and answers are formed by subject matter specialists
by considering the VFSs of all sample farms. So, there is a scope for
several innovative questions and answers which can be given by providing
the references to corresponding VFSs and VFIs. Questions can be framed
following the processes of contrasting VFSs and VFIs, comparing VFSs
and VFIs by identifying unique/special VFSs and VFIs with reference to
soil, variety, weather and so on. Questions can also be about the reasons
for success of some farms and failure of some other farms linking to seed
variety, soil, date of sowing, weather factors and farming practices.
The VCLZ captures enough information so that the agriculture student/
professor can understand the growth of crop dynamics in a virtual manner
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in the zone under diﬀerent farming situations. The students compare VFS
of several farms and understand the diﬀerences in the crop performance
under various soils and practices. By going through the summary of VCLZ,
the student gets the new insights about the inﬂuence of various factors on
diﬀerent types of farms of the same crop in the given zone. The questions
(and answers) helps the student to explore the issues in diﬀerent dimensions.
(iv) Virtual Crop Lab (VCL): The virtual crop lab captures all the problems and activities of the crop for all agro-climatic zones of the country.
It can be observed that the crop problems diﬀer if the agro-climatic zone
changes. So, we develop VCLZ for all diﬀerent agro-climatic zones of the
crop grown in the country. So, the collection of VCLZs of diﬀerent agroclimatic zones of a crop of the country constitutes VCL. So, the VCL, in
eﬀect, captures the diversity of crop problems and activities of several agroclimatic zones in the country.
For each micro agro-climatic zone, we build VCLZ. Let crop c is cultivated
in m micro agro-climatic zones in the country. The collection of VCLZs of m
zones constitute VCL. The elements of VCL is as follows: < c, Set of VCLZ,
Summary of VCL, q/a, i >.
– c, i: the meaning of these notations is similar as in VFI.
– Set of VCLZs: Indicates VCLZs on m agro-climatic zones.
– Summary of VCL: The summary of VCL of a country is written by comparing and contrasting crop growth/farm practices based on the VCLZ
of several zones of a country. Reasons for the diﬀerence in crop practices
by linking to weather and soil should be highlighted.
– q/a: The questions and answers are formed by subject matter specialists by considering the VCLZs of several zones. So, there is a scope for
several innovative questions and answers can be given by providing the
references to corresponding VCLZs, VFSs and VFIs. Questions can be
formed following the processes of contrasting VCLZs, VFSs and VFIs,
comparing VCLZs, VFSs and VFIs by identifying unique/special VCLZs,
VFSs and VFIs with reference to soil, variety, weather and so on. Questions can also be framed about the reasons for the diﬀerences in farming
practices, crop problems, and protection measures.
The VCL captures enough information so that the agriculture student can
understand the growth of crop dynamics in diﬀerent agro-climatic zones
in the country without visiting the ﬁelds (virtual manner). The students
understand the diﬀerences in the crop performance under diﬀerent agroclimatic zones. By going through the summary of VCL, the student could
get the new insights about how crop growth is carried out in diﬀerent agroclimatic zones, diﬀerences in the best agriculture practices in each zone,
farming situations in each zone, varietal diﬀerences, diﬀerences in agronomic
practices, dominance of pest and deceases and so on. The questions (and
answers) helps the student to explore the crop growth issues in diﬀerent
agro-climatic farming environments.
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Fig. 2. Relationship among VFI, VFS, VCLZ, VCL. Several VFIs constitute one VFS.
Several VFSs constitute one VCLZ. Several VCLZs constitute one VCL.

We have to develop VCL for each crop. It can be observed that the structures
VCL, VCLZ, VCS and VFI form an hierarchical relationship (Figure 2). Each
VCL at Level 3 is a combination of several VCLZs at Level 2 and each VCLZ
at Level 2 is a combination of several VCSs at Level 1. Finally, each VFS at
Level 1 is a combination of several VFI at Level 0. Both summaries and q/a
should be developed by subject matter specialists at diﬀerent levels. The nature
of summaries and q/a at diﬀerent levels are given in Table 1.

5

Role of Virtual Crop Labs in Practical Learning

We argue that the virtual crop labs (VCLs) help students and other stakeholders
in imparting knowledge about practical learning process. In the ongoing learning framework, the student enters the educational program captures theoretical
knowledge during lecture hours and captures practical knowledge by conducting
ﬁeld practicals/experiments on college farms, during RAWEP, experiential learning and internships. So, there is a mutual re-enforcement between theory and
practice. In the proposed learning framework, in addition to class room lectures
and college farms/RAWEP, the students are exposed to VCLs of crops. Note
that VCLs are available to students 24/7 (assuming a laptop/smartphone and
internet connectivity is available). Also, for each crop, the VCLs contain several
farm situations and activities of several agro-climatic zones. Normally, VCLs
also contain farm situations of several years. So, through VCLs, the students
and other stakeholders are exposed to crop cultivation and growth in diﬀerent
agro-climatic zones and farming situations. The VCLs provide the opportunity
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to students and other stakeholders for learning several practical concepts. The
teachers can also give several assignments based on the summaries and q/a that
were developed as a part of VCLs. The students can gain more practical exposure
by completing the assignments through VCLs.

Fig. 3. Depiction of proposed learning process. The mutual re-enforcements A to B and
B to A are similar to the existing learning framework. With virtual crop labs, enhanced
learning is possible due to the following two kinds of additional mutual re-enforcements:
(i) A to C and C to A (ii) B to C and C to B.

Overall, with the addition of virtual crop labs as a part of learning process,
the students will gain practical agricultural knowledge through three processes.
(A) Classes and labs (B) College farms and RAWEP and (C) Virtual Crop Labs
(Figure 3).
(i) Mutual reinforcement between A and B and vice versa: This process is already happening in the ongoing learning process (refer section 3.1
and Fig. 1).
(ii) Mutual reinforcement between A and C and vice versa: This process is an addition to the existing learning system due to virtual crop labs.
The knowledge gained during classes/labs can be used to get additional insights by studying the farm situations in virtual crop. Also, the practical
exposure gained by observing several virtual farm situations can be used to
get more theocratical insights.
(iii) Mutual reinforcement between B to C and vice versa: This process is also an addition to the existing learning system due to the proposed
virtual crop labs. The farm situations observed in VCLs can be understood
by extending the knowledge gained by observing college farms and RAWEP.
Also, the knowledge gained during visit to college farms/labs will be
enhanced by observing the farm situations in VCLs.
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Table 1. Nature of summary and q/a at diﬀerent levels

Level Content Type Nature of Summary
Level 0 Virtual
Farm Description of farm situation or
Item (VFI) is activity such that it is possible
collection of pho- to visualize and understand the
tographs, videos farm situation/activitivity by going
and text describ- through digital data (text, photos,
ing farm situation video).
or activity
Level 1 Virtual
Farm Description of overall farm situSaga (VFS) con- ation by considering correspondstitute collection ing VFIs from pre-sowing to postof VFIs from harvesting. Reasons for the probcaptured
from lems should be mentioned. Missed
sowing to har- opportunities for a better farm
vesting at regular growth, if any, should be given.
intervals for a Also, good farming practices, if any,
given farm.
should be highlighted.
Level 2 Virtual Crop Lab Description of overall situation of
of a Zone (VCLZ) farms of corresponding VFS. Reaconstitute VFS of sons for the success of some farms,
sample number of and failure of some farms should me
farms for a given mentioned linking to the good/bad
zone.
farm practices, crop protection
measures, untimely application, soil
type and so on.
Level 3 Virtual Crop Lab The summary is written by
(VCL) constitute comparing and contrasting crop
VCLZs of several growth/farm practices based on the
zones for a given VCLZ of several zones. Reasons for
crop.
the diﬀerence in crop practices by
linking to weather and soil should
be highlighted.

6

Nature of Questions and
Answers (q/a)
The q/a are aimed to understand what, how and why
aspects of situation/activity
such as importance of such
activity, reasons for the
given farm situation at that
stage.
The q/a can be about
the factors about the crop
growth, linking the problems
occurred to the crop to the
activities carried out at different stages, weather situation, soil, farm practices.

The q/a can be about the
reasons for success of some
farms and the failure of some
other farms linking to seed
variety, soil, date of sowing,
weather factors and farming
practices.
The q/a can be about the
reasons for the diﬀerence
in farming practices, crop
problems, and protection
measures in diﬀeret agroclimatic zones.

Virtual Crop Labs as a Cloud Computing Application

The virtual crop labs contain the content of hundreds of crops cultivated in the
country. For each crop, we capture the crop husbandry dynamics by considering
the cultivation/growth under diﬀerent agro-climatic zones, farming situations,
soil types with varying fertility, various levels of water availability, weather types
and so on.
The information is useful to all stakeholders such as agriculture students, agriculture extension workers, teachers, farmers, policy planners/makers, researchers
and industrialists. The information must be made available in diﬀerent languages
in the country by considering the proﬁles of diﬀerent stakeholders in the country.
Developing virtual crop labs and providing access of such information to stakeholders is a major data collection, data storage and data dissemination task.
Virtual crop labs contain voluminous data which requires huge disk space for
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data storage. It also requires a huge bandwidth for streaming the data to large
number stakeholders in an online manner in parallel. Such a huge data storage
and streaming requirement necessitates the need of porting such application on
cloud computing platform.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In agriculture, it is diﬃcult for agri-professionals to make apt decisions at ﬁeld
level as the practical ﬁeld problems vary with agro-climatic variability (location), resource variability (crop variety, soil, water, nutrients, energy, management and so on) and temporal variability (season to season and/or year to year
due to weather aberrations). With the latest developments in ICTs, it is possible
to capture the crop activities and problems both spatially and temporally using
the digital technologies and label them. Thus, there is an opportunity to enhance
practical learning by exposing such content to agri-professionals in a systematic
manner. In this paper we have proposed a framework of virtual crop labs to enhance practical skills. Through virtual crop labs, we capture the crop husbandry
dynamics of several crops in a digital form (text, photographs and video). The
agriculture students, teachers, agriculture extension workers and other stakeholders can access the information to enhance the practical knowledge. Such a
huge data storage and streaming task requires a cloud computing platform.
The proposed model of virtual crop labs is general enough to be extended
for any other country. For a country like India, it is a huge task which requires
the participation of agriculture/horticulture universities, and ICAR institutes
which have been spread over diﬀerent agro-climatic zones of India. It is a potential application of a cloud computing system. As a part of future work, we are
planning to reﬁne the proposed framework and make an eﬀort to build the prototype system to investigate the developmental issues, dissection issues and the
corresponding impact on the practical learning aspects of agricultural education.
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Abstract. Schema summarization approaches are used for carrying out
schema matching and developing user interfaces. Generating schema summary for any given database is a challenge which involves identifying
semantically correlated elements in a database schema. Research eﬀorts
are being made to propose schema summarization approaches by exploiting database schema and data stored in the database. In this paper,
we have made an eﬀort to propose an eﬃcient schema summarization
approach by exploiting database schema and the database documentation. We propose a notion of table similarity by exploiting referential
relationship between tables and the similarity of passages describing the
corresponding tables in the database documentation. Using the notion of
table similarity, we propose a clustering based approach for schema summary generation. Experimental results on a benchmark database show
the eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach.
Keywords: Schema, Schema Summarization, Database Usability.

1

Introduction

Generating schema summary for a complex relational database schema is a research issue. According to a recent study, the time taken by users to express
their query requirements is O(min), while the time taken for executing the query
and result display is O(sec) [1]. With the increase in complexity of modern day
databases, users spend considerable amount of time in understanding a given
schema, in order to locate their information of interest. To address these issues,
the notion of schema summarization was proposed in the literature [2, 3].
Schema summarization involves identifying semantically related schema elements, representing what users may perceive as a single unit of information in
the schema. Identifying abstract representations of schema entities helps in eﬃcient browsing and better understanding of complex database schema. Practical
applications of schema summarization are as follows:
– Schema Matching [4, 5] is a well researched issue. Schema matching involves identifying mappings between attributes from diﬀerent schemas. After
S. Srinivasa and V. Bhatnagar (Eds.): BDA 2012, LNCS 7678, pp. 77–90, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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identifying abstract representations of schema elements, we can reduce the
number of mapping identiﬁcation operations by identifying mappings between abstract levels rather than schema level.
– In Query Interfaces, users construct their query by selecting tables from
schema. A quick schema summary lookup might help the user in understanding where his desired information is located and how is it related to
other entities in the schema.
The problem of schema summarization has gained attention recently in the
database community. Existing approaches [3, 6, 7] for generating schema summary exploit two main sources of database information, the database schema and
data stored in the database. In another related work, Wu et.al. [8] described an
elaborate approach (iDisc) for clustering schema elements into topical structures
by exploiting the schema and the data stored in the database.
In this paper, we propose an alternative approach for schema summarization
by exploiting the database documentation, in addition to schema. It can be noted
that we investigated how documentation of the database provides the scope for
eﬃcient schema summarization. The database documentation contains domain
speciﬁc information about the database which can be used as an information
source. For each table, ﬁrst we identify the corresponding passages in the documentation. Later, a table similarity metric is deﬁned by exploiting similarity of
passages describing the schema elements in the documentation and the referential relationships between tables. Using the similarity metric, a greedy weighted
k-center clustering algorithm is used for clustering tables and generating schema
summary. The experimental results on TPCE benchmark database shows the
eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 discusses related work.
In section 3, we describe the proposed approach including the basic idea, table
similarity measure and clustering algorithm. In section 4, we discuss the experimental results and analysis. Section 5 includes conclusions and future works.

2

Related Work

In [3], authors proposed summarization algorithms to identify important schema
entities while providing broad information coverage in XML schema. However,
some of the assumptions made for XML schema summarizations could not be
applied for relational schema. Yang et.al [7] proposed an improved algorithm
for relational schema summarization. In [6], authors use community detection
techniques and table importance measure proposed in [7] to generate schema
summary for large scale databases. Wu et.al. [8] proposed an elaborate approach, iDisc, which ﬁrst models the database into diﬀerent representations
(graph based, vector-based, similarity-based) and then combines clustering from
each representation using a voting scheme. However, these approaches are data
oriented, utilizing schema and data available in the tables. In contrast, the proposed approach uses schema information and database documentation to generate schema summary.
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Fig. 1. TPCE Schema

Schema matching [5] involves identifying mappings between schema elements.
[9, 10] approach are schema oriented for ﬁnding correlated schema elements using
name, description, relationship and constraints. In [11] authors have proposed
an integrated approach, using linguistic approaches and structure matching process. Identifying mappings is analogous to ﬁnding similarity between schema
elements belonging to two diﬀerent schema. However, the proposed approach is
concentrated on ﬁnding correlated schema elements in the same schema.

3

Proposed Approach

We use the TPCE schema [12] described in Figure 1 as the running example
in this paper. The TPCE schema consists of 33 tables which are grouped into
four categories of tables: Customer (blue), Market (green), Broker (red) and
dimension (yellow). This categorization is provided by the TPC-E benchmark
and it also serves as the gold standard for evaluation in our experiments.
Existing approaches for clustering database tables are data oriented, utilizing
schema and data in the database for generating schema summary. In scenarios
where the data is insuﬃcient or some tables do not contain data, we have to
look for alternate sources of information. For example, in the TPCE benchmark
database, if no active transactions are considered, the table trade request is empty
and hence, cannot be considered for clustering in existing approaches. Thus,
we investigate alterative sources of information for a database. Databases are
generally accompanied with the documentation or the requirement document.
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Table 1. Referential Similarity between tables security, daily market and watch item

Security
Daily Market
Watch Item

Security Daily Market Watch Item
1
1
1
0
1
0
-

These documents contain domain speciﬁc information about the database which
could be exploited for generating schema summary. Although one can go through
the documentation and infer the schema summary manually, but it is not always
feasible to do so. Documentations for enterprise database are generally large,
spanning hundreds of pages. The documentation for TPCE is 286 pages long
and manually going through the documentation will thus be a tedious process
for the user.
In the proposed approach, we aim to propose an eﬃcient approach for schema
summary generation, using only schema and the documentation.
3.1

Basic Idea

A foreign key relationship between two tables shows that there exists a semantic relationship between two tables. However, referential relationships alone do
not provide good results [7]. Hence, we attempt to supplement this referential
similarity between tables with another notion of similarity, such that the tables
belonging to one category attain higher intra-category similarity. This additional
similarity criteria is based on ﬁnding similarity between the passage of text representing the table in the database documentation. The intuition behind this
notion of similarity is that the tables belonging to the same categories should
share some common terms about the category in the documentation. We combine
the referential similarity and document similarity by means of a weighed function and obtain a table similarity metric over the relational database schema.
After pairwise similarity between tables is identiﬁed, we use a Weighted K-Center
clustering algorithm to partition tables into k clusters.
We propose a measure for table similarity. The measure has two components:
one based on referential relationship and the other based on similarity of corresponding passages in the documentation. We ﬁrst explain about the components
and then discuss the table similarity measure.
3.2

Schema Based Table Similarity

In a relational database, foreign keys are used to implement referential constraints between two tables. Presence of foreign keys thus implies that the two tables have a semantic relationship. Such constraints are imposed by the database
designer or administrator and form the basic ground truth on similarity between
tables. In our approach, referential similarity is expressed as RefSim(R,S).
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1 , If R,S have foreign key constraint
0 , Otherwise.

Example1. Consider the three tables Security, Daily market and Watch item
(S,D and W ) in the TPCE schema. Table security has foreign key relationship
with daily market and watch item, hence Ref Sim(S, D) = Ref Sim(D, S) = 1
and Ref Sim(S, W ) = Ref Sim(W, S) = 1. The pairwise similarity is described
in Table 1.
3.3

Documentation Based Table Similarity

In addition to the referential similarity we also try to infer similarity between
tables using database documentation as an external source of information. First,
we ﬁnd the passage describing the table in the documentation using passage
retrieval approach. Similarity between two tables thus corresponds to similarity
between the corresponding passages in the documentation. The passage from the
documentation representing a table Ti is referred to as the table-document of Ti ,
T D(Ti ). The ﬁrst task is to identify the table-document for each table from the
documentation. Later, we ﬁnd pairwise similarity between the table-documents.
Finding Relevant Text from the Documentation. Passage retrieval [13–
17] is a well researched domain. Passage retrieval algorithms return the top-m
passages that are most likely to be the answer to an input query. We use a sliding
window based passage retrieval approach similar to the approach described in
[18]. In this paper, we focus on using a passage retrieval approach to evaluate
table similarity from database documentation rather than comparing diﬀerent
approaches for passage retrieval from the documentation.
Consider a table Ti with a set of attributes Ai = (Ai1 , Ai2 ..Aik ). Given a
database documentation (D), for each table Ti we construct a query Q(Ti ) consisting of the table name and all its attributes as keywords.
Q(Ti ) =< Ti , Ai1 , Ai2 ..Aik >

(1)

In a sliding window based passage retrieval approach, given a window size wi
for Ti , we search wi continuous sentences in the document sequentially for the
keywords in Q(Ti ). If at any instance, the window matches all the keywords
from Q(Ti ), the passage in the window is considered a potential table-document
for Ti . In cases where multiple windows are identiﬁed, we implement a ranking
function [19] for the retrieved passages and choose the passage with the highest
ranking score. The selection of an appropriate window size is a crucial step as
the number of keywords in Q(Ti ) varies for each Ti . We propose two types of
window functions:
– Independent window function, f (Q(Ti )) = c
– Linear window function, f (Q(Ti )) = a × |Q(Ti )| + c
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After the passage describing the table is identiﬁed, we store the passage in a
separate document and represent it as the table-document T D(Ti ) for the table
table Ti .
Similarity of Passages. Once the table-documents have been identiﬁed, we
have a corpus containing table-document(s) for each table. The table-document(s)
are preprocessed by removing stop-words and performing stemming using Porter
Stemmer. The table-document can be modeled in two ways:
– TF-IDF Vector: T D(i) = (w1 , w2 , ..wd ) can be represented as a ddimension TFIDF feature vector d = |corpus| and wi represents the TFIDF
score for the ith term in T D(i).
– Binary Vector: T D(i) is represented as a d-dimension binary vector
T D(i) = (w1 , w2 , ..wd ), where d = |corpus| and wj is 1 if TD(i) contains
the term wj and 0 otherwise.
We then calculate pairwise similarity between table-documents using the cosine
similarity measure or the jaccard coeﬃcient:

3.4

DocSimcos (R, S) = DocSim(docR , docS ) =

docR .docS
|docR | × |docS |

(2)

DocSimjacc (R, S) = DocSim(docR , docS ) =

docR ∩ docS
|docR | ∪ |docS |

(3)

Table Similarity Measure

For two tables R and S, let Ref Sim(R, S) represent the referential similarity and
DocSim(R, S) represent the document similarity between R and S. We combine
the referential similarity and document similarity using a weighing scheme as
Sim(R, S) = α × Ref Sim(R, S) + (1 − α) × DocSim(R, S)

(4)

Where α is a user speciﬁed parameter called the contribution factor 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
It measures the contribution of referential similarity to the table similarity. In
some cases, two tables have a low value of (combined) similarity, but have high
similarity to a common neighboring table. For example, in Figure 1, tables
account permission(AP ) and customer(C) do not have a referential similarity
but both are similar to the table customer account(CA). In such cases two tables
gain similarity as they have similar neighbors. For the previous example, similarity between account permission and customer should be max(Sim(AP,C) ,
Sim(AP,CA) × Sim(CA,C)).
We construct an undirected database graph G = (V, E), where nodes(V )
correspond to tables in the database schema. For any two tables R and S, we
deﬁne an edge, representing the combined similarity Sim(R, S) between the
tables deﬁned in (3). The database graph G is a complete graph.
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Algorithm 1. Finding Table Similarity
Input: D: Database Schema, T D: Set of Table-Document vectors, S: Document similarity measure, α: Contribution factor,
Output: Sim: Pairwise similarity between tables in database
Ref Sim ← REFERENCE-SIMILARITY(D)
DocSim ← DOCUMENT-SIMILARITY(T D, S)
Sim ← α × Ref Sim + (1 − α) × DocSim
for all tables as k do
for all tables as i do
for all tables as j do
if Sim(i, k) × Sim(k, j) < Sim(i, j) then
Sim(i, j) ← Sim(i, k) × Sim(k, j)
end if
end for
end for
end for
return Sim

procedure Reference-Similarity(D)
for all tables as R do
for all tables as S do
if R,S have foreign key relationship in D then
Ref Sim(R, S) ← 1
else
Ref Sim(R, S) ← 0
end if
end for
end for
return Ref Sim
end procedure

procedure Document-Similarity(TD, S)
for all tables as R do
for all tables as S do
DocSim(R, S) ← S(T D(R), T D(S))
end for
end for
return DocSim
end procedure

Consider a path p : R = Ti , Ti+1 , Ti+2 , ...Tj = S between two tables Ti and
Tj . Similarity between the tables Ti and Tj along path p is
Simp (R, S) =

j−1

k=i

Sim(Tk , Tk+1 )

(5)
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Then the path with the maximum similarity between R and S gives the complete
similarity between R and S.
Sim(R, S) = maxp Simp (R, S)

(6)

As we construct a complete graph, we use the Floyd-Warshall algorithm for
ﬁnding the shortest paths in a weighted graph. In our case, we deﬁne the shortest distance as having the maximum similarity. Since we construct a complete
graph for ﬁnding all pairs maximum similarity paths, the algorithm takes O(n3 )
running time for this step.
Algorithm 1 describes the procedure for calculating the pairwise similarity
between tables in a schema. By taking the database schema, set of extracted passages, a document similarity measure and contribution factor as input, the algorithm return pairwise similarity between tables. First we calculate the referential
and document similarity for O(n2 ) pairs and later combine them using the contribution factor. The procedure reference-similarity() takes as input the database
schema and calculates the similarity between two tables based on the referential relationships. The procedure document-similarity() takes as input the passage corresponding to each table, a document similarity measure and calculates
similarity between tables based on the similarity of corresponding passages of the
tables. Note that for every table, the passage is extracted by employing the passage retrieval approach described in section 3.3.
3.5

Clustering Algorithm

For generating summary, we use a greedy Weighted K-Center clustering algorithm. It provides a min-max optimization problem, where we want to minimize
the maximum distance between a table and its cluster center.
Inﬂuential Tables and Cluster Centers. In schema summarization, the
notion of inﬂuential table is used for clustering [7]. The notion says that the
most important tables should not be grouped in the same cluster. We measure
the inﬂuence of a table by measuring the inﬂuence one table has on other tables
in the schema [20]. Speciﬁcally, if a table is closely related to large number of
tables in the database, it will have a high inﬂuence score. The inﬂuence score
helps in identifying the cluster centers, described in the clustering process. The
inﬂuence of a table R on another table S in the database schema is deﬁned as
f (R, S) = 1 − e−Sim(R,S)

2

Inﬂuence score of a table is thus deﬁned as

f (R) =
f (R, ti )
ti T

where T represents the set of tables in the database.

(7)

(8)
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Clustering Objective Function. The clustering objective function aims to
minimize the following measure [7].
Q = maxki=1 maxRCi f (R) × (1 − Sim(R, Center(Ci )))

(9)

where k in the number of clusters, f (R) is the inﬂuence score of table R and
Center(Ci ) represents the center of the ith cluster (Ci ).
Clustering Process. We use the weighted k-center algorithm which considers
the inﬂuence score for clustering. In this approach, the most inﬂuential table is
selected as the ﬁrst cluster center and all the tables are assigned to this cluster.
In each subsequent iterations, the table with lowest weighted similarity from
its cluster center separates out to form a new cluster center. The remaining
tables are re-assigned to the closest cluster center. We repeat the process for k
iterations, such that k clusters are identiﬁed for the database schema. The time
2

) [21].
complexity of the greedy clustering algorithm is O(kn

4

Experimental Results

In this section, we present results of experiments conducted on our proposed
approach. The following parameters have been used at diﬀerent stages in our
approach:
– Window size function (f ) for table-document discovery.
– Document similarity measure (S), for calculating similarity of passage describing the tables in the documentation.
– α, the contribution factor in combined table similarity metric.
– k, the number of clusters determined by the clustering algorithm.
Varying any one of the parameters aﬀects the table similarity metric and clustering. We study the inﬂuence of these parameters by varying one parameter while
keeping the other parameters constant. Later, we conduct experiments on the
clustering algorithm and compare our approach with other existing approaches.
4.1

Experimental Setup

We used the TPCE database[12], provided by TPC. It is an online transaction processing workload, simulating the OLTP workload of a brokerage ﬁrm. TPC also
provides a software package EGen to facilitate the implementation of the TPCE
database. We used the following parameters to implement an instance of TPCE:
Number of Customers = 5000, Scale factor = 36000, Initial trade days = 10.
The TPCE schema consists of 33 tables, which are grouped into four categories: Customer, Market, Broker and Dimension. We use this categorization
as the gold standard to measure the accuracy of our approach. The dimension
tables are not an explicit category, they are used as companion tables to other
fact tables and hence can be considered as outliers to our clustering process. We
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thus aim to cluster the other 29 tables any measure the accuracy of these 29
tables to the given gold standard.
In addition, TPCE also provides the documentation for the TPCE benchmark. It is a 286 page long document and contains information about TPCE
buisness and application environment, the database and the database transactions involved. This document serves as an external source of information as
described in the proposed schema summarization approach.
4.2

Evaluation Metric

The accuracy of clustering and table similarity metric is evaluated by means
of an accuracy score, proposed in [7]. The accuracy score has diﬀerent connotations for clustering evaluation and table similarity evaluation. For the table
similarity metric, we ﬁnd the top-n neighbors for each table based on the Sim
metric described in Equation (6). Unless speciﬁcally mentioned, we ﬁnd the top5 neighbors in our experiments. From the goldstandard, if category of table Ti
is Ca , mi is the count of the tables in the top-n neighborhood of Ti belonging to
the same category as Ca , then average accuracy of similarity metric is deﬁned
as

mi
(10)
accsim = iT n
|T |
Similarly for clustering accuracy, consider a cluster i containing ni number of
tables. If the category of the cluster center of a cluster i is Ca ; let mi denote the
count of tables in the cluster that belong to the category Ca . Then accuracy of
the cluster i and overall clustering accuracy is
accclusti =

accclust =

4.3

mi
ni

(11)

mi
|T |

(12)

iT

Eﬀect of Window Function (f ) on Combined Table Similarity
and Clustering

In this experiment we measure the impact of varying the window function f for
window size (w) on the clustering accuracy and table similarity metric. We ﬁx
α = 0.5, k = 3 and use the tf-idf based cosine similarity for table-document
similarity. We conduct an experiment with the following window functions
–
–
–
–

wi
wi
wi
wi

= f (Q(Ti )) = 10
= f (Q(Ti )) = 20
= f (Q(Ti )) = 2 × |Q(Ti )| + 1
= f (Q(Ti )) = 3 × |Q(Ti )| + 1
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Fig. 2. accsim and accclust values on varying Fig. 3. accsim and accclust values for
window function, f
document similarity functions S

The results of this experiments are shown in Figure 2. We observe that although
the function f = 20 gives respectable results, it is hard to determine a value
of such constant( f = 10 gives poor results). Using a constant window size can
cause loss of information in some cases or add noise in other cases. To be on the
safe side, linear window functions, which gave comparatively similar results are
preferred. In further experiments, unless speciﬁed speciﬁcally, we use the window
function as f (Q(Ti )) = 2 × |Q(Ti )| + 1.
4.4

Eﬀect of Document Similarity Measure (S) on Similarity Metric
and Clustering Accuracy

The table-documents identiﬁed for each table can be of variable length. We
study two similarity measures described in Equation (2) and Equation (3), cosine
similarity and jaccard similarity. We compare the accuracy of similarity metric
and clustering algorithm for the two similarity measures for k = 3, α = 0.5 and
f (Q(Ti )) = 2 × |Q(Ti )| + 1. The results of the experiments are shown in Figure
3. We observe that the tf-idf score based Cosine similarity measure is consistent
in the results. This can be attributed to the fact the table-documents share a lot
of similar terms about the domain of the document and hence term frequency
and inverse document frequency play an important role in determining the score
of the terms in a document.
4.5

Eﬀect of Contribution Factor (α) on Table Similarity and
Clustering

In this section we measure the impact of varying α on the clustering accuracy
and table similarity metric. In this experiment, we ﬁx w = 2 × |Q(Ti )| and k =
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Fig. 4. Accuracy of similarity metric on Fig. 5. Accuracy of clustering on varying
varying values of α
values of α

3, while varying α from 0 to 1. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the results of varying α on clustering accuracy and accuracy of similarity metric. One interesting
observation is we achieve best clustering accuracy when the contribution of referential similarity and document similarity are almost equal (α = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6).
This shows that rather than one notion of similarity supplementing the other,
both similarities have equal importance in generating schema summary. Also
using any single similarity measure (when α is 0 or 1) produces low accuracy
results which veriﬁes the claims made in this paper.
4.6

Comparison of Clustering Algorithm

In this section, we compare clustering algorithms for schema summary. In addition to the proposed weighted k-center clustering algorithm using an inﬂuence
function(Clusts ), we implement the following clustering algorithms:
– Clustc , A community detection based schema summarization approach proposed in [6].
– Clustd , the schema summarization approach proposed in [7]. The clustering
approach uses a table importance metric based weighted k-center clustering
algorithm.
– Clustv , Combines results from clustering using reference similarity and clustering using document similarity using a voting scheme similar to [8]. This
algorithm focuses on combining clustering from diﬀerent similarity models
rather than combining similarity models.
Figure 6 shows the clustering accuracy achieved for k = (2, 3, 4) for various
clustering algorithms. We observed that clusts and clustd achieve almost similar
accuracy, with clusts giving slightly higher accuracy as it was able to successfully
cluster the table trade request. If no active transactions are considered for the
TPCE database, the table trade request is empty and data oriented approaches
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Fig. 6. Clustering accuracy for diﬀerent clustering algorithms

are unable to classify the table. For the clustv and clustc approaches, no speciﬁc patterns were observed. The reason for low accuracy of clustv is because
referential similarity provides a very imbalanced and ineﬀective clustering which
deters the overall clustering accuracy in the voting scheme signiﬁcantly.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

Schema summarization has been proposed in the literature to help users in
exploring complex database schema. Existing approaches for schema summarization are data-oriented. In this paper, we proposed a schema summarization
approach for relational databases using database schema and the database documentation. We proposed a combined similarity measure to incorporate similarities from both sources and proposed a framework for summary generation. Experiments were conducted on a benchmark database and the results showed that
the proposed approach is as eﬀective as the existing data oriented approaches.
We plan to extend this work by developing algorithms for learning the values of
various parameters used in the proposed approach.
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Abstract. The popularity of social media as a medium for sharing information
has made extracting information of interest a challenge. In this work we provide a
system that can return posts published on social media covering various aspects of
a concept being searched. We present a faceted model for navigating social media
that provides a consistent, usable and domain-agnostic method for extracting information from social media. We present a set of domain independent facets and
empirically prove the feasibility of mapping social media content to the facets we
chose. Next, we show how we can map these facets to social media sites, living
documents that change periodically to topics that capture the semantics expressed
in them. This mapping is used as a graph to compute the various facets of interest
to us. We learn a profile of the content creator, enable content to be mapped to
semantic concepts for easy navigation and detect similarity among sites to either
suggest similar pages or determine pages that express different views.

1 Introduction
Social media is defined as a group of Internet-based applications that connects humans
via Web and mobile phone technologies for the purpose of allowing the creation and
exchange of user generated content. Social media is represented in various forms such
as magazines, Internet forums, weblogs, social blogs, microblogging, wikis, podcasts,
etc. The number of users, and as a result, the amount of data on social media are everincreasing.
Due to the similarity of social media content pages with web pages, the first ideas
for modeling social web were derived from Web graph models. However, the rich link
structure assumption does not hold true in the social web. The sparseness of the hyperlink structure in blogs was shown in [1]. Furthermore, the level of interaction in terms
of comments and replies to an entry made on social media page makes the the social
web different from the web. Figure 1 shows a graphical visualization of the network
of blogs that we constructed using a dataset consisting of nearly 300 blogs from the
BLOG06 test data collection in TREC06 1 . The nodes in the graph represent individual
1
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blogs and an edge is drawn between nodes if the blogs show some similarity. The similarity was estimated using the Cosine Similarity metric after the removal of stopwords
and computing TF-IDF weights for key terms. Contrary to our expectations, the graph
turned out to be highly connected even with the similarity threshold set to a very high
0.8 with 1.0 suggesting an exact replica. We can clearly see groups of blogs coming
together and forming local clusters.
Developing an alternative to keyword search
is a challenge. A close
variant of keyword search
is the Faceted search or
browsing technique where
information is organized
into multiple orthogonal
features called facets [2].
The colon classification [3]
scheme was developed by
S. R. Ranganathan, to apply faceted classification to
the physical world, specifically for the purpose of
organizing books. Specifically, he proposed five
Fig. 1. Similarity Graph for Blogs with Threshold > 0.8
facets Personality, Matter,
Energy, Space and Time for classifying most of the physical world. In this model Personality stood for a person or event being classified, Matter for what it is composed of
and Energy for depicting the change or evolution. Space and Time are self-explanatory.
We believe that Ranganathan’s classic PMEST model would be enough to provide an
easy to understand, widely acceptable faceted browsing system for social media users.
Hence, we propose to mine and use five distinct and orthogonal facets to classify a
collection of data originating from social media. These are the profile of the person
authoring the content, the topics it deals with and the purpose for which the content
is written. These three facets loosely map to Personality, Matter and Energy in the
PMEST model. The Space and Time facets can be mapped to geography(location )
and date. This information is often appended by the social media service providers.
Furthermore, both these dimensions are well understood by all users and hence form an
easy to classify and navigate facet that is domain independent.
In summary, this paper describes our vision of how the social media should be presented to a user on the Web. The main contributions of our paper are:
– We initiate research into the problem of automated, semantics driven and domain independent faceted classification for social media.
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– We propose five facets for describing any Social Media dataset based on the classical
PMEST classification scheme from Library Sciences.
– We present methods to automatically and efficiently extract the proposed facets and
present a end-to-end system built to showcase the usability of the facets.

2 Related Work
The blogosphere comprises of several focused groups or communities that can be treated
as sub-graphs. These communities are highly dynamic in nature that have fascinated researchers to study its structural and temporal characteristics. Kumar et. al. [4] extended
the idea of hubs and authorities and included co-citations as a way to extract all communities on the web and used graph theoretic algorithms to identify all instances of graph structures that reflect community characteristics. Another effort in this area has been on the
analysis of information flow within these link networks [5]. Structure of blog graphs has
been exploited for discovering social characteristics like identifying influential bloggers
[6], discovering blogging patterns in the blogosphere [7] and community factorization
using the structural and temporal patterns of the communications between bloggers [8].
Often microblogging sites allow their users to provide tags to describe the entry. Tags
are also used to discriminate between pages in the social network [9]. The drawback of
tagging is that it is difficult to associate a “meaning”, induce a hierarchy or relate different tags. Brooks and Montanez [10] presented a study where the human labeled tags are
good for classifying blog posts into broad categories while they were less effective in
indicating the particular content of a blog post. In another research [11], authors tried to
cluster blog posts by assigning different weights to title, body and comments of a blog
post. However, these approaches rely on the keyword-based clustering which suffers
from high-dimensionality and sparsity.
Various forms of community-aware ranking methods have been developed, mostly
inspired by the well-known PageRank method [12] for web link analysis. [13] proposes FolkRank for identifying important users, data items, and tags. SocialPageRank
to measure page authority based on its annotations and SocialSimRank for the similarity
of tags is introduced in [14].

3 Faceted Browsing over Social Media
In this section we share technical details and challenges involved in mapping the social
media datasets to the five facets we chose based on the PMEST classification scheme.
As shown in Figure 2, given any type of social media dataset, we extract the content
using the extractors and APIs available in the Content Capture module. This module
is also responsible for removing unwanted metadata and links from content pages. We
clean the extracted information by removing unnecessary tags from the post-body. The
next module Feature Engineering uses a series of steps aimed at Cleaning the content
by running word stemmers. Then we remove frequently occurring terms (stop word
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elimination) and N-gram extraction as these are well-documented methods used by
most document processing systems. We consider each social media page as a document
with some uniform characteristics - namely, the presence of a permalink, post id, unique
identifier and the post-body.
Once the features are extracted, we use the cleaned
content to perform Topic

Learning, Purpose Identifica

tion, Geo-Tagging and and
  

Profile creation. We believe the


techniques used for extracting
 
    
topics can be used to also learn
  
the purpose with the appropriate terms being used to model
the learning process.
3.1 Topic Extraction
Topic extraction is a well studied field and several methods

 
 
 

   
  

have been proposed to extract
topics from documents. Since
we are not making any assumptions about the domain,
knowledge of writers, or the inFig. 2. Flowgraph of our System
terests of the users we use a
completely unsupervised data driven approach to automatically extract topics from
blogs.
Topics Using LDA. In particular, we use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model
[15], that considers topics to be multinomial probability distribution over the vocabulary
of all the blogs under consideration. This model has the flexibility that the topics can be
learned in a completely unsupervised manner.
If there are D blogs under consideration such that dth blog has Nd words represented
as wd , picked from a vocabulary of size V , and the total number of topics talked by
bloggers is K then the generative process is as follows
1. For each topic k ∈ {1 . . . K} choose a topic as a V dimensional multinomial distribution φk over V words. This is from a V dimensional Dirichlet distribution β
2. For each blog d ∈ {1 . . . D} having Nd words
(a) Choose the topics talked about in that blog as a K-dimensional multinomial θd
over the K topics. This is from a K-dimensional Dirichlet distribution α
(b) For each word position j ∈ {1 . . . Nd } in blog d
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i. Select the topic zjd ∈ {1 . . . K} for the position from the multinomial θd
ii. Select the word wjd for this topic drawn from the multinomial φzjd
In the above process φ and θ are unknown parameters of the model. We use Gibbs
sampling [16] to find these parameters. Since Dirichlet is the conjugate prior of the
multinomial distribution we can collapse the parameters θ and φ and only sample the
topics assignments z.
Topics Based on Word Clouds. A word cloud is a visual representation of words,
where the importance of each word is represented by its font size with the most important words the largest. Here each word is representative of a topic. An entry (such as
blog post or tweet) t can be decomposed into its constituent words (unigrams). One way
to determine the importance of each word tw in the tweet is by computing its TF-IDF
score. The importance score of tw is
I(tw ) =

|T |
Nw
× log
,
N
|Tw |

(1)

where Nw is the number of times a word w has occurred in T, N is the vocabulary size
of the corpus, |T | = M , and |Tw | is the count of the number of entries that contain the
word w. The first part of the product is the term frequency score(TF) of the word and the
second part is the inverse document frequency score(IDF). Given a desired maximum
font size of Fmax and the I(tw ), the font size ftw of word tw is
ftw = Fmax × I(tw ).

(2)

Computation of IDF requires too many queries to the underlying storage system resulting in high I/O cost. In our system, we are more concerned about identifying frequent
words that can help us convey the topic expressed in the entries so we do not compute
IDF scores and simply use TF after the removal of stop words.
3.2 Extracting Author Profiles from Social Media
One of the dimensions along which we want to enable the social media search is the
profile of the author creating the content. Our interest is in identifying profiles or
roles that can span many domains e.g. expert/specialist, generalist, self-blogger, observer/commentator, critique, etc. The easiest to identify is whether a person is an expert
in a given area or if she has an opinion on everything - a generalist . We believe experts
would have less noise or randomness in their posts. Entropy [17] estimation is used in
Information Theory to judge the disorder in a system. Shannon’s entropy is defined as
follows. Let X be a discrete random variable on a finite set X = {x1 , . . . , xn }, with
probability distribution function p(x) = Pr(X = x). The entropy H(X) of X is

H(X) = −
p(x) logb p(x).
(3)
x∈X
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Table 1. Topic Labels learned from Wiki Categories
Topic
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Keywords
just, christmas, fun, home
war, being, human, actor
things, looking, world
rss, search, score, news
users, pretty, little
people, police, year, canada
university, body, quizfarm
free, body, news, pictures
need, home, work, hand
charitycam, kitty, mood, friends

Mid-Sup
Band
Book
Supernatural
Single
Book
Company
Bird of Suriname
Place
Military Conflict
Political Entity

Max-Sup
Album
Actor
Place
Place
Place
Place
Place
Place
Vehicle
Album

In our case, the system of interest is the social media page or document. For a blog or
a twitter account, one can assume that as the number of posts or tweets increase, the
disorder and hence the entropy would increase, if the author did not devote himself to
commenting on a small subset of topics. The set of topics that we extracted as described
above is the finite set X that we use. For each blog post or tweet we then find the
probability of mapping it to one of the topic x ∈ X by counting the number of keywords
in the post or tweet which fall under x. Thus, by using entropy we can identify bloggers
as specializing in a few concepts or as generalists who discuss varied concepts.
3.3 Mapping Location and Date
The task of detecting and mapping the Location and Date of the social media entry
felt straight forward to us. Most social content authoring platforms capture the location
and the timestamp at which the content was submitted to the system. We found that
often, the content itself might be talking about events that happened at a location that
was distant from where the author was posting the content. The time of incident described could also vary. Capturing these and using them in mapping requires advanced
NLP techniques. We are building annotators to extract and use such information. In this
paper, we will not go into the details of those methods.

4 Empirical Evaluation
In this section we provide details of our effort in building a five-faceted social media
search system. The rest of the paper will describe our efforts in this direction.
4.1 Datasets Used
We will explain our approach with empirical evidence on two real-world datasets that
consist of two very different types of social media - blogs and microblogs.
Blogs Dataset. We used the BLOG06 test data collection used in the TREC06 2 Blog
track to perform preliminary evaluations and test our hypothesis. This set was created
2
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Table 2. Labels Assigned by Human Expert to Blog Clusters
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Topic
Gambling
Birthdays
Classifieds
Podcast
Christmas
Finance
Trash
Comics
Thanksgiving
Movies
IT
Iraq War
Cars
Books
Others

Keywords
Cluster
poker, casino, gamble
2
birthday, whatdoesyourbirthdatemeanquiz
3
classifieds, coaster, rollerblade, honda
4
podcasts, radio, scifitalk
5
christmas, santa, tree, gomer
6
cash, amazon, payday
7
dumb, rated, adult
8,10
comic, seishiro
9
thankful, food, dinner, shopping
11
movie, harry, potter, rent
13
code, project, server, release, wordpress
16
war, iraq, media, bush, american
17
car, drive, money, kids
18
book, art, science, donor
19
dating, cards, nba, napolean, halloween, homework, hair 1, 12, 14, 15, 20

Table 3. Hashtags Used to Crawl Tweet Dataset
Purpose
Hashtags
Occupy Wall Street #occupywallstreet, #ows, #occupyboston, #occupywallst, #occupytogether, #teaparty, #nypd, #occupydc, #occupyla, #usdor, #occupyboston, #occupysf, #solidarity, #citizenradio, #gop, #sep17, #occupychicago, #15o

and distributed by the University of Glasgow. It contains a crawl of blog feeds, and
associated permalink 3 and homepage documents (from late 2005 and early 2006). We
took 10,000 permalink documents for our study. We extracted 339 distinct blogs from
these documents. We use a small dataset for ease of manually computing the concepts
and also verifying the identified relationships.
Tweets Dataset. Using an existing Twitter event monitoring system, TweetTracker
[18], we collected tweets discussing the Occupy Wall Street (OWS) movement. The
tweets were crawled over the course of 4 months starting from September 14, 2011
to December 13, 2011. A full list of the parameters used is presented in Table 3. The
dataset consists of 8,292,822 tweets generated by 852,240 unique users. As in the case
of blogs, we identify a smaller set of tweets whose topic can be determined and evaluated manually. These tweets are generated when the number of tweets exceeded the
average tweet traffic (102,380) by one standard deviation (77,287). More information
on how these days are identified is presented later in the paper. In total there were 10
such days in our dataset which spans 90 days of the OWS movement.
4.2 Topic Extraction
For clustering the blogs extracted from the TREC dataset, we used an LDA implementation where the number of concepts or topics was set to 20. We presented the top 15
3

A permalink, or permanent link, is a URL that points to a specific blog or forum entry after it
has passed from the front page to the archives.
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words from each distribution of cluster to a small group of human evaluators and asked
them to manually label the clusters to real-world concepts. We picked the most common topic as the single best label for a cluster. A few clusters to which no clear semantic
label could be assigned was mapped to a generic concept called Other.
4.3 Learning Profiles
Figure 3 plots the average
number of posts for blogs
having entropy within a
given interval. We can see
that blogs with a relatively small number of
posts can also have high entropy while blogs with a
large number of posts can
have low entropy values.
We have manually verified
that blogs with high post
frequency but low entropy
map show high weights for
a few concepts in our list
Fig. 3. Entropy of Blogs
while blogs with high entropy map to several concepts but with lower strengths. Bloggers who are devoted to a
few concepts can be classified as specialists and the bloggers whose blogs show high
entropy can be classified as generalists. However, the classification task becomes difficult if the blogger has only a few posts for a concept.
4.4 Mapping Tweets to Topics
As our Twitter dataset is related to the Occupy Wall Street movement, the Purpose of the
dataset was pre-determined and hence we did not focus on learning the same. We utilize
the Gibbs sampler LDA to discover a coherent topic from the tweets from each selected
day. The top 15 words describing these topics are presented in Table 4. By analyzing
these topics we find a clear indication of the significant events associated with the OWS
movement. For example, around 100 protesters were arrested by the police on October
11th in Boston and the prominent keywords: “boston, police, occupy, wall, street” from
the topic for Oct 11 indicate this clearly. To check the veracity of the events extracted,
we have compared them to the human edited OWS Timeline published in Wikipedia.
Tweet Dataset Mapping with OWS Timeline. To ensure that our approach accurately
presents relevant dates to the user, we compare the important dates generated by our
method with those known to be distinguished dates in the Occupy movement. Our
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Table 4. Topics identified using LDA for the important days
Date
Oct 11
Oct 13
Oct 14
Oct 15
Oct 16
Oct 17
Oct 18
Oct 26
Nov 15
Nov 30

Topic
boston, police, occupy, wall, street, people, protesters, movement, protest, news, obama, media, jobs, 99, arrested
wall, occupy, street, protesters, mayor, bloomberg, park, eviction, defend, tomorrow, people, support, zuccotti,
call, police
wall, street, occupy, park, people, protesters, police, movement, tomorrow, global, live, support, today, news, 99
square, times, people, police, occupy, protesters, street, wall, world, nypd, live, movement, arrested, today, sq
occupy, arrested, wall, people, street, protesters, movement, police, protests, protest, obama, support, west, world,
times
occupy, wall, street, people, movement, obama, protesters, support, police, protests, protest, world, 99, nypd,
party
occupy, wall, street, people, obama, protesters, movement, debate, cain, support, protest, 99, romney, protests,
party
police, oakland, occupy, protesters, people, street, march, gas, wall, tear, tonight, movement, live, support, cops
park, police, nypd, protesters, zuccotti, occupy, press, nyc, people, live, street, wall, eviction, bloomberg, raid
lapd, police, live, free, reading, psychic, media, people, protesters, occupy, arrested, city, cops, calling, eviction

Table 5. List of dates with tweets exceeding one standard deviation and the Wikipedia article’s
explanation of the day’s events. Average daily tweets: 102,380.52, Standard Deviation: 77,287.02.
Date
2011-10-11
2011-10-13
2011-10-14
2011-10-15
2011-10-16
2011-10-17
2011-10-18
2011-10-26
2011-11-15
2011-11-30

#Tweets
186,816
200,835
228,084
376,660
194,421
193,332
185,743
220,571
488,439
203,846

Wikipedia Justification
Date not mentioned in article.
Mayor Bloomberg tells protesters to leave Zuccotti Park so that it can be cleaned.
Zuccotti Park cleaning postponed.
Protesters march on military recruitment office to protest military spending.
President Obama issues support for the OWS movement.
Journalist fired for supporting OWS movement.
Date not mentioned in article.
Scott Olsen, Military veteran and OWS protester, hospitalized by police at OWS event.
NYPD attempts to clear Zuccotti Park.
Police arrest protesters in Occupy Los Angeles.

method defines an important date as one in which the number of tweets generated on
that day exceeds the average number of tweets generated per day for all of the dates
considered for the movement plus one standard deviation. To generate a list of important dates in the movement to which we will compare our method, we scraped all of
the dates mentioned in the Wikipedia article “Timeline of Occupy Wall Street”4 . Table 5 shows the dates we identified as important alongside Wikipedia’s explanation for
the importance of that date. In all but two instances, the dates we discovered match a
landmark date discussed in the Wikipedia article.

5 Conclusion
Social media is a platform with explosive growth in both users and content that can be
harnessed to better understand social mores and other aspects of human behavior. In
this paper we tackled the problem of enabling easy retrieval of information from the social media by providing a domain agnostic faceted search interface. We presented five
4

http://tinyurl.com/7g5q5st
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domain-independent facets that can be extracted from social media content. Next, we
offered techniques that can be used to learn these facets. Finally, we demonstrate a system we created to learn these facets with high accuracy, which presents this information
in an easily understandable format to its users.
Acknowledgments. This work was sponsored in part by the Office of Naval Research
grant: N000141010091.
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Abstract. In the domain of single document and automatic extractive
text summarization, a recent approach Logical TextTiling (LTT) has
been proposed [1]. In-depth analysis has revealed that LTTs performance
is limited by unfair entailment calculation, weak segmentation and assignment of equal importance to each segment produced. It seems that
because of these drawbacks, the summary produced from experimentation on articles collected from New York Times website has been of
poor/inferior quality. To overcome these limitations, the present paper
proposes a novel technique called ATESC(Analog Textual Entailment
and Spectral Clustering) which employs the use of analog entailment
values in the range [0,1], segmentation using Normalized Spectral Clustering, and assignment of relative importance to the produced segments
based on the scores of constituent sentences. At the end, a comparative study of results of LTT and ATESC is carried out. It shows that
ATESC produces better quality of summaries in most of the cases tested
experimentally.
Keywords: Textual Entailment, Spectral Clustering, Text Segmentation.

1

Introduction

According to [2], a summary can be deﬁned as ”A reductive transformation
of source text to summary text through content reduction by selection and/or
generalization on what is important in the source”. Summarization based on content reduction by selection is termed as Extraction (identifying and including
the important sentences in the ﬁnal summary), whereas the one involving content reduction by generalization is termed as Abstraction (reproducing the most
informative content in a novel way). The present paper focuses on Extraction
based summarization. In this Section we discuss the earlier signiﬁcant work in
the ﬁeld of automatic text summarization; identify their limitations and provide
the means to overcome them.
S. Srinivasa and V. Bhatnagar (Eds.): BDA 2012, LNCS 7678, pp. 101–110, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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1.1

Related Work

In the ﬁeld of Extraction based summarization, heuristics have been applied
to identify the most important fragments of text (sentences, paragraphs etc.)
in the context of the entire document. They are then selected to produce the
summary. One of the most recent approaches to summarization that selects
sentences as fragments and makes use of Logical TextTiling for segmentation
has been proposed in [1]. We strongly feel that with certain modiﬁcations that
our method proposes over the one using LTT, the quality of summaries produced
for texts ranging across a variety of domains would considerably improve.
1.2

Limitations of LTT and the Proposed Improvements

1.2.1 Entailment Calculation
Textual Entailment is deﬁned as the task of recognizing, given two pieces of text,
whether meaning of one text can be inferred/entailed from the other. Recognizing
Textual Entailment (RTE) has been proposed in 2005 as a generic task to build
systems which capture the semantic variability of texts and performs natural
language inferences [3]. In LTT [1] the textual entailment calculation is based on
the sole criteria that ”A text T entails a text H iﬀ the text H is less informative
than T”. One sentence (piece of text) being less informative than the other is
by no means a judgmental parameter in deciding whether the meaning of a
sentence can be inferred from another. In LTT, the entailment between any pair
of sentences is denoted by binary (0 or 1) values, where 0 means no entailment
and 1 means no entailment.
We propose to replace this by analog entailment values lying between zero and
one (both included), representing extent of entailment between each pair of sentences. This value is determined using VENSES [4] (Venice Semantic Evaluation
System). The use of analog entailment values has strengthened the calculation
of importance of the sentences.
1.2.2 Segmentation Criteria
In LTT a new segment is created whenever there is a change in the conﬁguration
of logical importance of sentences in the given text. The segmentation methodology employed is guilty of considering that a sentence is related in connotation
to sentences only in its vicinity with respect to the text. The summary produced
by LTT may be claimed to provide superior results in [1], but the very fact
that the experiments are conducted on a single source of text is testimonial in
proving that such a segmentation methodology cannot be generalized to a variety of documents/texts from diﬀerent domains. We replace the LTT method of
producing segments by the Normalized Spectral Clustering Algorithm suggested
by Ng et. al. in [5]. The prime intuition of clustering [6], as the name suggests,
is to separate a given number of points (elements) into distinct sets, such that:
1. The element segregated into any of the sets has maximum similarity amongst
the elements of the same set.
2. The elements in diﬀerent sets are most dissimilar to each other.
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1.2.3 Segment Selection Criteria
LTT assigns equal importance to every segment, without giving any justiﬁcation.
It leads to the loss of important information as diﬀerent segments show varying
degree of relative important. In our approach, each segment is assigned a score
equal to the mean score of the sentences comprising that segment. The segment
score values are further used to rank the segments in order of merit.
1.3

Organization

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains our proposed system architecture. Section 3 describes the preliminaries and the experimental results
obtained, and Section 4 concludes the paper and enlists future work.

2

ATESC Architecture

The ATESC framework (Fig. 1) is broadly grouped into ﬁve phases as follows.

Fig. 1. System Architecture of ATESC

2.1

Analog Entailment Calculation

Input:The text document to be summarized.
Output:Entailment Matrix E[1:N,1:N], where N n̄umber of sentences in the
given text and an entry E[i,j] in the matrix denotes the extent by which the ith
sentence en-tails the jth sentence in terms of Analog Entailment values.
Working Details:The given text is divided into pairs of sentences. The Analog
Entailment value for every sentence pair is determined by employing the tool
VENSES [4].

2.2

Sentence Scoring

Input:Entailment Matrix E[1:N,1:N] created in Section 2.1.
Output:An array of Sentence Scores i.e. SentenceScore[1:N], where SentenceScore[i] speciﬁes the score of that sentence in the given text.
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Working Details:Sentence score refers to the importance of a sentence and is
equal to the sum of Analog Entailment values of all sentences which are entailed
by the current sentence added to the sum of Analog Entailment values of all
sentences which entail the current sentence. Thus a sentence with a higher score
aptly represents a large number of sentences present in the given text/document.
The mathematical expression
score determination is given below.
j=N for sentence
j=N
SentenceScore [ i ] = j=1 E [j, i] + j=1 E [i, j]
(1)
2.3

Text Segmentation/Clusterig

Input:Entailment Matrix E[1: N, 1: N] created in Section 2.1
Output:A set of segments Segment [1:K], where K is the number of segments
created and depends on the text under consideration.
Working Details:The Entailment Matrix E[1:N, 1:N] represents the similarity
matrix required as input to the Normalized Spectral Clustering algorithm given
in [5]. The algorithm creates clusters (or segments) of sentences, which are most
related to each other on the basis of their Analog Entailment values.

2.4

Segment Ranking

Input:Set of segments created in Section 2.3, given by Segment[1:K]; Array of
sentence scores SentenceScore[1:N] created in Section 2.2.
Output:Sorted list of segments, SortedSegment[1:K] arranged in descending order of SegmentScore values which are calculated as mentioned below.
Working Details:The phase is executed in two steps.
1. Each segment is assigned a score equal to the mean score of all the sentences
com-prising that segment asshown below:
(2)
SegmentScore[i] = (1/L) { j=L
j=1 SentenceScore[j] }
where L is the number of sentences in segment i , where i lies in [1,K].
2. The segments are sorted in decreasing order of SegmentScore values calculated previously to produce the SortedSegment[1:K] array.
2.5

Sentence Extraction

Input:Array of sentence scores SentenceScore[1:N] created in Section 2.2; Sorted
list of segments, SortedSegment[1:K] created in Section 2.4; Desired length of
summary D. (D is the number of sentences in the ﬁnal summary).
Output:Summary generated by ATESC based Summarization of desired length
D.
Working Details:The phase is executed in three steps.
1. Sentence Sorting within every segment: The sentences in each of the segments
are arranged in the decreasing order of SentenceScore[1:L] values (L is the
number of sentences in a segment).
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2. Sentence Selection: The sentence with highest SentenceScore value is selected
from each of the segments beginning from the ﬁrst segment in the SortedSegment[1:K] array, until the number of extracted sentences equals the desired
length of summary to be produced. If the desired length of summary exceeds the total number of segments created by ATESC, i.e. D is greater than
equal to K then the sentence with the second highest value of SentenceScore
is selected from each of the segments, again beginning from the ﬁrst segment in the SortedSegment[1:K] array. In this manner we keep on selecting
sentences for our summary from the sentences of the next highest value of
SentenceScore from various segments in the SortedSegment[1:K] array until
the length of the produced summary equals the desired length D.
3. Sentence Reordering: All the sentences selected are arranged according to
their order in the original document and the ﬁnal summary is produced.

3
3.1

Experimental Results and Discussions
Datasets

Experiments are conducted on a collection of 40 text documents comprising of
news articles and classic essays collected from the internet [7]. The lengths of
the articles vary from 30 to 105 sentences.
3.2

Baselines and Evaluation Parameters

Performance evaluation of a summarization tool is a very diﬃcult task since
there is, in fact, no ideal summary. It has been proved in [8] that even for simple
news articles, human made summaries tend to agree with the automated summaries only 60% of the time. Therefore, we consider two baselines, Microsoft
Word 2007 AutoSummarize [9] and Human Developed summaries to compare
summaries produced by ATESC based summarization against those produced by
LTT based summarization. The summaries produced by both the above methods (ATESC and LTT) are called candidate summaries while those produced
using the mentioned baselines are called reference summaries. The following
three parameters have been used to analyze the quality of the summaries produced Precision, Recall and F-measure denoted by P, R and F respectively and
expressed in percentage (%). P, R and F values are computed in the context of
text summarization as shown in the following formulae:
P =

|{#sentencescand} ∩ {#sentencesref}|
|{#sentencescand}|

(3)

R=

|{#sentencescand} ∩ {#sentencesref}|
|{#sentencesref}|

(4)

and F = Harmonic mean of P and R.
(5)
“#” means number of; “cand” means candidate; “ref ” means reference.
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Performance Evaluation and Discussion

There are three major diﬀerences in the summarization methods using ATESC
and LTT which are given below.
1. Calculation of Entailment Matrix Analog (ATESC) vs. Binary ( LTT)
2. Segmentation Spectral Clustering(ATESC) vs. Logical TextTiling( LTT)
3. Segment Scoring Mean Sentence Score (ATESC) vs. Assumed Equal (LTT)
On the basis of above there can be a total of 8 (2*2*2) combinations 2 for each
of those phases where ATESC is distinct from LTT. These eight combinations
are denoted as numerals from 1 to 8, and are described in detail below.
Each of the above combinations is experimented with both the baselines in order
Table 1. All combinations of methods. Analog = [0,1]. LTT:Logical TextTiling[1].
NSC:Normalized Spectral Clustering [5]. AE:Assumed Equal. MS: Mean Sentence
Score. The combinations used in the graphs are as per the method codes given in
this table (Column 1).
Method Code Entailment Matrix
1
Binary(0/1)
2
Binary(0/1)
3
Binary(0/1)
4
Binary(0/1)
5
Analog
6
Analog
7
Analog
8
Analog

Segmentation Salience
LTT
LTT
NSC
NSC
LTT
LTT
NSC
NSC

AE
MSS
AE
MSS
AE
MSS
AE
MSS

to observe the eﬀect, which each of the three changes proposed in this paper has
on the quality of the ﬁnal summary produced. We have considered four distinct
cases to conduct the experiments, and their results are discussed as follows: (The
numbers in curly braces, as they appear in the following text are used to depict
a bar graph in one of the ﬁgures, which is denoted by the same number. For e.g.
({4} in Fig. 13) refers to the bar graph of the method having Method Code 4 as
per Table 1 in Figure 13).
3.3.1 Diﬀerent Length of Input Text
The text documents in our dataset are classiﬁed into two categories according
to their lengths Short and Long.
Short Texts. The results for this category are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. With MS
Word AutoSummarize as the baseline, it is observed that the most accurate
summaries ({6}in Fig. 2) are generated when the segmentation by LTT method
is based on Analog Entailment values and is succeeded by the assignment of
segment scores and not assuming them to be equal for all segments. Both of
these changes are employed in ATESC based summarization.
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LTT revolves around the notion that sentences are most closely related when
at shorter distances to each other. ATESC is independent of such a presumption.
But for shorter texts the distances among sentences is not very large. Thus
the characteristic feature of ATESC does not get an opportunity to be tested,
pertaining to shorter distances among sentences in a Short Text. As a result for
Short Texts LTT is observed to produce more accurate summaries.

Fig. 2. P, R, F for Short Texts MS Word 2007
Auto Summarize

Fig. 3. P, R, F for Short Texts Human Developed Summaries

Long Texts.The results for this category are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The notion of distant sentences exhibiting strong relationship with each other (with
respect to connotation) is proved by the results of experimentation on Long
Texts. From Figs. 4 and 5, it is observed that the replacement of LTT methodology by ATESC methodology (transmute from {1} to {8} in Figures 4 and 5), we
observe a gradual and proportional rise in the quality of summaries produced.
The quality increases almost linearly for both the baselines employed but with
minor diﬀerences. Also in both the graphs the best summary is generated by
employing ATESC in entirety ({8} in both Figures 4 and 5).

Fig. 4. P, R, F for long Texts MS Word 2007 Fig. 5. P, R, F for long Texts Human
Developed Summaries
Auto Summarizer

3.3.2 Jumbling the Sentences of a Given Text
Jumbled text refers to the text document in which the original order of sentences is changed randomly. The objective of jumbling up a given text and then
summarizing it is to address those text documents where contextual sentences
(sentences closely related to each other) are distributed erratically within the
text. A prime example of such texts is e-mails. It is observed from Figs. 6 and 7
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Fig. 6. P, R, F for Jumbled texts MS Word 2007 Fig. 7. P, R, F measure for Jumbled
Auto Summarizer
texts - Human Developed Summaries

that there is a prominent diﬀerence between the quality of summaries generated
by ATESC and LTT in favor of ATESC.
3.3.3 Input Text Classiﬁcation
The dataset is intentionally made to comprise of diﬀerent types of texts in order
to study the performance of all the methods in detail. We classify our input texts
in two categories: Essays and News Articles.
Essays. The articles belonging to this category follow a logical structural organization. For such kind of articles, LTT is bound to give better results compared
to ATESC, which is proved experimentally and demonstrated by graphs in Figs.
8 and 9. It is also inferred that with MS Word 2007 AutoSummarize as reference
(Fig. 8), the results are most accurate when LTT method is integrated with
analog entailment values rather than discrete ({5} in Fig. 8) or when the segment scoring is employed after segmentation using LTT ({2} in Fig. 8); both of
these changes are proposed in ATESC. Furthermore, when we consider Human
generated summary as a base, there is a very thin line of diﬀerence between the
results of ATESC and LTT as shown in Fig. 9.
News Articles. ATESC performs fairly well over LTT in the case of news articles
when the baseline selected is MS Word 2007 AutoSummarize as illustrated in
Fig. 10.The editor of a news article generally connects various sentences, present
in diﬀerent paragraphs of the article. Unlike LTT, ATESC can easily determine
such aﬃliations and create segments comprising of such sentences.

Fig. 8. P, R, F for Essays - MS Word 2007 Auto Fig. 9. P, R, F for Essays - Human
Developed Summaries
Summarizer
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Fig. 10. P, R, F for News Articles MS Word 2007 Fig. 11. P, R, F for News Articles Auto Summarizer
Human Developed Summaries

3.3.4 Diﬀerent Summary Lengths of the Same Text
Summaries measuring 25%, 35% and 45% in length of the entire text are produced using ATESC and LTT with the MS Word 2007 AutoSummarize as reference. It can be observed from Figs. 12 and 13 that on increasing the summary
length for a given text, both ATESC and LTT based summarizations exhibit
improvements, though these improvements are more signiﬁcant in ATESC. This
is ascertained to the fact that the introduction of assignment of scores to the
segments created empowers ATESC to select more appropriate sentences as the
length of summary is increased. In case of LTT, since each segment is assigned
equal importance, on increasing the length of the summary, the inclusion of the
next most appropriate sentence is unlikely.

Fig. 12. P, R, F for diﬀerent summary rates using Fig. 13. P, R, F for diﬀerent summary rates using LTT
ATESC

4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a new approach to Text Summarization based on
Analog Text Entailment and Segmentation using Normalized Spectral Clustering. It has shown best results for texts which are long and belong to the domain
of texts/documents where relationship among sentences is independent of their
respective positions, such as News Articles and e-mails. However, in texts like
essays,which are more structured, the best results are observed when the LTT
segmentation methodology is supplemented with one of the changes proposed
by ATESC. In case of texts/documents, where the likelihood of sentences at
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larger distances being related is constrained by the length of the text (Short
Texts) ATESC is not found to be the most eﬀective Summarization approach.
The increase in the length of the produced summaries has a greater inﬂuence in
improving the performance in case of ATESC than in LTT pertaining to the introduction of mean segment score values in the former. It can thus be concluded
that ATESC is able to eﬀectively overcome the short-comings of LTT. It is safe
to say that it will pave the way for future research and experimentation towards
the use of analog entailment values and clustering algorithms for segmentation
of text.
It may be mentioned that the performance of ATESC based Summarization
is limited by the eﬀectiveness and computation speed of the employed Textual
Entailment Engine and the Segmentation Algorithm. An improvement in either
of these is sure to enhance the quality of the summary produced.
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Abstract. Recent works have shown that besides fundamental factors
like interest rate, inﬂation index and foreign exchange rates, behavioral
factors like consumer sentiments and global economic stability play an
important role in driving gold prices at shorter time resolutions. In this
work we have done comprehensive modeling of price movements of gold,
using three feature sets, namely- macroeconomic factors (using CPI index and foreign exchange rates), investor fear features (using US Economy Stress Index and gold ETF Volatility Index) and investor behavior
features (using the sentiment of Twitter feeds and web search volume
index from Google Search Volume Index). Our results bring insights like
high correlation (upto 0.92 for CPI) between various features, which is
a signiﬁcant improvement over earlier works. Using Grangers causality
analysis, we have validated that the movement in gold price is greatly
aﬀected in the short term by some features, consistently over a ﬁve week
lag. Finally, we implemented forecasting techniques like expert model
mining system (EMMS) and binary SVM classiﬁer to demonstrate forecasting performance using diﬀerent features.
Keywords: Gold, Twitter, SVI, Stress Index, VIX, Forex rates.

1

Introduction

Most of the academic or industrial work on gold prices make use of only fundamental macro-economic factors without taking into account the investor perceptions and sentiments towards gold and economy in general. We analyze the
gold prices using three types of factors- macro-economic factors, factors depicting level of economic stability or investor fear features and the investor behavior
features that we get from Twitter and Search Volume Index (Google SVI). We
apply techniques like pearson correlation, cross-correlation at diﬀerent time lags
and Grangers causality analysis for establishing a causative relationship between
the gold prices and the above mentioned features. Further, we use forecasting
techniques like EMMS and SVM to predict gold prices and the direction of its
movement. To the best of our knowledge, there is no earlier work that deals
S. Srinivasa and V. Bhatnagar (Eds.): BDA 2012, LNCS 7678, pp. 111–121, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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with the comprehensive comparison between the investor perception and sentiment with macro-economic factors [5, 8–10]. This paper marks a novel step in
the direction of analyzing the eﬀect of gold prices on macro-economic factors in
combination with investor’s perception or behavior. Using the macro-economic
factors, we try to establish a long-term pattern of these factors with the gold
prices, while we use Twitter feed data, Google SVI or gold ETF volatility index
to study the short-term ﬂuctuations in gold prices.
Figure 1 summarizes the work ﬂow of the paper. In section 2 we present data
collection and prior processing, deﬁning the terminologies used in the market
securities. Further, in section 3 we present the statistical techniques implemented
and subsequently discuss the derived results.

Fig. 1. Work ﬂow of the techniques implemented in this research work

2

Dataset Preparation and Mining

We have made use of spot gold price data from World gold Council at two levels
of analysis- monthly for macroeconomic and investor fear features and weekly
for investor behavior features 1 . Further, in this section we discuss the collection
and processing of the time series data used in this work.
2.1

Macro-economic Factors

We use monthly time series for the macroeconomic factors - Consumer Price
Index (CPI) and forex rates of USD with major currencies. Time period of
analysis in this features set is from January 1st 2003 to January 1st 2012. This
time period corresponds to one of the robust changes in the economy, including
meteoric rise in 2004 and recession in 2008 due to sub-prime mortgage crisis.
This provides us more conﬁdence in the causative relations and the conclusions
drawn from the statistical results. The CPI in the United States is deﬁned by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics as ”a measure of the average change over time
1

http://www.gold.org/investment/statistics/goldpricechart/
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in the prices paid by urban consumers for a market basket of consumer goods
and services.” Due to constrictive feature space, we have taken forex rates of
dollar versus major traded (Euro) and major consumer and producer countries
i.e. India (INR) and South Africa (ZAR) respectively. Exchange rates of USD
vs EURO, INR and ZAR are collected from Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis2 .
2.2

Economic Stability and Investor Fear Features

Primarily due to two reasons, at a smaller resolution say weekly, macro-economic
factors are not suﬃce to provide clear explanation for noisy patterns in the
price. Firstly, these factors are not available at this small frequency, for example
CPI index is calculated only at monthly frequency. Secondly, macro-economic
factors doesn’t reveal anything about the investor and economy perception of
the near future. We have made use of two time series for this segment- gold
ETF Volatility Index (VIX) and the St. Louis Financial Stress Index (measures
economic stability). Time period of analysis in this features set is from June 16th
2008 to February 3rd 2012 (each Friday). CBOE gold VIX is a index measure of
the market expectation of 30-day ahead volatility of gold price.
2.3

Realtime Market Sentiment or Investor Behavior Features

In this section, we discuss the extraction of data from Twitter and Google Insights for Search. This includes, collecting search volume indices for various
search queries related to gold using Google Insights for Search and mining of
tweets- processing them for analysis, extracting tweet sentiment and normalizing them for forecasting. Time period of analysis in this features set is weekly,
from June 2nd 2010 to September 13th 2011 (each Friday).
Tweets. Tweets are made aggregated through a simple search of keywords for
gold (like $GLD) through an application programming interface (API)3 . In this
paper, we have used tweets from period of 15 months and 10 days between June
2nd to 13th September 2011. During this period, by querying the Twitter search
API for gold, we collected 1, 964, 044 (by around 0.71M users) English language
tweets. In order to compute sentiment for any tweet, we classify each incoming
tweet into positive or negative using Naive Bayesian classiﬁer. For each week,
total number of positive tweets is aggregated as P ositiveweek while the total
number of negative tweets as N egativeweek . We have made use of JSON API
from Twittersentiment4 , a service provided by Stanford NLP research group [4].
Online classiﬁer has made use of Naive Bayesian classiﬁcation method, which is
one of the successful and highly researched algorithms for classiﬁcation giving
superior performance to other methods, in context of tweets.
2
3
4

Federal Reserve Economic Data: http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/
Twitter API is accessible at https://dev.twitter.com/docs
https://sites.google.com/site/twittersentimenthelp/
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Feature Extraction and Aggregation. We have selected weekly domain as
time resolution under study over daily, bi-daily, bi- weekly or monthly as it is the
most balanced window to study eﬀect of investor behavior and model performance
accuracy, keeping in-market monetization potential practically impeccable. For every week, the value of closing price of gold is recorded, every Friday. To explore
the relationships between weekly trading and on days when market remains closed
(weekends, national holidays) we broadly focus on two domains of tweet sentimentsweekday and weekend. We have carried forward work of Antweiler et al. [2] for deﬁning bullishness (Bt ) for each time domain given by equation:
Bt = ln

1 + Mt P ositive
1 + Mt N egative

(1)

Where Mt P ositive and Mt N egative represent number of positive or negative tweets
during particular time period. Logarithm of bullishness measures the share of surplus positive signals and also gives more weight to larger number of messages in a
speciﬁc sentiment (positive or negative). Message volume is simply deﬁned as natural logarithm of total number of tweets per time domain for a speciﬁc security/index.
And the agreement among positive and negative tweet messages is deﬁned as:

(MtP ositive − MtN egative )
(2)
At = 1 − (1 −
(MtP ositive + MtN egative )
If all tweet messages about gold prices are bullish or bearish, agreement would
be 1 in that case. Inﬂuence of silent tweets days in our study (trading days
when no tweeting happens about particular company) is less than 0.1%, which
is signiﬁcantly less than previous research [2,7]. Thus, for the gold asset we have
a total of three potentially causative time series from Twitter the bullishness,
message volume and agreement.
Search Volume Index. To generate search engine lexicon for gold, we tested by
collecting weekly search volume for speciﬁc search terms related to gold such as
’buy gold’, ’invest in gold’ etc. from Google Insights of Search5 . Further, have
ease in the computation, by applying dimension reduction technique of principle
component analysis; we are able to reduce the number of variables (uptil 8 for
gold) from search domain by combining similarly behaving time series creating
completely uncorrelated co-independent factors- Fact 1 and Fact 2 in our case.

3

Statistical Techniques and Results

First we identify correlation patterns between various time series at diﬀerent
lagged intervals, further testing the causative relationships of various features
with the gold price using econometric technique of Grangers Casuality Analysis
(GCA). Then we make use of forecasting techniques like expert model mining
system (EMMS) and binary- SVM classiﬁer to propose and test the forecasting
model and draw performance related conclusions.
5

http://www.google.com/insights/search/
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Correlation and Cross-Correlation Analysis

We begin our study by identifying pairwise pearson correlation between the respective feature sets in three categories- macroeconomic, investor fear and investor behavior with the gold prices. As an evaluation of lagged response of relationships
existing between macro-economic factors, Twitter sentiments and search volumes,
we compute cross-correlation at lag of pm7 week lag to show eﬀectiveness in prediction and motivate us to look forward in making an accurate forecasting model
by picking accurate regressor co-eﬃcient. For any two series x = {x1 , ......, xn } and
y = {y1 , ......, yn }, the cross correlation lag γ at lag k is deﬁned as:

(xi+k − x)(yi − y)

γ =  i
(3)
2
2
i (xi+k − x)
i (yi − y)
In equation 3, x y are the mean sample values of x and y respectively. Crosscorrelation function deﬁned as short for ccf(x,y), is estimate of linear correlation
between xt+k and yt , which means keeping the time series y stationary, we move
the time series y backward to forward in time by a lag of k i.e. k= [-7,7] for lags
for 7 weeks in positive and negative direction. The Tables 1 contains the summarized set of results for three feature time series after transformation to log scale.
Amongst macroeconomic factors we observe, highest correlation i.e. 0.924 of gold
price is with CPI. This indicates surge in the price index of gold when CPI increases.
While amongst three diﬀerent forex rates, correlation value of -0.589 is observed
with USD to EUR while its positive with ZAR and INR. This indicates, gold price
is not governed by the buyer or the supplier end, but due to extensive market conditions in the European region. While amongst investor fear features, ﬁnancial stress
index bears a very high value of 0.618 with the gold price. This gives us plausible
explanation of - why people rush to invest in gold in times of unstable market conditions, causing the surge in the price. While amongst investor behavior features,
only agreement and search volume index bear high degree of correlation. We can
observe that, when there is less agreement between the positive and negative time
series on Twitter, price of gold rises again as it is seen as the most safe investment
in unsure market conditions. There is heavy increase in the Google searches when
the price is going up, probably because people are talking more about it.
Further as we can see from the ﬁgure 2, correlation values over various positive
and negative lags depict varied relationship. There is high positive (or negative)
correlation between gold and CPI, gold and stress index and gold and Google SVI at
diﬀerent lags. Correlation values taken at any lags does not always necessarily mean
a causative relationship. We perform a more robust test for inferring a causative
relation by performing Grangers Causality Analysis (GCA), as discussed in next
section.
Table 1. Correlation between gold price (G) vs Macroeconomic Features, Investor
Behavior Features and Investor Sentiment Features
Features CPI
gold

.924

USD/ USD/ USD/ Stress ETF
ZAR INR
EUR Index VIX
.309
.278
-.589 -.618 -.446

Bull
-.352

Msg
Vol.
.137

Agrmnt SVI
-.586

.726
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Grangers Causality Analysis

GCA rests on the assumption that if a variable X causes Y then changes in X
will be systematically occur before the changes in Y. We realize lagged values of
X shall bear signiﬁcant correlation with Y. In line with the earlier approaches
by [1, 3] we have made use of GCA to investigate whether one time series
is signiﬁcant in predicting another time series. GCA is used not to establish
statistical causality, but as an economist tool to investigate a statistical pattern
of lagged correlation. A similar observation is that, smoking causes lung cancer
is widely accepted; proving it contains carcinogens but itself may not be actual
causative of the real event.
Let returns Rt be reﬂective of fast movements in the stock market. To verify the change in returns with the change in Twitter features we compare the
variance given by following linear models in equation 4 and equation 5.
Rt = α + Σ n i=1 βi Dt−i + t
Rt = α + Σ n i=1 βi Dt−i + Σ n i=1 γi Xi−t + εt

(4)
(5)

(a) CPI and Forex Rates

(b) Stress Index and VIX

(c) Twitter and SVI
Fig. 2. Cross Correlation of gold price vs various causative features like CPI & Forex
rates (a) and Stress Index & VIX (b); and Twitter & SVI (c)
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Table 2. Granger’s Casuality Analysis- statistical signiﬁcance (p values) at lags of 05 weeks between gold Price and Macroeconomic Features
Lag Week

gold
CPI

Lag
Lag
Lag
Lag
Lag
Lag

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

0
1
2
3
4
5

Price- gold
Price- gold
Price- gold
PriceUSD/ZAR
USD/INR
USD/EUR
.004
.007
.012
.019
.029
.030

.008
.027
.087
.196
.337
.450

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

Table 3. Granger’s Casuality Analysis- statistical signiﬁcance (p values) at lags of 05 weeks between gold Price and Investor Behavior Features
Lag Week

gold- Stress Index

Lag0
Lag1
Lag2
Lag3
Lag4
Lag5

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

gold- VIX
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

Table 4. Granger’s Casuality Analysis- statistical signiﬁcance (p values) at lags of 05 weeks between gold Price and Investor Sentiment Features
Lag Week

gold
Price- gold
Price- gold
Price- gold
Bullishness
Msg Volume Agreement
SVI

Lag
Lag
Lag
Lag
Lag
Lag

.113
.167
.248
.522
.695
.890

0
1
2
3
4
5

.065
.068
.053
.023
.019
.012

.002
.003
.007
.032
.068
.213

Price-

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
.001

Equation 4 uses only ’n’ lagged values of Rt , i.e. (Rt−1 , . . .,Rt−n ) for prediction,
while equation 5 uses the n lagged values of both Rt and the various attribute
of the time series given by Xt−1 , ..., Xt−n .
If p-values are signiﬁcant (say less than 0.05) and show an increasing trend as
we go down the time for some time lags, causative relation between the time series
can be inferred. Observing the Grangers causality results in the tables above, there
is no signiﬁcant causal relationship of gold with USD/INR forex, which could answered by the fact that although India is the largest consumer of gold, but most
of the gold transactions still happen in US dollars. On the other hand, USD/ZAR
do have a causal relationship to gold prices considering the fact that processes that
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are employed in extraction of gold from mines happen in local currency and hence
gold price would change as price of local currency varies.
Gold price also show a causal relationship with the agreement feature, that represents the vector distance between positive and negative sentiments about the gold
prices. This is intuitive, since even if all the tweets about gold are negative (eg gold
on a all-time low), then people tend to buy gold and gradually causing the price of
gold to rise. Similarly, if all the tweets are positive, even then demand gets increased
and prices tend to rise. In the case of Google SVI, there is a signiﬁcant causal relation with the gold prices, which is also intuitive since searches like ”buy in gold”,
”invest in gold” are used to compute the search volume index.
3.3

EMMS Model for Forecasting

Selection criterion for the EMMS is MAPE and stationary ’R squared’, which
is the measure of how good is the model under consideration on comparison to
the baseline model [6]. To show that in prediction model, we have applied the
EMMS twice - ﬁrst with the various features as independent predictor events and
second time, without them. This provides us with a quantitative comparison of
improvement in the prediction when we use the features under consideration.
ARIMA (p,d,q) are in theory and practice, the most general class of models for
forecasting a time series data, which is subsequently stationarized by series of
transformation such as diﬀerencing or logging of the series Yi . In the dataset, we
have time series for a total of approximately 9 years (108 months) for macroeconomic factors, 188 weeks for economic stability factors and 60 weeks for investor
behavior factors, out of which we use approximately 75% of the time period
for the training both the models with and without the predictors. Further, we
verify the model performance as one step ahead forecast over the testing period
of 27 months for macroeconomic factors, 47 weeks for economic stability factors
and 15 weeks for investor behavior factors. The testing time period account for
wide and robust range of market conditions. Model equation for two cases are
given below as equation 6 for forecasting without predictors and equation 7 for
forecasting with predictors. In these equations Y represents gold price and X
represents the investor behavior series from SVI and Twitter features.
W ithoutP redictors : Yt = α + Σ n i=1 βi Yt=i +

W ithP redictors : Yt = α + Σ n i=1 βi Yt=i + Σ n i=1 γi Xt=i +
Table 5. Average MAE percentage using EMMS
Model Type
Yes
Macroeconomic Features 4.00
Investor Behavior Features 2.16
Investor Sentiment Features 1.52

Predictors
No
4.04
2.32
1.59

(6)

t

t

(7)
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It is observed that the prediction accuracy improves in all the cases when we
include the predictors in the EMMS model. The most signiﬁcant improvement
is in the case when we take into account gold ETF VIX and Financial Stress
Index as parameters in the forecasting equation of the gold price.
3.4

SVM

We ran simulations to check out the eﬀectiveness of the proposed three features in
predicting direction of the gold price movement for the next day. Approximately,
75% of the time period is taken in the training phase to tune the SVM classiﬁer
(using features from the prior week). The trained SVM classiﬁer is then used to
predict market direction (price index movement) in the coming week. Testing

(a) CPI and Forex Rates (AUC is 0.63)

(b) Stress Index and VIX (AUC is 0.601)

(c) Twitter and SVI (AUC is 0.603)
Fig. 3. ROC curves for directional accuracy of gold Price vs various causative features
like CPI & Forex rates (a) and Stress Index & VIX (b); and Twitter & SVI (c)
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phase for the classiﬁcation model (class 1- bullish market ↑ and class 0- bearish
market ↓) is 27 months for macroeconomic factors, 47 weeks for economic stability factors and 15 weeks for investor behavior factors. SVM model is build using
kSVM classiﬁcation technique with the rbf kernel using the package ’e1071’ in
R statistical language. Receiver operator characteristics (ROC) curve measuring
the accuracy of the classiﬁer as true positive rate to false positive rate is given in
the ﬁgure 3. It shows the tradeoﬀ between sensitivity i.e. true positive rate and
speciﬁcity i.e. true negative rate (any increase in sensitivity will be accompanied
by a decrease in speciﬁcity). Good statistical signiﬁcance for the classiﬁcation
accuracy can be inferred from the value of area under the ROC curve (AUC)
which comes out to 0.6.

4

Conclusion

In this work, we have analyzed the eﬀect of gold prices using three diﬀerent
classes of factors- macro-economic factors (CPI index, USD/EUR, USD/INR and
USD/ZAR forex rates), investor fear features (Economy Stress Index and gold
ETF VIX) and investor behavior features (Twitter feeds, Google SVI). Evident
from the results of the techniques applied that the macro-economic factors like
CPI index, USD value, USD/ZAR forex play a signiﬁcant role in determining the
future of gold prices. This is mainly because these factors change the demand
and supply forces operating in case of gold commodity. For example, change
in CPI index causes the interest rates to change, which in turn changes the
demand for gold and hence eﬀects its prices. Important ﬁnding of this work
is the role of investors perception of economic stability on the prices of gold.
Although these are not fundamental factors but they do cause the gold prices
to ﬂuctuate signiﬁcantly. This is mainly because gold is a speculative asset that
does not have any fundamental value, unlike other assets such as companies’
stocks or properties or other commodities used for industrial use like steel. This
work shows a signiﬁcant fall in MAPE for diﬀerent robust prediction techniques
for estimating direction and magnitude of gold price with the use of predictor
variables.
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Abstract. To efficiently refine a classifier in streaming data such as sensor data
and web log data we have to decide whether each streaming unlabeled datum is
selected or not. The exiting methods refine a classifier based on a regular time
interval. They refine a classifier even if the classification accuracy of the
classifier is high. Also it uses a classifier even if the classification accuracy is
low. In this paper, our ensemble method selects data in an online process that
should be labeled. The selected data are used to build new classifiers of an
ensemble. Our selection methodology uses training data that are applied to
generate an ensemble of classifiers over streaming data. We compared the
results of our ensemble approach and of a conventional ensemble approach
where new classifiers for an ensemble are periodically generated. In
experiments with ten benchmark data sets including three real streaming data
sets, our ensemble approach generated 12.9% new classifiers for the chunkbased ensemble approach using partially labeled samples, and used an average
of 10% labeled samples for the ten data sets. In all the experiments, our
ensemble approach produced comparable classification accuracy. We showed
that our approach can efficiently maintain the performance of an ensemble over
streaming data.
Keywords: Classification, Ensemble, Streaming data, Active learning.

1

Introduction

In a stream classification problem, the current classifier assigns a label out of a
predefined set to each input sample. After classification, only when the correct labels
of all new samples are available, the current classifier’s performance can be evaluated
and the current classifier can be refined. It is very impractical for a human expert to
give the classifier feedback on its decision for every single sample. In a real-world
application, a typical approach is to divide a data stream into subsets of streaming
samples for periodically adjusting and improving a classifier using a fixed time
interval. The subset of streaming samples is referred as a “chunk” or “batch.” In
applications detecting “cybercrime”, classifiers decide in real time whether a behavior
S. Srinivasa and V. Bhatnagar (Eds.): BDA 2012, LNCS 7678, pp. 122–133, 2012.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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pattern is a crime pattern or not. The classifiers are usually refined periodically using
a “chunk” of consecutive sequence samples. For example, let us suppose that one
million samples of click streaming data are gathered every day, and a click fraud
classifier is updated at night every 24 hours. If new types of click fraud patterns occur
in streaming data, the current classifier may miss those new patterns until it is
changed to accommodate them. In the above example, human experts must analyze
one million samples of click streaming data every day to find new click fraud
patterns. This process is very expensive and mostly impractical for the human experts.
We believe that new click patterns do not occur every day. In order to maintain the
performance of the current classifier in non-stationary environments, we should
carefully consider the following two matters: (1) when human experts evaluate or
refine the current classifier, and (2) which samples should be labeled for evaluating or
refining the current classifier.
Online learning approaches can refine the current classifier whenever the correct
labels of streaming data are obtained. Such an approach is able to quickly detect
points in time where changes in streaming data distribution happen. Many researchers
show such an advantage in their works [1,2]. They implicitly assume that all
streaming data have true labels and that those correct labels can be used at any time.
This assumption requires additional methods for efficiently applying online
approaches to real-world applications. On the other hand, the conventional ensemble
approach fundamentally stores streaming samples in a buffer. Whenever the buffer is
full, all samples within the buffer are manually labeled, and a new classifier for an
ensemble is built from those labeled samples. The ensemble approach has shown
higher classification accuracy for streaming data with changes in data distribution
than a single classifier approach [3,4].
The conventional ensemble approach works on the assumption that all streaming
data have correct labels. The conventional ensemble approach assigns a new weight to
each classifier of an ensemble or builds new classifiers for an ensemble using crossvalidation whenever a new chunk is coming. Chu et al.[5] and Zhang et al.[6] used the
weighted samples when a new classifier for an ensemble are built from a chunk.
Zhang et al. [7] proposed an aggregate ensemble framework where different
classifiers are built by each different learning algorithm from a chunk including noisy
data. Wei et al.[8] proposed an ensemble approach for multi-label classification
problems in streaming data where each sample can be classified into more than one
category (e.g. multiple illnesses and interesting topics at the same time). However, it
is not practical to have human generated labels of all streaming data in the real-world
applications.
Recently, some researchers have recognized that it is not reasonable in practice to
manually label all samples within a chunk for building a new classifier of an
ensemble [9,10,11]. In particular, the ensemble approaches of Masud et al. [9] and
Woolam et al. [10] randomly select a small amount of unlabeled samples from a
chunk and use their correct labels. They proposed a “semi-supervised clustering”
algorithm to create K clusters from a chunk where samples are partially labeled, and
use a set of K clusters as a classification model. Masud et al. [9] find the Q nearest
clusters from an input sample and then classify it into the class that has the highest
frequency of labeled data in those Q clusters. Woolam et al. [10] used the label
propagation technique instead of the nearest neighborhood algorithm.
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Zhu et al. [11] proposed an active learning algorithm for selecting unlabeled
samples which should be labeled in a chunk to build a new classifier for an ensemble.
Their algorithm finds out one unlabeled sample with the largest ensemble variance
from the entire set of unlabeled samples within a chunk. Such an unlabeled sample is
manually labeled, and then the newly labeled sample is used together with existing
labeled samples when the ensemble variance is calculated in the next iteration. This
process is performed until there are no unlabeled samples in a chunk. The ensemble
variance of an unlabeled sample is defined using errors for each classifier in an
ensemble. Each classifier is evaluated on the set which consists of the current labeled
samples within a chunk and the corresponding unlabeled sample with a predicted
class.
The new ensemble method proposed in this paper is able to dynamically generate
new classifiers for an ensemble on streaming unlabeled data without using “chunks”.
Our method decides if streaming samples should be selected for building new
classifiers not according to a time interval, but according to a change in the
distribution of streaming data. This leads to actively generate new classifiers for an
ensemble. In particular, our approach is able to select the samples from streaming
unlabeled data in an online process. We also introduce a new approach in classifying
each input streaming sample.
This paper is organized as follows. The proposed ensemble method is described in
Section 2. We report experimental results in Section 3 where our approach is compared
with traditional methodologies and existing methods using real data sets including real
streaming data sets, while conclusions works are presented in Section 4.

2

AEC: Active Ensemble Classifier

The chunk-based ensemble approach blindly builds new classifiers for an ensemble
regardless of specific characteristics of data streams because it builds a new classifier
periodically in a fixed interval of time. Obviously, this is an inefficient approach for
real-world applications. Our ensemble approach decides dynamically when to build a
new classifier and which samples should be used as a training data set for the new
classifier according to changes in the distribution of streaming data.
2.1

Selecting Unlabeled Samples from Streaming Data for a New Classifier

Our ensemble approach builds the next new classifier of an ensemble using samples
which do not belong to the current distribution of streaming data. If a sample belongs
to the current distribution of streaming data, we may assume that the current ensemble
correctly classifies the sample. Alternatively, if a sample belongs to a new data
distribution different from the current one, the current ensemble might misclassify the
sample. Our approach recognizes and selects samples which do not belong to the
current distribution of streaming data, and the selected samples are used when
forming a training data set for a new classifier.
We define the current distribution of streaming data using training data sets for the
classifiers of the current ensemble. The current distribution (CD) of streaming data is
represented as a set of pairs:
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(1)

where Mk and rk are the mean vector (center) and the average distance of the training
data set Tk used for the k-th classifier in the current ensemble, respectively. k is the
number of classifiers in the current ensemble. Each pair represents a distribution of
training data used to build a corresponding classifier in the ensemble. We have
approximated a distribution of training data with an area in n-dimensionality space
defined by a mean vector (M = (m1, m2, …, mn)), and an average distance (r) as radius.
This area is referred as a training-data area.
mi =

1 T
 x ji ,
T j =1

r=

(

)

X j = x j1 , x j 2 ,..., x jn ∈ T

(2)

1 |T |
 d (M , X j )
T j =1

(3)

where dist(M, Xj) denotes distance function between a mean vector M and an input
vector Xj. We employed the method used in [2] in order to calculate distance between
data with categorical attributes.
We define samples which do not belong to the current distribution of streaming
data as suspicious samples. If a sample X is not assigned to any of the training-data
denotes a set of suspicious samples.
areas, it becomes a suspicious sample.

 = { X | d ( M i , X ) > ri for all i = 1,2,..., k}

(4)

When forming a training data set for a new classifier, our ensemble method only
chooses neighboring suspicious samples from Σ. Neighboring suspicious samples are
able to generate a training-data area that is useful in accuracy of an ensemble. The
neighboring suspicious samples are defined using a circle (or sphere) area such as a
training-data area. Such an area will be referred to as the neighbor area. The center
) which does not
point of a neighbor area becomes a suspicious sample Xc (
belong to any of neighbor areas. This center is fixed until neighboring suspicious
samples are transformed into training data. The size of a neighbor area is larger than
one of the training-data area generated using the neighboring suspicious samples
belonging to there. We have set the radius of a neighbor area as 2r0 (r0 denotes the
radius of the training-data area that is generated from an initial training data set). S
denotes a set of neighboring suspicious samples.

∈Σ

S = {X | d ( X , X c ) < 2r0 , X ∈  and X c ∈ }
2.2

(5)

Classifying a New Streaming Sample

When an ensemble classifies a new sample, X, our ensemble approach selects a class
with the largest weighted summation as shown in equation (6).
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 n

y = arg max yk ∈CLASS   w j L j ( y k ) 
 j =1


(6)

Lj(yk) is the likelihood of the class yk predicted by the j-th classifier of an ensemble. wj
is a weight value of the j-th classifier on the new samples X. n is the total number of
classifiers in an ensemble, and CLASS denotes the set of classes.
Whenever an ensemble classifies an input sample, the weight values of each
classifier are calculated using the membership function of the fuzzy c-means
algorithm as shown in equation (7). If the mean vector of a training-data area is the
closest to a new sample, then the largest weight value is assigned to the corresponding
classifier. The sum of classifier weights in an ensemble for each new sample is 1.

(

 n  d X , M

w j =   
rj
 k =1 


j )





2
 d ( X , M k )   

 


rk

 


−1

(7)

wj is a weight value of the j-th classifier of an ensemble on a new sample X. Mj and rj
denote the mean vector and the radius of the training-data area representing the j-th
classifier of an ensemble. n is the total number of classifiers of the ensemble. d(X,Mj)
denotes the distance between a new sample vector X and the mean vector Mj of the
training-data area of the j-th classifier. We use normalized distance dividing a
distance d(X,Mj) by the corresponding average distance rj because the sizes of
training-data areas are different from each other.

3

Experiments

We chose seven large real data sets from the UCI data repository and three streaming
data sets from Wikipedia under the keyword “concept drift”, as shown in Table 1.
These sets have various numbers of classes and various types of attributes. For
example, the “Adult” data set consists of six numerical attributes and nine categorical
attributes including a class attribute. Some classes are represented with very small
number of samples; the “Nursery” data set has only two samples belonging to the 2nd
class (“Recommend”). There is no sample with the 2nd class in the initial training data
set as shown in Table 1.
The original “Ozone” and “Electricity market” data sets have samples with missing
values for some numerical attributes. We removed those samples from the original
data sets. The “Mushroom” and “Adult” data sets also have missing values for some
categorical attributes. We replaced these missing values in each sample with the new,
categorical “NULL” value.
We divided each data set into an initial training data set and a streaming data set as
shown in Table 1. The initial training data set was used for building an initial
classifier of an ensemble, the streaming data set was used as a test data set for
evaluating ensemble approaches. The first 1,000 samples (15.5% of the “Landsat
Satellite, 12.3% of the “Mushroom”, 7.7% of the “Nursery”, 5.25% of the “MAGIC
Gamma Telescope”, 2.04% of the “Adult”, 0.17% of the “Covertype”) was used as
the initial training data. The remaining samples were used as streaming data. Since the
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“Ozone” set has only 1,848 samples, the first 200 samples were used as the initial
training data. For the three streaming data sets (“Electricity Market”, “PAKDD2009”,
and “KDDCup1999”), we used the first 1,600 samples as the initial training data to
compare with the approach proposed by Woolam et al.[10] where the chunk size was
defined as 1,600 consecutive sequence samples in their experiments with the
“KDDCup1999” data set. Table 1 also shows the class distributions for the initial
training data and the rest of streaming data. In the initial training data sets for the
“Nursery”, and “Covertype” data sets, samples of all classes are not represented. We
selected these data sets to verify the performances of the proposed methodology in a
case when all classes are not defined in the model initially.
Table 1. Class rates for the initial training data and the rest of streaming data
Data

#Attributes

Ozone1

73

#data
200

Landsat
Satellite1

37

1,000

Mushroom1

23

1,000

Nursery1

10

1,000

MAGIC*1
Adult1

11
15

1,000
1,000

Covertype1

55

1,000

EM *2
PAKDD*2
KDDCup*2

7
24
42

1,600
1,600
1,600

Initial training data
Streaming data
Rate of Each Class (%)
#data Rate of Each Class (%)
C1(95.0),C2(5.0)
1,648
C1(97.1),C2(2.9)
C1(0.0),C2(21.7),
C1(28.2),C2(8.9),
C3(50.8),C4(7.4),
5,435
C3(15.6),C4(10.2),
C5(6.0),C6(14.1)
C5(11.9),C6(25.2)
C1(89.8),C2(10.2)
7,124
C1(46.5),C2(53.5)
C1(32.8),C2(0.0),
C1(33.4),C2(0.015),
C3(2.3),C4(34.9),
11,960
C3(2.6),C4(32.7),
C5(30.0)
C5(31.3)
C1(65.1), C2(34.9)
18,020
C1(64.8),C2(35.2)
C1(23.2), C2(76.8)
47,842
C1(23.9),C2(76.1)
C1(22.6), C2(58.5),
C1(36.5),C2(48.7),
C3(0.0),C4(0.0),C5(18.9) 580,012 C3(6.2),C4(0.5),C5(1.6
,C6(0.0),C7(0.0)
),C6(3.0),C7(3.5)
C1(39.8),C2(60.2)
25,949
C1(41.7),C2(58.3)
C1(79.1), C2(20.9)
48,400
C1(80.3),C2(19.7)
C1(99.9), C2(0.1)
492,421
C1(19.4),C2(80.6)

*MAGIC: “MAGIC Gamma Telescope”, EM: “Electricity Market”, PAKDD: PAKDD2009,
KDDCup:KDDCup1999 ( 1: UCI repository, 2: Wikipedia under the keyword “Concept drift” )

We used the following three performance measures for evaluation of our system
and comparison with other traditional ensemble methodologies for streaming data:
The total number of new classifiers (TC) is a count of generated new classifiers for
an ensemble over streaming data (after manually labeling samples in an offline
process). The labeled sample rate (LR) is the proportion of the labeled samples used
for building new classifiers for an ensemble in a data stream.
The weighted sum of F-measures for all classes (WSF) is an appropriate measure
for an ensemble accuracy applied for streaming data in a multi-classification problem
with skewed class distribution. This measure is defined as follows:

WSF =

 wi F (c i )
ci ∈CLASS

(8)
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where CLASS denotes the set of classes, and F(ci) is the harmonic mean of the
precision and the recall of ci class. The weight wi of a class ci is determined using
equation (9), where N is the number of streaming data, and ni is the number of
samples belonging to ci class in the streaming data.
wi =

n
1
× (1 − i )
| CLASS | −1
N

(9)

A weight value according to the proportion of a class was divided by |CLASS|-1 so
that the sum of weights of the classes becomes normalized to 1.
3.1

Comparison with the Chunk-Based Ensemble Approach

We implemented simple voting ensemble (SVE) and weighted ensemble (WE)
methods to show that our method efficiently maintains performance of an ensemble.
Both the SVE and WE methods periodically build new classifiers for an ensemble
using samples that are randomly selected from samples within each chunk. We
defined the chunk size as 1,600 samples and built a new classifier using 10% labeled
samples (160 samples), as in work by Woolam et al.[10]. The SVE method combined
results of classifiers in an ensemble by the majority voting method. The WE method
used the weighted majority voting method as the combining method for classification.
In the WE method, each classifier weight was determined using the most recent chunk
according to the method presented by Wang et al. [12]. If a classifier in an ensemble
provides the highest accuracy on the samples of the most recent chunk, the largest
value will be attached to the classifier weight. We defined the minimum number of the
neighboring suspicious samples within a neighbor area in our method as 70 for the
“Ozone” data set and 300 for the others.
Table 2. Comparison with TC, LR and WSF of SVE and WE

Data set

Ozone
Landsat
Satellite
Mushroom
Nursery
MAGIC
Adult
Covertype
EM
PAKDD
KDDCup
AVERAGE

TC

AEC
LR
(%)

WSF

TC

SVE
LR
(%)

2

8

0.145

1

10

2

11

0.501

3

9

8
4
6
7
31
6
9
25
10.0

33
10
9
4
1
12
8
2
9.8

0.887
0.485
0.774
0.510
0.328
0.643
0.290
0.978
0.554

4
7
11
29
362
17
31
308
77.3

WSF

0.136
±0.0001

0.532±0.03

TC

WE
LR
(%)

WSF

0.136

1

10

3

09

0.525±0.03

09
09
10
10
10
10
10
10
9.7

0.742±0.06
0.460±0.02
0.692±0.02
0.529±0.03
0.117±0.01
0.601±0.01
0.351±0.01
0.701±0.01
0.485

9
0.561±0.11
4
9
0.442±0.01
7
10 0.740±0.01 11
10 0.549±0.06 29
10 0.215±0.02 362
10 0.636±0.01 17
10 0.187±0.01 31
10 0.669±0.001 308
9.7
0.466
77.3

±0.0005
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The SVE and WE methods produced the same total number of new classifiers (TC)
and the same labeled sample rate (LR) as shown in Table 2 because they use the
chunk-based approach. The labeled sample rate is the proportion of samples that are
used for building new classifiers. If the number of samples within the last chunk does
not reach a chunk size, the correct labels of the samples are not used to build a new
classifier. That is the reason that the values of their LR in Table 2 do not become 10%.
We performed ten experiments for both SVE and WE with different random seeds for
selecting 160 samples to be labeled in each chunk. Our ensemble, AEC (Active
Ensemble Classifier), generated 87.1% fewer new classifiers than the chunk-based
ensemble approach using partially labeled samples, and used an average of 10%
labeled samples for the ten data sets. AEC produced an average of 0.554. This average
is 18.8% higher than the average WSF of SVE. This difference in WSF is statistically
significant (Wilcoxon’s test, significant level=0.05, T =8 is equal to the critical
value=8).
3.2

Comparison with Existing Ensemble Methods Using Semi-supervised
Learning

The results of our ensemble method compared with results of Masud’s method [9],
and Woolam’s method [10]. Those existing methods construct an ensemble using few
labeled samples within each chunk, which consists of consecutive sequence samples.
Masud’s and Woolam’s methods used their semi-supervised learning algorithm to
build a new classifier from all samples within a chunk.
Table 3. Comparison with Masud’s and Woolam’s methods using semi-supervised learning
Ensemble method
AEC
Woolam’s method with Bias [10]
Woolam’s method with Random [10]
Masud’s method [9]

Accuracy (%)
99.04
97.69
98.06
92.57

TC
25
308
308
308

LR(%)
2
10
10
10

Table 3 shows the results of AEC, Masud’s and Woolam’s methods for the
“KDDCup1999” data set. The accuracy values of Masud’s and Woolam’s methods in
Table 3 were derived from Woolam et al [10]. In their experiment, they predefined
the chunk size as 1,600 samples. They randomly selected 160 samples (10%) from a
chunk, and then used the samples’ correct classes for their semi-supervised learning.
Accordingly, we can calculate TC as 308 (494,021 / 1,600 = 308,763), and the
number of labeled samples as 49,280 (160 * 308 = 49,280). AEC generated 91.8%
fewer new classifiers, and used about 80% fewer labeled samples than the two
existing methods. Our ensemble method even produces an average of 1.17% higher
classification accuracy than two types of Woolam’s method, and 6.98% higher than
Masud’s method.
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Comparison among AEC Using Different Classification Algorithms

We used decision trees as classifiers of an ensemble for the experiments so far. The
decision tree was generated with J48 decision tree (C4.5 algorithm) from
Weka(www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/). However, our ensemble approach does not
depend on a specific classification algorithm for building a classifier of an ensemble.
To prove that, we carried out experiments on ten real data sets with three other
classification algorithms: SVM(Support Vector Machine), MLP(Multilayer
Perceptron), and NB(Naïve Bayesian). The three kinds of classifier were also built
with each algorithm provided by Weka.
Table 4 shows WSF values produced when each algorithm was used. To use the
Friedman Test as in Demšar [12] the algorithms achieved their ranks according to
WSF values for each data set separately. Numbers in parentheses in Table 4 denote
ranks of algorithms. In case of ties (like Lansat Satellite, and KDDCup1999), average
ranks are assigned. In this test, the null-hypothesis is that all the classifiers perform
the same and the observed differences are merely random. With four algorithms and
ten data sets, FF=1.93 is distributed according to the F distribution with 4-1=3 and (41)×(10-1)=27 degree of freedom. The critical value of F(3,27) for α=0.05 is 2.96, so
we accept the null-hypothesis.
Table 4. Comparison of WSF for AECs with each of four classification algorithms: Decision
Tree(DT), SVM, MLP, and NB; Numbers in the parentheses denote ranks of algorithms
Data Set

AEC with DT

Ozone
Landsat Satellite
Mushroom
Nursery
MAGIC Gamma
Telescope
Adult
Covertype
Electricity Market
PAKDD2009
KDDCup1999
Average rank

0.145 (3)
0.501 (4)
0.887 (4)
0.485 (2)

AEC with
SVM
0.028 (4)
0.505 (3)
0.933 (2)
0.563 (1)

0.774 (2)
0.510 (4)
0.328 (4)
0.643 (3)
0.290 (3)
0.978 (2.5)
3.15

3.4

AEC with MLP

AEC with NB

0.159 (2)
0.544 (1.5)
0.931 (3)
0.481 (3)

0.164 (1)
0.544 (1.5)
0.938 (1)
0.465 (4)

0.732 (3)

0.800 (1)

0.661 (4)

0.654 (1)
0.351 (3)
0.651 (2)
0.177 (4)
0.954 (4)
2.7

0.647 (3)
0.362 (2)
0.641 (4)
0.332 (2)
0.984 (1)
2.25

0.648 (2)
0.374 (1)
0.658 (1)
0.439 (1)
0.978 (2.5)
1.9

Comparison with an Online Learning Approach

We compare WSF values of AEC and an online learning approach which is another
methodology for streaming data classification. The online learning approach refines a
single classifier using correct classes for all streaming data. In other words, after
predicting the true class of an input streaming sample, a single classifier improves by
using its correct class. In this experiment, we used the Naïve Bayesian algorithm
provided by Weka as a classification algorithm because it is designed to facilitate
online learning as well as batch learning.
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Table 5. Comparison of WSF for AEC with Naïve Bayesian and online Naïve Bayesian
classifier
Data set
Ozone
Landsat Satellite
Mushroom
Nursery
MAGIC Gamma Telescope
Adult
Covertype
Electricity Market
PAKDD2009
KDDCup1999
AVERAGE

AEC with NB
0.164
0.544
0.938
0.465
0.661
0.648
0.374
0.658
0.439
0.978
0.586

online Naïve Bayesian classifier
0.510
0.753
0.981
0485
0.609
0.671
0.307
0.595
0.409
0.966
0.592

Fig. 1. Variations in errors, and points in time where a new classifier is built

Table 5 shows the WSF values of AEC with NB (Naïve Bayesian) and the online
Naïve Bayesian method. AEC with NB produced comparable WSF with the online
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Naïve Bayesian method in all the experiments (Wilcoxon’s test, significant
level=0.05, T=24 > critical value = 8).
We compared our approach and the online learning approach in a time domain with
the three real streaming data sets: “Electricity Market”, “PAKDD2009”, and
“KDDCup1999.” Figure 1 shows variations in prequencial errors of AEC with NB
and the online Naïve Bayesian method. As in work by Gama et al.[14], the
prequencial error is calculated by a forgetting mechanism using fading factors. The
vertical lines in each chart of Figure 1 shows points in time where a new classifier for
an ensemble is built. Figure 1-(c) shows variations of errors occurred between the 1st
and the 100,000th network traffic streaming samples where the “ATTACK” class is
increasing in frequency.
The error rate of a classifier in online learning approaches increases until the
classifier adapts to a new or recurrent data distribution. If an online classifier adapts to
a coming data distribution, its error rate will decrease. In the PAKDD2009 streaming
data, the online Naïve Bayesian (“Online” in Figure 1) tried to accommodate
recurrent data distributions every time. Its error rate in Figure 1-(c) increased more
drastically than AEC with NB because the online approach requests more time for a
classifier to accommodate a new data distribution. The error rate of AEC with NB
usually decreased after adding a new classifier to an ensemble. In other words, our
ensemble approach is able to build new classifier efficiently.

4

Conclusions

This paper presents a new approach in building an ensemble of classifiers for
streaming data. Our approach has the following main characteristics: (1) Our
ensemble approach is able to select the most promising samples in an online process
which should be labeled; (2) Our approach is able to build new classifiers for an
ensemble when the new classifier is necessary, not systematically in time intervals for
a fixed number of streaming samples; (3) Our approach is able to dynamically
accommodate each classifier weight for every new sample to be classified, unlike the
existing methods where an ensemble keeps classifier weights fixed until the next new
classifier is built. (4) We confirmed that our approach is independent of a specific
classification algorithm for building new classifiers of an ensemble.
Our ensemble approach, AEC, was compared with the chunk-based ensemble
approach. We considered two cases. (1) When the chunk size was defined as 1,600
consecutive streaming data, AEC generated 12.9% new classifiers for the chunk-based
ensemble approach using partially labeled samples, and used an average of 10% labeled
samples for the ten data sets. (2) In the existing ensemble methods with semi-supervised
learning, classifiers were built using 10% labeled samples in every chunk of 1,600
consecutive streaming data. AEC built 8.1% new classifiers using 20% labeled samples
for the existing method. In all the experiments, AEC produced comparable classification
accuracy. Through comparison of the performance for AEC, and the online approach in a
time domain, we showed that AEC can efficiently maintain the performance of an
ensemble over streaming data.
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We are planning to apply our ensemble approach to a system which detects click
fraud from click streaming data in online advertising networks. We expect that
dynamics of new fraud types may be detected online with our approach.
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Abstract. Reduction to Hessenberg form is a major performance bottleneck in the computation of the eigenvalues of a nonsymmetric matrix;
which takes O(N 3 ) ﬂops. All the known blocked and unblocked direct
Hessenberg reduction algorithms have an I/O complexity of O(N 3 /B).
To improve the performance by incorporating matrix-matrix operations
in the computation, usually the Hessenberg reduction is computed in
two steps: the ﬁrst reducing the matrix to a banded Hessenberg form,
and the second further reducing it to Hessenberg form. We propose and
analyse the ﬁrst step of the reduction, i.e., reduction of a nonsymmetric
matrix to banded Hessenberg form of bandwidth t for varying values of
N and M (the size of the internal memory), on external memory model
introduced by Aggarwal and Vitter for the I/O complexity
and show
√
that the reduction can be performed in O(N 3 / min{t, M }B) I/Os.
Keywords: Large Matrix Computation, External Memory Algorithms,
Out-of-Core Algorithms, Matrix Computations, Hessenberg Reduction,
I/O Eﬃcient Eigenvalue Problem.

1

Introduction

In traditional algorithm design, it is assumed that the main memory is inﬁnite
in size and allows random uniform access to all its locations. This enables the
designer to assume that all the data ﬁts in the main memory. (Thus, traditional
algorithms are often called “in-core”.) Under these assumptions, the performance
of an algorithm is decided by the number of instructions executed.
These assumptions may not be valid while dealing with massive data sets,
because in reality, the main memory is limited, and so the bulk of the data may
have to be stored in slow secondary memory. The number of inputs/outputs
(I/Os) executed would be a more appropriate performance metric in this case.
In the last few decades, computers have become a lot faster, and the amount
of main memory they have has grown. But the issue of the main memory being
limited has only become more relevant, because applications have grown even
S. Srinivasa and V. Bhatnagar (Eds.): BDA 2012, LNCS 7678, pp. 134–147, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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faster in size. Also, small computing devices (e.g., sensors, smart phones) with
limited memories have found several uses.
Designing of I/O eﬃcient algorithms (also called out-of-core (OOC) algorithms) has, therefore, been an actively researched area in the last few years.
For many a problem, it has been shown that the traditionally eﬃcient algorithm
is not very I/O eﬃcient, and that novel and very diﬀerent design techniques can
be used to produce a much more I/O eﬃcient algorithm. The External Memory model of Aggarwal and Vitter [1, 2] has been used to design many of these
algorithms. This model has a single processor and a two level memory. It is assumed that the bulk of the data is kept in the secondary memory (disk) which
is a permanent storage. The secondary memory is divided into blocks. An I/O is
deﬁned as the transfer of a block of data between the secondary memory and a
volatile main memory, which is limited in size. The processor’s clock period and
main memory access time are negligible when compared to secondary memory
access time. The measure of performance of an algorithm is the number of I/Os
it performs. The model deﬁnes the following parameters: the size of the main
memory (M ), and the size of a disk block (B < M ). (The two levels might as
well be the cache and the main memory.) [3, 4]
Early work on External Memory algorithms were largely concentrated on fundamental problems like sorting, permutating, graph problems, computational
geometry and string matching problems [1, 5–12]. External Memory algorithms
for fundamental matrix operations like matrix multiplication and matrix transposition were proposed in [1, 12]. Not many linear algebra algorithms have been
designed or analysed explicitly on the External Memory model [3].
Software libraries like BLAS, LAPACK, ScaLAPACK, PLAPACK, POOCLAPACK, SOLAR [13–19] that implement various linear algebra operations have
been in development over many years. See [3, 20, 21] for a survey on out-of-core
algorithms in linear algebra.
Computing of eigenvalues of matrices have wide-ranging applications in engineering and computational sciences such as control theory, vibration analysis,
electric circuits, signal processing, pattern recognition, numerical weather prediction and information technology, to name a few [22–25].
The eigenvalues are typically computed in a two stage process. In the ﬁrst
stage the input matrix is reduced, through a sequence of orthogonal similarity
transformations (OSTs) to a condensed form and in the second stage an iterative
method called the QR algorithm [4] is applied to the condensed form. (An OST
on a square matrix A ∈ RN ×N transforms A into QT AQ using an orthogonal
matrix Q. OSTs preserve eigenvalues.) All known algorithms for the ﬁrst stage
need O(N 3 /B) I/Os and O(N 3 ) ﬂops [3]. Therefore, the ﬁrst stage is usually
the performance bottleneck.
The traditional Hessenberg reduction algorithms based on Householder transformations (Householders) or rotators are rich in vector-vector (V-V) and vectormatrix (V-M) operations, and not in matrix-matrix (M-M) multiplications [26,
27]. Most of the computations involving V-V or V-M operations, perform
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O(N 2 /B) I/Os while executing O(N 2 ) ﬂops thus giving the so called surfaceto-surface eﬀect to the ratio of ﬂops to I/Os [26, 27]. It has been observed that
casting computations in terms of M-M operations improves performance by reducing I/Os [3,26,27]. The reason is that M-M operations perform only O(N 2 /B)
I/Os while executing O(N 3 ) ﬂops giving the so called surface-to-volume eﬀect
to the ratio of ﬂops to I/Os [28].
Algorithms can be recast to be rich in M-M operations using either the slab
or the tile approach. In the former, the matrix is partitioned into vertical slabs,
which are processed one after the other; between two slabs the whole of the
matrix may have to be updated using an aggregate of transformations generated from the processing of the slab; this updation could be done using M-M
operations. Slab based algorithms for Cholesky, LU and QR decompositions,
and for QR and QZ algorithms, that use aggregations of Gauss elimination or
Householder transformations have been reported [4,29–31]. In the tile approach,
the matrix is typically partitioned into square tiles [13, 14, 32, 33]. It has been
observed that the tile approach results in more scalable out-of-core algorithms
for Cholesky [13, 14, 32] and QR decompositions [33], and in more granular and
asynchronous parallel algorithms on multicore architectures for LU, Cholesky,
and QR decompositions [34].
We focus on Householder transformation based reductions, because these exploit locality of reference better than rotation based algorithms [35], and therefore are more amenable to OOC computations. (If u ∈ RN , then there exists a
symmetric orthogonal matrix Qu = (I − βuuT ) ∈ RN ×N , β = 2/u2, called the
Householder of u, such that Qu u = −u and, for any vector v orthogonal to u,
Qu v = v.) Householder based sequential and parallel algorithms for Hessenberg
reduction using the slab approach have been proposed [36–38]. But even in these,
V-M operations dominate the performance: after the reduction of each column
of a slab, the rest of the matrix needs to be read in to update the next column
before it will be ready to be reduced. This is because of the two sidedness of the
transformations involved. This also makes it diﬃcult to design tile based versions
of these algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, no tile based algorithm has
been proposed for the above direct reductions.
Due to the above reasons, it has been proposed that the reduction in the
ﬁrst stage be split into two steps [3, 35, 39–42], the ﬁrst reducing the matrix to
a block condensed form (banded Hessenberg) [43–45], and the second further
reducing it to Hessenberg form [35, 40, 41, 46]. Almost all operations of the ﬁrst
step are performed using M-M operations. Though the modiﬁed ﬁrst stage takes
more ﬂops, its richness in M-M operations makes it more eﬃcient on machines
with multiple levels of memory. Usually these reductions are implemented using relatively expensive two sided orthogonal transformations rather than the
inexpensive single sided Gauss elimination, because orthogonal transformations
guarantee stability [27, 47].
In this paper, we study the ﬁrst√step of the ﬁrst√stage reduction and
√ show
that it takes O(N 3 /tB) I/Os if t ≤ M and O(N 3 / M B) I/Os if t > M [3].
We now present an overview of the results in this paper.
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Reduction of a Nonsymmetric Matrix to Banded Hessenberg
Form

Suppose the input is a nonsymmetric matrix A ∈ RN ×N , and it is to be reduced to banded upper Hessenberg form Ht of bandwidth t. This could be
done using an OST: construct an orthogonal matrix Q ∈ RN ×N such that
Ht = QT AQ [26, 42, 43, 48]. A slab based sequential algorithm [26], and a parallel algorithm for message passing multicomputers [42] are known. Tile based
algorithms for multicore architectures using Householders and Givens rotations
are presented in [43, 48].
We study the slab based algorithm of [26], and analyse it for its I/O complexity
for varying values of M and N , for a given value of t. This algorithm assumes that
the slab size k = t. We generalise this into an algorithm with k not necessarily
√ the
same as t. We ﬁnd that the algorithm performs the best when k = min{t, M }.
1.2

Organisation of This Paper

In Section 2, we propose and analyse the panel based reduction algorithm to
reduce a nonsymmetric matrix to banded Hessenberg form.

2

Reduction of a Nonsymmetric Matrix to Banded
Hessenberg Form Using the Slab Approach

Let A ∈ RN ×N be the nonsymmetric matrix that is to be reduced to banded
upper Hessenberg form Ht of bandwidth t.
2.1

Reduction with a Slab Width of t

The algorithm of [26], when N − t > t, partitions the matrix into slabs of width
t, and then proceeds in N/t − 1 iterations, each of which reduces a slab using
block QR factorisations and then updates the rest of the matrix from both sides
using aggregated Householders [49]. The algorithm is illustrated below:
Consider the ﬁrst slab of A:
⎡
A=⎣

N −t

t

A11 A12
A21 A22

⎤
⎦

t
N −t

Perform a QRfactorisation on A21 such that A21 = Q21 R21 . Then an OST with
It 0
Q=
gives:
0 Q21
⎛
QT AQ = ⎝

A11

A12 Q21

R21 QT21 A22 Q21

⎞
⎠
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If Q is in WY-representation [49], this involves computing a product of the form
(I + W Y T )T A(I + W Y T ). Now the ﬁrst slab is in banded Hessenberg form.
Repeat this N/t − 1 times, and the matrix reduces to banded upper Hessenberg
form Ht :
⎞
⎛
···
H1 N
H11 H12 · · ·
t
⎜ H21 H22 · · ·
···
H2 N ⎟
⎜
t ⎟
⎟
⎜
..
⎟
⎜
···
H3 N ⎟
Ht = ⎜ 0 H32 .
t ⎟
⎜
.. . .
.. ⎟
⎜ ..
..
⎝ .
.
.
.
. ⎠
0 0 · · · H N ( N −1) H N N
t

t

t

t

where each Hij is a t × t tile; Hij is a full tile when i ≤ j, upper triangular when
i = j + 1, and all zero otherwise. Thus, Ht is banded upper Hessenberg with
bandwidth t.
The I/O complexity of this algorithm can obtained from that of Case-1 in
Algorithm 2.1, by substituting k = t.
If N − t ≤ t then A is partitioned as follows:
⎡
A=⎣

N −t

t

A11 A12
A21 A22

⎤
⎦

t
N −t

Perform a QRfactorisation on A21 such that A21 = Q21 R21 . Then an OST with
It 0
Q=
gives QT AQ which is in the desired banded Hessenberg form.
0 Q21
The I/O complexity of this is as given in Table 1.

Table 1. The case of (N − t) < t. The number of I/Os for QR decomposition, matrix multiplication, and the total are given in columns titled QRD, MM and Total
respectively.

Conditions on M & N − t QRD

MM

Total

N − t>M
√
N − t≤ M

(N−t)3
√
MB

N(N−t)2 N(N−t)2
√
√
MB
MB

(N−t)2
B

N(N−t)
B

M 2/3 < N − t ≤ M
√
M < N − t ≤ M 2/3

(N−t)3 N(N−t)2 (N−t)3
√
√
√
N−tB
N−tB
MB
(N−t)4
MB

N(N−t)
B

N(N−t)2 (N−t)4
√
MB
MB

+
+

N(N−t)2
√
MB
N(N−t)2
√
MB
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Algorithm 2.1. Banded Hessenberg reduction using the slab approach
Input: An N × N matrix A, bandwidth t and algorithmic block size k.
Output: H = QT AQ, H is N × N banded upper Hessenberg with bandwidth t, a
number of Householder aggregates with Q as their product.
Case-1: k ≤ t. For ease of exposition, assume that k divides t
for i = 1 to (N − t)/t do
Let g = (i − 1)t
for j = 1 to t/k do
Let h = (j − 1)k
QR-Decompose(A[g + h + t + 1 : N, g + h + 1 : g + h + k])
Let Qij = (I + Yij Tij YijT ) be the resulting compact W Y representation of Q
Update the rest of the matrix:
Left-multiply A[g + h + t + 1 : N, g + h + k + 1 : N ] with Qij
Right-multiply A[1 : N ; g + h + t + 1 : N ] with Qij
endfor
endfor
Case-2: k > t. For ease of exposition, assume that t divides k;
for i = 1 to (N − t)/k do
Let g = (i − 1)k
Let y denote the range g + t + 1 : N
Let z denote the range g + k + 1 : N
Â[y, y] = A[y, y]
for j = 1 to k/t do
Let h = (j − 1)t
QR-Decompose(A[g + h + t + 1 : N, g + h + 1 : g + h + t])
Let Qij = (I + Yij Tij YijT ) be the resulting compact W Y representation of Q
(Yi Yij ) otherwise
Let Yi = Yij if j = 1 and Yi = 
Ti Ti YiT Yij Tij
otherwise
Let Ti = Tij if j = 1 and Ti =
0
Tij
Let x denote the range g + h + t + 1 : g + h + 2t
If (j = k/t) do
Update the next t columns of the panel i:


Compute Bij = Â[y, x] + ÂYi Ti YiT [1 : h + t, x]
Compute A[y, x] = (I + Yi Ti YiT )Bij
end if
end for
Update the rest of the matrix:
Right-multiply A[1 : g + t, y] with (I + Yi Ti YiT ) 
Compute A[y : z] = Â[y : z] + ÂYi Ti YiT [1 : k, z]
Left-multiply A[y : z] with (I + Yi Ti YiT )
endfor
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Reduction with a Slab Width Not Necessarily Equal to t

In the above algorithm, if the slabs to be QR decomposed are very small compared to the main memory ((N − it) × t  M ), then the main memory would
seem under utilised; a larger slab width might be appropriate. Also, if the slab is
too big to ﬁt in the main memory ((N − it) × t  M then the QR factorisations
and subsequent updates are to performed out-of-core; a smaller slab width might
do better. We present an out-of-core algorithm (see Algorithm 2.1) that uses a
slab width of k not necessarily the same as t.
Algorithms of a similar vein have been proposed for the reduction of a full
symmetric matrix to symmetric banded form [44, 50, 51], and it has been observed [51] that choosing a value of at most t for k will do better than otherwise.
To the best of our knowledge, no such out-of-core algorithm has been proposed
for banded Hessenberg reduction. Case-2 of Algorithm 2.1 has been inspired by
the parallel algorithm of [50], while Case-1 is a generalisation of the algorithm
described in Subsection 2.1 [26].
Algorithm 2.1 divides A into vertical slabs of k columns each. Given the values
of M , N and t, the I/O complexity of the algorithm depends upon the choice
of k. We analyse the two cases of t < k and t ≥ k separately, with an intent of
ﬁnding the choice of k that would minimise the number of I/Os.
Case 1: k ≤ t For 1 ≤ i ≤ (N − t)/t and 1 ≤ j ≤ t/k, in the (i, j)-th
iteration there are a QR decomposition of an (N − g − h − t) × k matrix, a matrix
multiplication chain of dimensions (N −g −h−t, k, k, N −g −h−t, N −g −h−k),
and a matrix multiplication chain of dimensions (N, N − g − h − t, k, k, N − g −
h − t), where g = (i − 1)t and h = (j − 1)k. Let α, β and γ denote the I/O
complexities of these operations, in that order. Clearly, γ ≥ β, in all cases.
As i varies from 1 to (N − t)/t and j varies from 1 to t/k, (N − g − h − t)
takes on values lk for (N − t)/k ≥ l ≥ 1. The slab ﬁts in the memory when
(N − g − h − t)k = lk 2 ≤ M ; that is, l ≤ M/k 2 .
The following Table 2 gives the asymptotic I/O complexity of the l-th iteration, for l ≥
√1. We omit the O-notation for brevity.
Let c = M /k.
If c ≥ 1, then the table simpliﬁes as given in Table 3.
Summing over the iterations, the I/O complexity is as given in Table 2.2. For
(N −t)/k
(N −t)/k
example, when 1 ≤ (Nk−t) ≤ c2 , l=1
α + γ = l=1
N lk/B = N (N −
t)2 /Bk.
Consider the following ﬁve statements: (The blank is to be ﬁlled in by the
phrases listed below to obtain
the ﬁve respective statements.) There exist values
√
M
,
(which makes it possible to choose k = t with
M, N
and
t
with
t
≤
√
√
c = kM = tM ≥ 1 satisﬁed) and ———— is less than the cost of k = t.
1. t >
2. t >

M2
(N −t)2
M2
(N −t)2

and so that the cost of k =

M
(N −t)

2

and so that the cost of the best k in ( NM−t , (NM−t)2 ]
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Table 2. α, γ and their sum in the l-th iteration for various values of l
l
1≤l≤
B
k

B
k

< l ≤ c2

√
c2 < l ≤ c2 k
√
c2 k < l ≤ c2 k

α

γ

α+γ

k

Nlk
B

Nlk
B

lk2
B

Nlk
B

l2 k 4
BM
3

lk
√
B k
lk3
B

c2 k < l



√1
k

Nlk



1 + 1c


1 + 1c


+ √1M
1 + 1c

Nlk
B
Nlk
B
Nlk
B

B
1+

1+

1+

1
c

+

lk3
NM



2

1
c

+

k√
N k

1
c

+

2
k√
N k



Nlk
B
Nlk
B

+

N

2
k
√
M



Nlk
B

Table 3. α, γ and their sum in the l-th iteration for various values of l, when c ≥ 1

1≤l≤
B
k

B
k

< l ≤ c2

√
c2 < l ≤ c2 k
√
c2 k < l

α

γ

k

Nlk Nlk
B
B

lk2
B

Nlk Nlk
B
B

l2 k 4
BM

Nlk
B

3
lk
Nlk
√
B k B

α+γ






1+

lk3
NM

1+

2
k√
N k



Nlk
B
Nlk
B

Table 4. The I/O complexity for Case 1 and c ≥ 1, under various conditions
Condition
1≤

(N−t)
k

≤ c2

√
c2 < (N−t)
≤ c2 k
k
√
c2 k < (N−t)
k

3. t >
4.
5.

M
N −t
M
N −t

M2
(N −t)2

<t≤
<t≤

I/Os

Condition paraphrased

N(N−t)2
Bk

k≤

N(N−t)2
Bk

+

k(N−t)3
BM

N(N−t)2
Bk

+

k(N−t)2 −M 2
√
B k

−

M
(N−t)

M2
M
Bk2 (N−t)
M2
(N−t)2

<k≤

M2
(N−t)2

<k

2

and so that the cost of some k in ( (NM−t)2 , t)
M2
(N −t)2
M2
(N −t)2

and so that the cost of k =

M
(N −t)

and so that the cost of some k in ( NM−t , t)

We claim that each of these statements is false. Proofs by contradiction follow:
a
b
Deﬁne a = logM t, b = log
√ M (N − t). Then a, b > 0, t = M , (N − t) = M and
a
b
N = M + M . Thus, t ≤ M ⇒ a ≤ 1/2. For Statements 1, 2 and 3, therefore,
2
t > (NM−t)2 ⇒ a > 2 − 2b ⇒ b > 1 − a/2 ⇒ b > 3/4. So N = (M a + M b ) ≈ M b .
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N (N −t)2
= N M 3b−1 /B.
Bk
2b−a
2b+a/2

For Statement 1, when k = M/(N − t) the cost is
When k = t, the cost is ≤

N (N −t)2
Bk

+

k(N −t)2
√
B k

= (N M

+M

)/B. But,

NM
<M
⇒ 4b − 1 < 2b + a/2 ⇒ (a/2 + 1) > 2b ≥ 3/2 ⇒ a > 1.
Contradiction.
2
−t)2
M2
− Bk
The cost for k in ( NM−t , (NM−t)2 ] is lower bounded by: N (N
2 which is
Bk
3b−1

2b+a/2

2

minimised at k = (NM−t)2 = M 2−2b . For Statement 2, the cost at k = M 2−2b is
at most (M 5b−2 − M 4b−2 )/B ≈ M 5b−2 /B. When k = t, the cost is, as before,
(N M 2b−a + M 2b+a/2 )/B. But, M 5b−2 < M 2b+a/2 ⇒ 5b − 1 < 2b + a/2 ⇒
(a/2 + 2) > 3b ≥ 9/4 ⇒ a > 1/2. Contradiction.
For Statement 3, the cost at t is (N M 2b−a +M a/2+2b −M 2−a/2 )/B. The cost at
2
M c , (NM−t)2 < M c < t is (N M 2b−c + M c/2+2b − M 2−c/2 )/B. But, N M 2b (M −a −

M −c ) + M 2b (M a/2 − M c/2 ) − M 2 (M −a/2 − M −c/2 ) > 0 ⇒ (2 − (a + c)/2 >
3b − a/2 − c) ∨ (2b > 3b − a/2 − c) ⇒ b < 3/4. Contradiction.
For statements 4 and 5, M 1−b < M a ≤ M 2−2b ⇒ (1 − b) < a ≤ 2 − 2b ⇒ b >
1/2. That is, a ≤ 1/2 < b.
−t)2
Consider Statement 4. When k = M/(N −t) the cost is N (N
= N M 3b−1 /B.
Bk
2

3

−t)
When k = t, the cost is ≤ N (NBt−t) + t(N
= (N M 2b−a + M a+3b−1 )/B. But,
BM
3b−1
a+3b−1
a
NM
<M
⇒ N < M . Contradiction.
For Statement 5, the cost at t is (N M 2b−a + M a+3b−1 − M 2−2a )/B. The cost
2
at M c , (NM−t) < M c < t ≤ (NM−t)2 , is (N M 2b−c + M c+3b−1 − M 2−2c )/B. But,
N M 2b (M −a − M −c ) + M 3b−1 (M a − M c ) − M 2 (M −2a − M −2c ) > 0 ⇒ a + c >
1 ∨ b < (2 − c)/3. As c < a ≤ 1/2, a + c > 1 cannot be. On the other hand,
b < (2 − c)/3 ⇒ (NM−t) = M (1−b) > M (1+c)/3 ⇒ c > (1 + c)/3 ⇒ c > 1/2;
contradiction.
√
What we have shown is that when t ≤ M , t is a better√choice for k than
√
any of the smaller values. An analogous proof shows that if M < t, then M
is better than any smaller
√ value.
If c < 1, (that is, k > M ) then Table 2.2 simpliﬁes as given in the following
Table 2.2 and Table 6

Table 5. α, γ and their sum in the l-th iteration for various values of l, when c < 1
α
√
1 ≤ l ≤ c2 k
√
c2 k < l ≤ c2 k
c2 k < l

γ

2 4

l k
BM

Nlk
cB

3
lk
√
B k

lk3
B



√1
k

+

√1
M



Nlk
cB
Nlk
cB

α+γ


1
lk3
Nlk
+
c
NM
B


2
1
k√
Nlk
+
c
B
N k


2
2
1
k√
k
√
+
+
c
N k
N M

Nlk
B

√
Choosing c < 1 we would have M < k ≤ t. As the simpliﬁed Table 2.2
√ and
M in
Table 6 show, any such choice would be worse
than
the
choice
of
k
=
√
√
the c ≥ 1 case discussed above. That is, if M < t, then M is better than any
larger value of k ≤ t.
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Table 6. The I/O complexity for Case 1 and c < 1, under various conditions
Condition

I/Os
√
≤ c2 k

1 ≤ (N−t)
k
√
2
c k < (N−t)
≤ c2 k
k
2

c k<

(N−t)
k

Condition paraphrased

N(N−t)2
B

√

M

N(N−t)2
√
B M
N(N−t)2
√
B M

k(N−t)3

k≤

+

k(N−t)2 −M 2
√
B k

M2
(N−t)2

< k and (N − t) ≤ M

+

k(N−t)2 −M 2
√
B k

k(N−t)2 −kM 2
M2
√
(N−t)2
B M

< k and (N − t) > M

+

BM

+

M2
(N−t)2

√
If k is to be at most t, choosing it as min{t, M } is the best.
Case 2: k > t For 1 ≤ i ≤ (N − t)/k and 1 ≤ j ≤ k/t, in the (i, j)-th iteration
of the inner loop there are
– a QR decomposition of an (N − g − h − t) × t matrix,
– a matrix multiplication chain of dimensions (h, N − g − t, t, t),
– a matrix multiplication chain of dimensions (N −g −t, N −g −t, h+t, h+t, t),
and
– a matrix multiplication chain of dimensions (N −g −t, h+t, h+t, N −g −t, t),
where g = (i−1)k and h = (j −1)t. Let α, β, γ and δ denote the I/O complexities
of these operations, in that order. For 1 ≤ i ≤ (N − t)/k, in the i-th iteration of
the outer loop there is a
– a matrix multiplication chain of dimensions (g + t, N − g − t, k, k, N − g − t),
– a matrix multiplication chain of dimensions (N −g−t, N −g−t, k, k, N −g−k),
and
– a matrix multiplication chain of dimensions (N −g−t, k, k, N −g−t, N −g−k).
Let μ, ψ and
√ φ denote the I/O complexities of these operations, in that order.
Let c = M /t. Proceeding as in the analysis of case 1, we ﬁnd that as i varies
from 1 to (N − t)/k and j varies from 1 to k/t, (N − g − h − t) takes on values
lt for (N − t)/t ≥ l ≥ 1, and therefore α in the l-th iteration is as given in the
Table 7 below: (We omit the order notation for brevity.)
As 0 ≤ g ≤ N − t − k, we have that t ≤ g + t ≤ N − k, N − t ≥ N − g − t ≥ k
and N − k ≥ N −
g − k ≥ t.Therefore,
(N −t)/k
(N −t)/k (g+t)(N −g−t) 
√k + 1
,
μ(i):
O
i=1
B

 M
 i=1
2
(N −t)/k
(N
−t)/k
(N
−g−t)
√k + 1
, and
ψ(i): O
i=1
B

 M
  i=1
(N −t)/k
(N −t)/k (N −g−k)(N −g−t)
k
√
φ(i): O
+1
i=1
i=1
B
M



(N −t)/k
(N −t)/k N (N −g−t)
√k + 1
μ(i)
+
ψ(i)
+
φ(i)
≤
O
i=1
i=1
B
M



N (N −t)2
k
√
=O
+1
kB
M
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Table 7. α in the l-th iteration for various values of l, when k > t
α
1≤l≤
B
t

B
t

< l ≤ c2

t

√
c2 < l ≤ c2 t
√
c2 t < l ≤ c2 t
c2 t < l

lt2
B
l2 t 4
BM
3
lt√
B t



lt3
B

1
√
t

+

√1
M






(N −t)/k k/t
(N −t)/k k/t (N −g−t)2
√t + 1
Similarly, i=1
γ(i,
j)
=
O
.
j=1
i=1
j=1
B
M


(N −t)/k k/t

(N −t)/k
k/t (N −g−t)(h+t)
√t + 1
Also, i=1
β(i,
j)+δ(i,
j)
=
O
j=1
i=1
j=1
B
M
As N − g − t ≥ h + t, we have:
⎞
⎛
 (N
(N −t)/k k/t
−t)/k k/t
 
 (N − g − t)2
t
⎠
β(i, j)+γ(i, j)+δ(i, j) ≤ O ⎝ √ + 1
B
M
i=1
j=1
i=1
j=1
⎛
t
= O⎝ √ +1
M



k
t

(N −t)/k


i=1

⎞
(N − g − t)2 ⎠
=O
B

(N − t)3
tB

t
√ +1
M






2
The total cost of all matrix multiplications is: O N (NB−t) √1M + 1t + k1 .
The total cost of QR-decomposition is:
As can be seen, the I/O complexity,
√ the sum of the above two, is independent
√
of the choice of
k.
But,
when
t
≤
M , a choice of k = t, and when t > M , a
√
choice of k = M would give lower costs than these.
Thus, we conclude
that the slab based algorithm does the best when k is
√
chosen as min{ M , t}.
Table 8. The total cost of QR-decomposition, under various conditions
Condition
1≤
B
t

(N−t)
t

<

Cost of QR decomposition
≤

(N−t)
t

B
t

≤ c2
√
≤ c2 t

c2 < (N−t)
t
√
2
c t < (N−t)
≤ c2 t
t
c2 t <

(N−t)
t

N −t
(N−t)2
B
t(N−t)
BM

+B

3

t(N−t)2 −M 2
√
B t
t(N−t)2 −M 2
√
B t

+

t(N−t)2 −tM 2
√
B M
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Conclusion

Both the unblocked and a blocked direct Hessenberg reduction algorithms take
O(N 3 ) ﬂops and O(N 3 /B) I/Os. For large matrices, the performance can be
improved on machines with multiple levels of memory, by the two step reduction,
since all most all the operations of the ﬁrst step are matrix-matrix operations.
We show that reduction of a nonsymmetric
matrix to banded Hessenberg form of
√
bandwidth t takes O(N 3 / min{t, M }B) I/Os. We also show that the
√ slab based
algorithm does the best when the slab width k is chosen as min{ M , t}. It is
also observed that, in the existing slab based algorithms, some of the elementary
matrix operations like matrix multiplication should be handled I/O eﬃciently,
to achieve optimal I/O performances.
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Abstract. Luring is a social engineering technique used to capture individuals having malicious intent of breaching the information security
defense of an organization. Certain conditions(Need, Environment, Masquerading Capability and Unawareness) are necessary for its eﬀective
implementation. To the best of our knowledge the necessity of these conditions is not yet proved so far. The proof is essential as it not only
facilitates automation of the luring mechanism but also paves way for
proof of the completeness of the conditions. The present paper attempts
on this aspect by invoking three approaches namely probability, entropy
and proof by contra positive. Also, the concept of cost eﬀectiveness is
introduced. Luring is acceptable if its cost works out less than cost of
data theft.
Keywords: Social Engineering, Luring, Honeypot, Contrapositive, Entropy, Bayesian Graphs, Probability.

1

Introduction

The greatest security threat that organizations are facing is the connivance of
social engineering attacks to breach information security defenses of an organization. Possible methods include obtaining the password of an authentic user,
gaining his trust and infringing his own rights. According to statistics in [1] 48
% of large companies and 32 % of the companies of all sizes have experienced
25 or more such attacks in the past two years.
For defending against such attacks, [2] proposes a solution based on the age
old social engineering technique called Luring, a practice of enticing the suspect into context honeypot. However, creation of a luring environment poses
implementation diﬃculties as it has to be conducive and credible. It requires
meticulous understanding about what it is that makes a suspect get attracted
to a context honeypot or what are the essential conditions to ensure eﬀective
luring. These conditions (viz. Need, Masquerading Capability, Environment, Unawareness about Target Data) are explored by Gupta et al[2].
This paper addresses the question whether these conditions are necessary. For
this, we have deﬁned each of the conditions and carried out the following:
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• Qualitative analysis: Each condition is qualitatively analysed by doing social and behavioural research on the suspect. The proof of necessity is furnished
through a logical analysis of the impact on luring in the absence of each of these
conditions one by one. This is presented as proof by contra positive.
• Quantitative analysis: A luring environment if predictable is ineﬀective. Hence
quantiﬁcation of predictability using entropy is followed as a method of proof.
Beside the aforesaid introductory remarks, the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the related work pertaining to our research work. Section
3 elucidates the proof by contra positive. Section 4 gives proof of necessity using Bayesian probability and its subsequent analysis using Shannons entropy.
Section 5 concludes the paper, while Section 6 describes the future work.

2
2.1

Related Work and Motivation
Necessary Conditions

Several approaches both statistical and knowledge based have been proposed for
identiﬁcation of essential conditions. Their identiﬁcation makes the system deterministic and implementable, thus facilitating the analysis of system behaviour.
In context of luring, similar work is presented by Gupta et al[2]. Herein,
the essential conditions are identiﬁed and based on them an architecture for
generating lure messages is developed. However, simple observations from the
architecture cannot help in standardization of the luring system. So, the need
for mathematically modelling the conditions is felt by us. Modelling paves the
way for the proof of necessity and depicts the interdependencies. It further forms
the basis for security threat analysis.
2.2

Proof by Contra Positive

Any study on proof by Contra Positive establishes the truth or validity of a
proposition by demonstrating the same of the converse of its negated parts[3].
In [4], the authors have used this method to show that Bergstrom’s result does
not get generalized to the beneﬁt-cost analysis of generic changes in public goods
and that there may exist good projects to be rejected by a selﬁsh-beneﬁt cost
test. Other studies involving the principle of contra positive have been carried
out in [5] where the authors have investigated proof theory of default reasoning
and have proved deduction theorems for default iconic logic.
2.3

Entropy

There have been several approaches on application of entropy to determine the
information content of a system. In a study of entropy by Shannon [6], predictability of a piece of text is used to eliminate redundancy for transmission.
It along with other experimental results is used to formulate Shannon’s entropy
and its interpretation of predictability.
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The papers by Shannon[6] and Maasoumi, et al[7] have inspired us, to make
use of predictability theory to ﬁnd out whether the luring environment would
lure or not. The system is considered to fail whenever it becomes predictable to
the suspect. The predictability is then mathematically calculated using Shannons
entropy to be further interpreted in Section 4 of this paper.

3

Proof Using Contra positive

We start by looking at the conditions for luring as proposed by [2] and deﬁne
them formally and mathematically.
3.1

Deﬁnitions of Condition

1. Masquerading capability (M):It is deﬁned as the ability of a person having a
given malaﬁde intention and possessing a username and a password to fool
the system that he is an authentic user. If X is the ﬁnite set of all authorized
users xi , then xi ∈ X, and if there is a person A with a Malaﬁde Intention,
then the ease with which A ≡ xi (A pretends to be xi ) can be proven to the
system, is deﬁned as his masquerading capability.
2. Unawareness about target data (U): It can be deﬁned as the extent of knowledge possessed by or accessible to the intruder. If in the honeypot H, xi wants
to access a set of data D such that D ⊆ H and if he already possesses data
R, then he is said to be totally unaware of the data D iﬀ D ∩ R = ∅. Further,
we can quantitatively deﬁne
U = 1−

(D ∩ R)
(D)

(1)

3. Local Environment (L):It can be deﬁned as the environment which can be
directly inﬂuenced by H and its defense and luring systems. Formally it can
be said that, if ‘n’ is the total number of elements directly in control of H,
and ni is the total number of elements which are turned into lures for the
intruder, then
ni
(2)
L=
n
4. Global Environment (G):We introduce this characteristic as a replacement
for both Need and Environment as deﬁned in [2]. G is formally deﬁned as –H
such that H ∪ G = U and H ∩ G = ∅. Clearly both Need and Environment
as deﬁned in the paper are contained in the set G.
5. Data Value (DV):It is a new concept as introduced by us. It keeps track of
the value of each data for the creator of H. Formally, DV is deﬁned for each
data Hi as the direct ﬁnancial and social loss faced by the creator of H in
case Hi is obtained by the intruder.
6. Other Conditions (OC):These are the conditions which are yet undiscovered.
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Proving Necessity of the Conditions

To prove the necessity, we stipulate two assumptions, which are:
• The intruder must be rational, i.e., he must not intend to get caught and
must not risk his own safety unless the utility of the information sought is far
greater than any possible adversity.
• Luring must be eﬃcient, i.e., cost of luring must be less than the cost of the
protecting the data.
1. Proof of Requirement for M:Consider the set C of conditions. Let us say that
in the given scenario, the set C can be deﬁned as {¬M, U, G, L, DV, OC}
where OC may or may not be ∅. Since ¬M implies that the system does not
oﬀer any masquerading capability, so it leads to two possibilities.
/ X, which implies that the
Going back to the deﬁnition, either ¬∃xi ,xi ∈
entire information is publicly available and hence no need for masquerading and intrusion arise. Evidently, luring is not possible here, as it in itself
violates another condition U.
The other possibility is that¬∃xi ,xi ∈ X. In fact the intrusion detection
system is so powerful that it does not allow any masquerading to occur. Any
intrusion in such a situation directly violates our axiom since the intruder
knows that any act of masquerading will be detected before he could obtain
any information. Thus it renders any potential beneﬁt to zero and opens him
to a possible attack. Since his own safety is a prime consideration, so he will
not be lured.
2. Proof of Requirement for U:Again consider C, which in this case would
be{M, ¬U, G, L, DV, OC}. Going back to the standard deﬁnition proposed,
we can say that in the case of ¬U, D ∩ R = R where R is the knowledge the
intruder already holds. Such a scenario directly conﬂicts with the assumption. It is because any attempt of intrusion will put him at some small risk
δ while he will not really gain anything. Hence he will not enter the system
or would not be lured.
3. Proof of Requirement for L:C, in this case, would be{M, U L, G, ¬L, DV, OC}.
The lack of a local environment would mean that the context honeypot is
isolated and that no elements that have a direct linkage with H. Clearly,
in such a case luring is trivially impossible since there is no place for the
intruder to be lured to.
4. Proof of Requirement for G:The proof in this case, consists of two parts. The
ﬁrst part shows that the condition ‘need’ discussed in [2] is in fact, a proper
subset of G. Subsequently, it is proven that G is a necessary condition for
eﬃcient luring.
To prove that Need, N ⊂ G, consider any individual xi such that xi ∈ X
where X is the set of people authorized to access the conﬁdential data, D.
In case any intruder has a need N to access a part of D, clearly N as deﬁned
for him in [2] is non zero. However, consider the variable G, which would be
calculated for the entire set X and the data D and not just the individual
xi . Clearly, when n = 1, G reduces to N.
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Further, when G is not present, i.e. when C is of the form {M, U,¬G, L, DV,OC},
the situation is that there are no intruders to be trapped for the context honeypot. Clearly if there is no one to be lured, the basic premise of the luring system
itself fails.
5. Proof of Requirement for DV:The cost involved in luring a potential intruder
is high and involves usage of both processing power as well as space. The
condition of Data Value trivially ensures eﬃcient luring by simply calculating the potential loss considered after examining the existing knowledge
possessed by the intruder and the value of the data that the intruder is trying
to obtain.

4

Entropy Model

This section furnishes another view of the Luring system, wherein a deductive
analysis using mathematical modelling suﬃces for a proof of necessity. For this,
approach the luring conditions are redeﬁned and bifurcated, as a new view of
the luring system is generated keeping in mind the mathematical coherence.
4.1

Environment

It is the framework of any luring model. We create an environment to lure the
person to jump into the system and not recede during the process. For this we
create certain conditions which tempt the user into entering and completing the
process. Hence, we create lures for the user and the environment E is deﬁned
as in (2).These factors might enforce need or masquerading capability or the
awareness of the user. We consider environment to be of three types:
1. Masquerading Environment(ME): It enforces the masquerading capability of the user. ME is deﬁned as:
ME =

Number of masquerading factors turned into lure
Total number of masquerading factors

(3)

2. Target Data Environment(TDE): It enforces the awareness of the user.
It is deﬁned in similar fashion as Masquerading Environment:
TDE =

Number of target data factors turned into lure
Total number of target data factors

(4)

3. Need Enforcement Environment(NE): It enforces need of the person,
and is deﬁned in the similar fashion as:
NE =

Number of need factors turned into lure
Total number of need factors

(5)

The impact of environment upon the success or failure of a luring model will be
a function which initially increases and then decreases after the mid point(eg.
Sinusoidal function in domain 0 to π).Also the function must be in range 0 to
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1. To justify this, we see that with the increase in the number of factors turned
into lure, the probability of success increase initially. Further, as more factors are
turned into lures, more users get tempted into the model, indicating more are
the chances of success of our model. But as more factors are turned into lures,
the predictability also keeps on increasing, because so many baits may create a
doubt in the mind of the user regarding the authenticity of the model. He may
begin to feel as if he is being trapped and hence might not enter the system or
might opt out in the middle.
4.2

Need

Need is both inherent in a user and is also enforced by the environment (Need
environment). Hence total need is the sum of enforced need and the inherent
need.
N = x + N E, where x is the inherent need and NE is the value of Need
environment which enforces need.
The impact of need upon success or failure of the luring model will be a
function similar in properties as that of environment but should increase as N
goes from 0 to 1(eg.a Sinusoidal function in domain 0 to π/2). To justify it we
see that more is the need of a user, more are the chances of him getting into the
model and completing the required steps. Let this function be f.
P (L/N ) = f
4.3

(6)

Masquerading Capability

It is both inherent in a user and is also enforced by the environment (Masquerading capability environment).We deﬁne the following terms
1. Masquerading capability Inherent(MCI):It is initially present with the person under test.
2. Masquerading Capability Enforced(MCE):It is enforced by the Environment.
Let the value of Masquerading capability environment be x, then MCE is a
linearly increasing function of x.
3. Masquerading capability Present(MCP):It is the sum of inherent and enforced masquerading capability i.e. MCP = MCI + MCE
4. Masquerading capability Required(MCR):It is the capability to enter the
honeypot and remain inside it until all the steps are complete.
5. Masquerading Capability to be Gained(MCG):It represents the diﬀerence
between the masquerading capability required and inherent masquearding
capability of the user i.e. MCG is the MCG = MCR − MCP.
The impact of masquerading capability depends upon the MCG.
• MCG = 0, means that the user will complete all steps of the model without
any diﬃculty.
• MCG > 0, means that the user will have to gain the required MCG. More
is the MCG, more are the chances of the user dropping in the middle of the
process as he doesn’t have the required capability.
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• MCG < 0, means that the user has additional masquerading capability,
even though he might complete all steps of the model, it would be diﬃcult to
catch him. Higher is the negative value, more are the chances of user escaping
unnoticed.
Impact of masquerading capability is similar to that of environment(eg. Sinusoidal function in domain 0 to π). Let this function be g.
P (L/M ) = g
4.4

(7)

Unawareness about Target Data

Awareness about target data is inherent in a user and is enforced by the environment(Target Data Environment). Impact of unawareness is similar to that of
environment(eg.a sinusoidal function from 0 to π).
Let α be the inherent value of awareness in the user, then total awareness
T DA = TDAE + α and Unawareness (U) = 1 − Awareness =1-TDA. More is the
unawareness, better will be the system as user is less conspicuous.
4.5

Data Value

It signiﬁes value of data which can be protected while ensuring the success of
the model. More the unawareness of the user, more the data value.
Let the worth of the data be D.Then data value DV = D ∗ U , as this is the
amount of data can be protected.
The impact of data value is similar to that of need(eg.a sinusoidal function
from 0 to π/2). Let this function be h.
P (L/DV ) = h
4.6

(8)

Eﬃciency of Luring Model

Eﬃciency of a luring model is deﬁned as the ability of a given luring model to
lure a given suspected user. Using the formula’s in 4.2,4.3 and 4.5.
P(L) = P(L/N) ∗ P(L/M) ∗ P(L/DV)
=f ∗g∗h
Environment is not taken into account as it directly eﬀects all of the other
conditions which are used in the formula. Also unawareness is not taken into
account as data value is used which encompasses unawareness.
4.7

Proving Necessity

A luring environment lures a person. If it is predictable to the suspect/user, in
terms of the information provided by it, then it fails to lure. By predictability, it
is meant that the suspect can predict the outcome of the luring mechanism i.e.
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Table 1. States and Values
States Masquerading Capability Need Unawareness
State1
3
3
1
State2
4
4
1
State3
5
5
1
State4
6
2
1

Fig. 1. Bayesian Graph

at any state he may predict he must leave it(useless to him),or he may predict
that he is getting lured. But if he can’t predict the outcome then he chooses to
remain in the system, to be guided by the luring mechanism designer. It is for us
to discover, based on the suspect and his retention period that whether he will
get lured or not. For this purpose, Shannon’s entropy a measure of information
content of the system, is used. The entropy so found is analyzed to conclude
about the predictability of the luring environment, given the suspect. The analysis applies the notion that a system is said to be predictable if its entropy value
is lower than a benchmark value.
4.7.1 Luring Environment/System States
System is deﬁned into states, each state having a speciﬁc value of masquerading
capability, need and unawareness required to reach that state. Suspect goes from
State 1→State 2→State 3→State 4. Table 1 depict the state values. The values
in the table are calculated using the formulae discussed in section 4.1.
4.7.2 Proving Necessity
Shannon’s entropy is deﬁned as
h(x) = −p(x) log p(x)
1. Entropy of the system:The entropy of the system is deﬁned as h(L).
h(L)=h(MC)+h(N)+h(U), according to the Bayesian network(ﬁg. 1)
where, h(MC)= -p(MC)log p(MC), h(N)= -p(N)log p(N), h(U)= -p(U)log
p(U)(Entropies are added as MC, N and U are independent).
The Benchmark value is chosen by considering that after reaching State
3(for this example)there is a very high probability that the suspect will be
lured. The state 3 in this example(or any other state) is carefully designed
by the luring mechanism designer to have the highest entropy value. It is
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done so as to ensure that the suspect with same parameters as state 3 or
h(l)=9.3 ,can not predict the outcome of the process he is currently enrolled
for. (A result of Shannon’s Entropy and predictability implication, according
to which the maximum entropy state is the one with minimum predictability)
h(L)= - [(0.75log(0.75))+( 0.75log0.75)+(0.75log0.75)]
h(L)= 9.33.
Hence this is the bench mark value.
2. Masquerading Environment:The entropy due to Masquerading Environment
is given by:
h(MC) = -p(MC) log p(MC)
We know,
MC present = inherent MC + enforced MC
• Case 1: MC is low , typically less to reach even state 3.Entropy (h(L))
of the system decreases, as h(MC) becomes low. System is predictable to
him.We apply the same to the example of table 1:
If, suppose the enforced masquerading capability is 2 then p(MC=3)=1/ 4.
Now, need and unawareness are so chosen such that the person is just able
to cross the state 3. Hence, net need of the person is 4 (inclusive of inherent
and enforced). Similarly unawareness is chosen to be 1.
h(L)=0.5+3.075+3.075=6.65
h(L)< benchmark value.
• Case 2: Masquerading capability is high. For the example in Table 1, if the
masquerading capability is 9,
then p(MC=9)=1 and h(luring)=0+3.075+.075=6.15
We ﬁnd that h(luring)< benchmark value. Hence, the suspect with a very
high masquerading capability will not be lured.He can predict the outcome
of the system , that is, he is getting lured.
3. Need Based environment:The entropy due to need is given by:
h(N)= -p(N)log p(N)
Suppose the need is low, for the example of table 1.
If inherent need =2, enforced need is 1, then net need present is 3,
Then h(L)= -[(0.25)log(1/4)+.75log(0.5)+.75log(0.75)]
h(L)=6.65< benchmark value. Hence, the system becomes predictable to
the suspect and he predicts he is being lured. Thus, absence or very rare
presence of need cannot lure. An argument to the case when net need value
is very high follows a similar proof (case 2 of Masquerading capability)
4. Target data based Environment:We can similarly show that as unawareness
about target data decreases, predictability increases. It is attributed to the
fact that a highly aware suspect will easily detect the presence of synthetic
data that is used in baits. Thus the absence of unawareness about target
data will not materialize luring of the suspect.
We may not consider the case when unawareness of the suspect is very high
as it is not possible as during the course of the luring mechanism it is only decreased(luring environment enforces awareness) and one’s inherent awareness
can’t be extremely low, it would not go in conformity with his aim of data theft,
as he will always need to have some information of his interest.
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We can thus conclude that, if any of these three parameters is absent in the
suspect or present in sparse quantities, then the suspect will not be lured.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we have mathematically deﬁned the conditions required for luring
and proved their necessity. The mathematical model has enabled us to determine
the state suspect will go till he becomes suspicious of the system. We are able
to answer why a system has failed and propose the improvements required for
luring to be more robust and eﬀective. In addition to proving the necessity of
existing conditions we have kept in mind the eﬃciency of the luring system i.e
cost of luring is less than the cost of data theft.

6

Future Work

The mathematical models so presented in the paper are built on certain assumptions. We intend to optimize our models by minimizing these assumptions.
Further, a formalized polynomial should exist which can provide a reference base
to calculate the eﬃciency of luring in a given scenario. New conditions which are
not the subset of existing conditions could be explored and experiments based
on the model can be conducted to collect the empirical data.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an efficient recommendation technique for
smart TV contents. Our method solves the scalability and sparsity problems
from which the conventional algorithms suffer in smart TV environment
characterized by the large numbers of users and contents. Our method clusters
users into user groups of similar preference patterns and a set of similar users to
the target user are extracted, and then the user-based collaborative filtering is
applied. We experimented with our method using the data of the real one-month
IPTV services. The experiment results showed the success rate of 93.6% and
the precision of 77.4%, which are recognized as a good performance for smart
TV. We also investigate integration of recommendation methods for more
personalized and efficient recommendation. Category match ratios for different
integrations are compared as a measure for personalized recommendation.
Keywords: recommendation, collaborative filtering, clustering, smart TV, data
mining, ISOData.

1

Introduction

With the recent development of communication and broadcasting technologies smart
TV emerges and it provides a wide variety of services including high-quality
telecasting contents, two-way communication, information retrieval, Internet
shopping, and Internet games [1]. Smart TV not only telecasts the existing air TV or
cable TV, but also provides contents such as domestic and foreign movies, drama
series, entertainment, and video-on-demand contents. Consequently, users can freely
choose contents that they prefer, but they may experience difficulties to find contents
they are interested in. In smart TV it is more time consuming for users to select
contents that they prefer compared to conventional TV. Therefore, the demand for
recommendation service increases to facilitate quick and easy search for the user
preferred contents.
Recommendation service automatically selects product items or information that a
user might be interested in and helps him to choose things of his interest in various
situations. There are two typical recommendation methods: collaborative
recommendation and content-based recommendation. In general, collaborative
recommendation performs better compared to content-based recommendation and it is
used in diverse product domains such as movies, books, and CDs [2-4].
S. Srinivasa and V. Bhatnagar (Eds.): BDA 2012, LNCS 7678, pp. 158–167, 2012.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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However, from the recommendation point of view, smart TV is significantly
different in that it needs to handle a large number of contents compared to the
traditional TV. Smart TV also needs to deliver services in a personalized manner, not
in one-way broadcasting manner as in the traditional TV. For smart TV, the large
number of users and the diversity of the user’s TV viewing patterns may cause
difficulties in efficient recommendation. Furthermore, in the current TV environment
more than one user may share a single TV set and their view records are recorded
under the unique ID of the TV set, thus it is difficult to identify individual users,
which is called the hidden users problem. In this case fully personalized
recommendation is difficult.
In this paper, we propose an efficient collaborative recommendation method to
overcome the weaknesses of the existing methods for smart TV, particularly focusing
on the points mentioned above. We also investigate integration of recommendation
methods for more personalized recommendation.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss some related issues and
studies. In Section 3 we describe our method including an efficient scoring method
for user modeling, clustering, and user-based collaborative filtering. Section 4
describes experiments using a set of real IPTV log data and performance comparison
and finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Related Issues and Studies

Recommendation service provides a user contents such as movies, TV programs,
VODs, books and news that he might be interested in. In this case we can classify
recommendation algorithms into collaborative recommendation and content-based
recommendation based on information and features used in recommendation. There is
also hybrid recommendation that integrates multiple recommendation methods [5-7].
Collaborative filtering (recommendation) is widely used in recommendation of
diverse domains including movies, books and music. It uses only users’ preference
information such as log data. The collaborative filtering can be divided into userbased and item-based depending on the nature of the information used [4, 8, 9]. Userbased collaboration: it recommends items that are preferred by users who are similar
in preference to the target user. Item-based collaboration: it recommends items that
are similar in users’ preference patterns to the current item chosen and it takes into
account the current item chosen in recommendation while user-based collaboration
does not.
One of typical collaborative filtering methods, k-nearest neighbor method has been
proposed by GroupLens. In the method the similarity between the target user and
other user is represented in terms of Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Based on the
similarity k most similar users to the target user are selected and the preference for an
item is estimated by the weighted sum of those k users’ preferences for the item. The
similarity
between users u and v is shown in equation (1). The preference of user
is calculated as in equation (2). In these equations
denotes the
u for item
preference of user u for item c and
represents the mean of the preferences over
items rated by user u.
represents the set of items that users u and v rated and
represents the set of k most similar users to user u [2].
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∑
∑

∑
∑
∑

(1)

(2)

However, the k-nearest neighbor method as memory-based suffers from the sparsity
and scalability problems. The sparsity problem is that preference estimation may not
be reliable when the number of items rated by a user is not sufficiently large.
[10] proposes a large volume collaborative filtering technique to solve these
problems. To solve the scalability problem by clustering users, the technique selects
users similar to the target user from the cluster that the target user belongs to. To
solve the sparsity problem, it carries out data smoothing using the centers of clusters.
This method is composed of two steps: an offline step for user clustering and data
smoothing and an online step for recommendation based on the k-nearest neighbor
method. This method recommends items using cluster information of users,
consequently, it saves both time and resources compared to the existing methods.
However, it basically uses the k-means clustering algorithm therefore it still suffers
from the scalability problem in the case that the numbers of users and items are large
as for smart TV.
[11] proposes ClustKNN, another method dealing with the problem of scalability
After clustering, it creates a surrogate user corresponding to each cluster center and it
recommends by estimating the similarity between the target user and the surrogate
users. ClustKNN adopts the k-means clustering and it exhibits lower performance
compared to the conventional method because it uses information of the surrogate
users representing the clusters of users.
[12] evaluates the performance of a collaborative recommendation using a set of
real IPTV data. In the paper, an item-based collaborative recommendation as in
Amazon.com is used to recommend VOD contents and the recommendation results
are analyzed in the perspectives of view rating and paid contents.
[13] proposes a TV program recommendation strategy for multiple viewers based
on user profile merging. However, recommendation for multiple users is different
from the hidden users problem that we address in this paper. We focus on
personalized recommendation to individual users in smart TV environment where
individual users are difficult to be identified, not on recommendation of TV programs
to multiple users such as a family or a group of dormitory students.

3

Efficient Recommendation for Smart TV Environment

In this paper, we propose an efficient recommendation method for smart TV
environment and its overall structure is shown in Figure 1 [14]. In the method, users
are first clustered into groups of similar preference patterns based on their past view
records, then the user-based collaborative filtering is performed and finally the result
is integrated into other recommendation method to produce the more personalized
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T recommendation process is composed of 1) the uuser
recommendation results. The
clustering step, 2) the user-based collaborative filtering step, and 3) the
recommendation integration
n step.
3.1

User Clustering

In this step users of similaar preference patterns are clustered based on their view
wing
records and information off selected contents. Particularly in smart TV environm
ment
users’ preference patterns are so diverse that user clustering is important for m
more
tailored services to users. Without
W
user clustering we notice that we can hardly ffind
any significant preference patterns
p
that apply to all users. In the following we descrribe
our user clustering method.

Fig. 1. The structure of the proposed recommendation method for smart TV environmentt

Smart TV contents are classified by genres, content providers, etc. andd it
constitutes the menu structture. The menu structure is built by the service proviider
reflecting its service policcy. We analyzed a few menu structures to derive 2269
common categories for smart TV contents. For user clustering each user is modeeled
by a frequency vector of th
hose content categories. For smart TV, however, a sim
mple
scoring based on the frequeency of choices of contents may not be appropriate becaause
such frequencies are biaased toward best-selling contents and series conteents
containing many episodes, and it can result a biased user clustering. In this paperr we
propose a new scoring tech
hnique based on CF-IUF (category frequency-inverse uuser
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frequency) as given by equations (3) and (4), a modification of TF-IDF, which is a
well-known concept for information retrieval [14].
s

1

log

· log
0
,

,

,

, if

0

, if

0

(3)

(4)

Here, s represents CF-IUF of user u for category q as given in equation (3). In the
denotes the number of views of category q by user u,
represents the
equation
number of users who viewed category q,
represents the total number of users.
Using CF-IUF for each category, an m-dimensional (m: the number of categories)
vector is created for user u as in equation (4). This vector represents the individual
user’s preferences for categories and it provides an effective user modeling in an
appropriate level of abstraction with a significant dimension reduction.
In user clustering users of similar preference patterns are grouped together by the
ISOData algorithm, which minimizes the sum of squared errors between data points
and their closest cluster centers and automatically determines an optimal number of
clusters [15]. The CF-IUF user modeling not only significantly reduces the time for
user clustering but also allows an effective user clustering not biased toward high
frequency contents such as best-seller contents.
3.2

User-Based Collaborative Filtering

Using the information of user clustering the user-based collaborative filtering is
performed for recommendation. Our method differs from the conventional approaches
in that users are first clustered to create fairly loose clusters of similar users and the
preference for a target user is estimated based on the preferences of similar users
within the cluster which the target user belongs to. The method is efficient when the
numbers of both users and items are large such as for smart TV. [12] shows using the
real IPTV data that series contents containing many different episodes are
recommended more than 50% of times, which is trivial and no more helpful to users
in recommendation. We use contents of series level instead of episode level to avoid
the problem.
In user-based collaborative filtering we use two different correlation coefficients of
Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC) and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
(SCC) for extraction of similar users from a user cluster. PCC is a widely used
similarity measure in the conventional collaborative recommendation and computed
based on the number of user’s views of contents as in equation (1). SCC uses the
ranks of users’ views and the coefficient
between users u and v is computed as in
equation (5). In the equation
represents the rank of preference user u for content
represents the set of contents that both of users u and v selected. Here
c, and
UCFP and UCFS denote the user-based collaborative filtering using PCC and the
user-based collaborative filtering using SCC, respectively. K most similar users are
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selected first and the preference of the target user for that content is estimated using
their preferences for the target content.
∑

,

|

|

(5)

As equation (6) shows the final preference ( ̂ ) is computed as the weighted sum of
preferences of similar users to the target user. In the equation
represents the set of
similar users to user u and
represents the weight between users u and v.
∑
̂
(6)
∑
We use
in UCFP while we use
in UCFS. The estimated preference is a real
number between 0 and 1 and it represents higher preference as it approaches to 1.
3.3

Recommendation Integration

By the nature of current TV environment a user corresponds to a household unit
which may contain different individual users of different preferences. Currently it is
difficult to identify individual users based on user log data. Accordingly,
recommendation should be household level, not individual user level. In this step we
integrate different recommendation methods for more personalized recommendation.
It is still difficult to evaluate the performance of personalized recommendation
because individual user level log data are not available. However, we propose
category match ratio as a measure for personalized recommendation. Category match
ratio is a ratio of frequencies that the category of a recommended content agrees to the
category of content that the user currently selected. In this paper we investigate
different parallel integrations using Borda count and certainty factor. In parallel
integration we simply integrate the results of two or more recommendation methods
to produce the final recommendation result [5,6,7].
The Borda count method adds up the scores of individual contents recommended
by different methods and the scores usually are the inverse of priority. For example,
suppose that content A is recommended as the first priority and the second priority, by
two different methods, respectively. Then the final score associated with content A is
1+1/2 = 1.5.
Certainty factor is used to represent the uncertainty of knowledge in artificial
intelligence. Certainty factor represents uncertainty of knowledge by a real number
between -1 and 1 where 1 and -1 represent truth and falsity, respectively. Two
certainty factors associated with the same knowledge are combined as in equation (7).
In the equation C and C represent certainty factors of the same knowledge denoted
by a and b, respectively and C denotes combined certainty factor.

C

C
C

C · C , when C
0, C
C · C , when C
0, C
C
C
, otherwise
1/min |C |, |C |

C
C

0
0

(7)

We use the certainty factor method to integrate different recommendation results by
transforming into certainty factor in [-1, 1] preferences for each content resulted from
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individual recommendation methods. Certainty factors are combined according to
equation (7) and the result is transformed back into the combined preference. For
example, suppose that content A is given 0.9 and 0.7 as preference scores by two
different recommendation methods, respectively. The two numbers are transformed
into certainty factors 0.8 and 0.4, respectively. The certainty factors are combined to
produce 0.88, and it is transformed back into preference score 0.94, which becomes
the combined preference.

4

Experiments and Performance Comparison

We experimented with our method using a set of real IPTV log data, collected for a
month (29 days) of 2009 by an IPTV service company in Korea. The data contains the
total number of about 96,800,000 TV view records with about 850,000 users (TV
sets) and 80,000 contents. We divided the whole data set into two parts: about
86,550,000 records of the first 26 days for training and about 10,250,000 records of
the last three days for test.
We used precision, recall, success rate and coverage as performance measures.
Success rate represents whether the recommended set of contents contains any content
of the test set of contents the user selected. If the recommended set of contents
contains any content that the user actually selected, we evaluate the recommendation
as success valued 1, otherwise as failure valued 0. The final success rate is averaged
over the number of recommendations. The coverage determines whether the
recommended set of contents is nonempty (valued 1) or not (valued 0). The final
coverage is averaged over the number of recommendations. In the experiments we
evaluated the performance by assuming that a user selects one of contents in the test
set and the rest is the set of contents that the user would select in the future.
We evaluated and compared the performances of UCFP and UCFS. UCFS has
shown consistently better performance compared with UCFP for different numbers of
user clusters and UCFP has shown better coverage than UCFS for all clusterings but
lower performance in success rate, precision, and recall. The precision gets higher as
the number of clusters gets smaller but the processing time gets longer. The reason is
that when the number of clusters is smaller, the average size of a cluster is larger and
it takes more processing time for recommendation. In this paper we experimented and
compared the performance for 149 clusters as appropriate taking both processing time
and performance into account.
We compared our method with other methods including the item-based
collaborative recommendation as proposed in [8], the association-based
recommendation as proposed in [16], and the category-based best-seller
recommendation. For the association-based recommendation we used FP-tree with the
minimum support of 0.1%, the minimum confidence of 30%. The category-based
best-seller method recommends a fixed number of contents of the highest ranks
among the contents that belong to the same category as the current content selected.
In the table CBSR, ICF, and ASR denote the category-based best-seller
recommendation, the item-based collaborative recommendation, and associationbased recommendation, respectively. We experimented five times with randomly
chosen 10,000 users and the average performances are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Performance comparison (unit: %)

CBSR
ICF
ASR
UCFS
UCFP

Coverage
99.88
99.72
99.27
96.77
99.28

Success Rate
44.33
53.41
53.1
93.58
93.44

Precision
17.7
22.14
27.49
77.4
54.47

Recall
8.72
12.18
12.42
46
35.47

In the case of coverage other methods except UCFS show more than 99%, which
means that contents are recommended to almost all users. Even though UCFS may
recommend an empty set of contents to some of users and it may affect the overall
performance. Both of our proposed methods UCFP and UCFS show higher success
rates compared with the conventional methods. Their precisions mean that a user
actually selects at least one of the recommended contents. The precisions of UCFP
and UCFS are 77.40% and 54.47%, respectively. The two methods outperform the
conventional methods. We believe that user clustering causes such high precision by
segmenting users into groups of users of similar preference patterns and it allows
more accurate recommendation. Particularly, we notice that in precision UCFS is 20%
points higher than UCFP.
Table 2. Performance comparison for recommendation integration (unit: %)

Integration
Method

Certainty
Factor

Borda
Count

Sequential
Integration

Rec.
Method
UCFS+CBSR
UCFS+ICF
UCFS+ASR
UCFP+CBSR
UCFP+ICF
UCFP+ASR
UCFS+CBSR
UCFS+ICF
UCFS+ASR
UCFP+CBSR
UCFP+ICF
UCFP+ASR
UCFS-CBSR
UCFS-CF
UCFS-ASR
UCFP-CBSR
UCFP-ICF
UCFP-ASR

Coverage
99.99
99.98
99.13
99.89
100.00
99.89
99.99
99.98
99.13
100.00
100.00
99.89
60.06
63.89
66.83
65.67
69.27
79.36

Suc.
Cat.Match
Precision Recall
Rate
Ratio
92.95
44.08
33.57
20.60
93.00
46.65
34.65
20.40
73.12
54.40
38.73
13.92
91.97
44.45
31.44
17.00
91.99
42.22
30.53
18.00
91.97
44.45
31.44
12.40
93.66
46.38
34.79
28.20
93.95
48.50
36.05
22.60
93.59
54.07
37.94
15.33
91.59
36.20
29.57
28.20
91.46
41.61
30.40
21.00
92.83
46.13
33.58
13.82
46.70
37.26
12.21
99.90
51.73
39.64
14.80
60.10
52.98
41.14
14.10
47.58
41.32
26.20
10.26
99.89
46.37
27.62
12.70
52.26
49.64
29.30
12.54
30.75

We also experimented integration of different recommendation methods for more
personalized and efficient recommendation. We used certainty factor and Borda count
for parallel integration. The performances are compared in Table 2. We also
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investigated sequential integration in which the second method evaluates and
recommends from among the contents recommended by the first method. The
performances for different sequential integrations are shown in Table 2. As expected
sequential integration improves category match ratio but it significantly reduces all
other performance measures. In the table for sequential integration recommendation
method X–Y denotes methods X and Y are the first and the second methods,
respectively.
In summary UCFS shows the best performance among single recommendation
methods. However, it should be still household level recommendation, not individual
user level recommendation. For more personalized recommendation parallel
integration of UCFS (or UCFP) and CBSR or ICF can be accepted as reasonable.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we propose an efficient recommendation method for smart TV, which is
characterized by large numbers of users and contents. The method is composed of
three steps: the user clustering step, the user-based collaborative filtering step, and the
recommendation integration step. In our approach users are first clustered into groups
of users of similar preference patterns. It is important to provide user-tailored services
to users having so diverse preference patterns. We also propose the concept CF-IUF, a
modified TF-IDF to use for user modeling. In user-based collaborative filtering we
use Pearson’s correlation coefficient and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for
the similarity between users to select similar users to the target user in preference
patterns. Finally we investigate integration of different recommendation methods for
more personalized and efficient recommendation.
We experimented to evaluate the proposed method using a set of real IPTV log data
and the performances are compared with existing methods. The proposed method
apparently outperforms the conventional methods and it proves a significant
performance improvement for smart TV. However, for the current TV environment
full personalized recommendation is difficult because of the hidden users problem.
We investigated integration of different recommendation methods for more
personalized and efficient recommendation. Integration of UCFS (or UCFP) and
CBSR or ICF significantly improves category match ratio but it also reduces precision
and recall significantly. Our future research includes deep integration of different
methods for more personalized and high performance recommendation in smart TV
environment.
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Abstract. A data warehouse is designed for the purpose of answering decision
making queries. These queries are usually long and exploratory in nature and
have high response time, when processed against a continuously expanding data
warehouse leading to delay in decision making. One way to reduce this
response time is by using materialized views, which store pre-computed
summarized information for answering decision queries. All views cannot be
materialized due to their exponential space overhead. Further, selecting optimal
subset of views is an NP-Complete problem. Alternatively, several view
selection algorithms exist in literature, out of which most are empirical or based
on heuristics like greedy, evolutionary etc. It has been observed that most of
these view selection approaches find it infeasible to select good quality views
for materialization for higher dimensional data sets. In this paper, a randomized
view selection algorithm based on simulated annealing, for selecting Top-K
views from amongst all possible sets of views in a multidimensional lattice, is
presented. It is shown that the simulated annealing based view selection
algorithm, in comparison to the better known greedy view selection algorithm,
is able to select better quality views for higher dimensional data sets.
Keywords: Data Warehouse, Materialized Views, View Selection, Randomized
Algorithm, Simulated Annealing.

1

Introduction

In the current scenario, the prime goal of any organization is to layout effective and
efficient strategies to access and exploit data from data sources spread across the
globe. As given in [42], this data can be accessed from data sources using two
approaches namely the on-demand approach and the in-advance approach. In the
former, the data relevant to the user query is accessed and integrated, whereas, in the
latter approach, the data is accessed and integrated a prior and the query is processed
against this data. The latter approach is referred to as the data warehousing
approach[42] and the integrated data is stored in the central repository, referred to as a
data warehouse[15]. A data warehouse stores subject oriented, integrated, time variant
and non-volatile data to support decision making[15]. Unlike, traditional databases, a
data warehouse stores historical or archival data, in a summarized form, accumulated
over a period of time. This historical summarized data contained in a data warehouse
can be used to predict future business trends. This helps in the formulation of
S. Srinivasa and V. Bhatnagar (Eds.): BDA 2012, LNCS 7678, pp. 168–179, 2012.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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effective and competitive business strategies for the future. These strategies would
rely on the analytical and decision queries posed on the data warehouse and their
response time. Most decision queries are long and exploratory in nature. These
queries are processed against a continuously growing data warehouse. Consequently,
their response time is high leading to delay in decision making. This high response
time needs to be reduced in order to ensure efficient decision making. Though several
strategies[5, 10] have been proposed to optimize the query response time, they do not
scale up with the continuously expanding data warehouse[24]. This problem to some
extent has been addressed by using materialized views[26].
Materialized views, unlike traditional virtual views, store data along with
definition. These contain pre-computed and summarized information, stored
separately from a data warehouse, for the purpose of answering decision queries.
They aim to reduce the response time of decision queries by providing answers to
most of these queries without these requiring processing against a large data
warehouse. This would necessitate that these views contain relevant and required
information for answering decision queries. Selection of such information is referred
to as a view selection problem in literature[6]. View selection deals with selecting an
appropriate set of views capable of improving the query response time while
conforming to constraints like storage space etc. [6, 9, 43, 44]. All possible views
cannot be materialized, as they would not be able to fit within the available storage
space. Further, selection of optimal subset of views is shown to be an NP-Complete
problem[13]. Several alternative approaches exist for selecting materialized views of
which most are empirical or heuristic based. The empirical based approaches[1, 2, 3,
4, 8, 21, 22, 23, 29, 30, 35, 41] use the past query patterns to select views for
materialization. Views are also selected based on greedy [9, 11, 12, 13, 27, 31, 32, 33,
34, 36, 37, 38, 39] or evolutionary [14, 19, 45, 46] heuristics. It has been observed
that most of these view selection approaches find it infeasible to select good quality
views for materialization for higher dimensional data sets. As a result, the query
response time is high. The query response time, in case of greedy algorithms, grows
exponentially with an increase in the number of dimensions and thereby makes
exhaustive optimization impracticable. Motivated by this fact, several fast randomized
search heuristics [7, 16, 28] have been used to solve such problems. These approaches
provide optimal execution plans for complex queries involving large numbers of
aggregates. For the OLAP queries which involve 10-15 number of aggregates,
resulting in 210 to 215 views, randomized algorithms provide a viable method for
selecting subset of views for materialization [17].
Randomized algorithms consider each solution to be a state in a solution space with
an associated problem specific evaluation function[16, 25]. These algorithms perform
random walks on the state space via a series of moves, which are used to construct
edges between connected solutions. Two solutions are considered as connected if one
of them can be obtained from the other by applying one move. Algorithms in this
category traverse the graph, so formed, and terminate as soon as an acceptable
solution is found or when a pre-defined time limit has been exceeded. Though,
algorithms for view selection exist, they do not scale up when the problem size
exceeds a certain limit. Randomized algorithms have been widely used to solve such
problems. These algorithms, which are based on statistical concepts, explore the large
search space randomly using a problem specific evaluation function. Randomized
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algorithms can compute reasonably good solutions within a short period of time by
achieving a trade-off between the execution time and the quality of the solution. The
solution obtained by these algorithms is a near-optimal solution for complex problems
having large or even unlimited search spaces. Thus, it is most appropriate for solving
combinatorial problems like the view selection problem.
In this paper, a randomized view selection algorithm, based on simulated annealing
[18], for selecting Top-K views, from amongst all possible sets of views in a
multidimensional lattice is presented. This algorithm, referred to as simulated
annealing view selection algorithm (SAVSA), considers each set of Top-K views to
be a state in a solution space with an associated total cost of evaluation of all the
views [13], referred to as Total View Evaluation Cost(TVEC). SAVSA is similar to
iterative improvement, but it also accepts uphill moves having some probability. This
probability is gradually decreased at each step leading to accepting only downhill
moves in the later stages of the algorithm. This consideration of uphill moves would
enable SAVSA to explore better solutions which is likelier to lead to selection of
better quality Top-K views, with minimum TVEC, for materialization. SAVSA is
compared with the most fundamental greedy algorithm given in [13], hereafter in this
paper referred to as HRUA, on the TVEC value of the views selected by the two
algorithms. SAVSA is able to select comparatively better quality views.
The paper is organized as follows: SAVSA is given in section 2. In Section 3, an
example illustrating selection of views using SAVSA is given. Experiment based
comparison of SAVSA and HRUA are given in section 4. Section 5 is the conclusion.

2

SAVSA

As discussed above, all views cannot be materialized due to space constraints. Also,
the selection of an optimal subset of views is an NP-Complete problem [13]. Thus,
there is a need for selecting a good set of views, from amongst all possible views,
in a multidimensional lattice. The algorithm SAVSA uses simulated annealing, which
is a randomized algorithmic technique, to select the Top-K views from a
multidimensional lattice. A multidimensional lattice is briefly discussed next.
2.1

Multidimensional Lattice

Data cube in online analytical processing can be represented by a multidimensional
lattice, where dimensions are organized into hierarchies. The nodes in the lattice may
be views aggregated on the dimensions. As an example, consider a multidimensional
lattice of views shown in Fig. 1. The index of the view is shown in parenthesis
alongside the name of the view. The size of the views is shown alongside the node in
the lattice. In a multidimensional lattice, direct dependencies are captured by defining
an edge between views in adjacent hierarchies, i.e. edge between view A and AB, with
the indirect dependencies getting captured transitively, i.e. between view A and ABC.
The view selection problem, as stated earlier, is an NP-Complete problem, as it
cannot be reduced to a minimal set cover problem [20]. It is almost infeasible to find
an optimal solution to such a problem because the solution space grows exponentially
with increase in the problem size. One way to address this problem is by using
randomized algorithms. Several randomized algorithms exist of which iterative
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improvement and simulated annealing are well known and widely used. The iterative
improvement algorithm[16, 25], which is based on the hill climbing technique, is
applied to a randomly chosen solution in the search space and continuously attempts
to search its neighborhood for a better solution. In case no better solution is found, the
search is terminated and the local optimum is generated as output. The limitation with
this approach is that the computed local optimum is dependent on the starting
solution. This limitation is overcome by simulated annealing [18] where a probability
of acceptance for moving to a worse neighboring solution is also considered in order
to eliminate the dependency on the starting solution. The simulated annealing
technique is briefly discussed next.
51
ABC (1)
32

33
36

AB(2)
11

19

A(5)
1

AC(3)

BC(4)

B(6)

C(7)

11

NONE(8)

Fig. 1. 3-dimensional lattice along with size and index of each view

2.2

Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing technique [18, 20] has its origin in statistical mechanics. The
annealing of solids has been imitated to solve optimization problems. The acceptance
probability is dynamically computed using the quality of the neighboring solution and
the temperature value. The lower the temperature, the lesser is the likelihood of
moving to a comparatively worse solution. The temperature is gradually lowered to
stabilize the search and move it closer to the optimal solution. Although simulated
annealing [18] follows a procedure similar to iterative improvement, it also accepts
uphill moves having some probability. This probability value is decreased at every
step and finally the algorithm accepts only downhill moves leading to a good local
minimum. The reasons behind accepting the uphill move is that some local minima
may be close to each other and are separated by a small number of uphill moves. If
only downhill moves were accepted, as in the case of iterative improvement, the
algorithm would stop at the first local minimum visited, missing subsequent, and
possibly better, solutions. The simulated annealing algorithm is given in Fig. 2. The
algorithm starts by initializing the initial state S and temperature T. There are two
loops in the algorithm. The inner loop is performed for a fixed value of T, which
controls the probability of uphill moves i.e. a comparatively worse solution. This
probability, i.e. e − Δ C / T , is a monotonically increasing function of temperature T and
a monotonically decreasing function of the cost difference ΔC. The inner loop
executes until equilibrium is reached. The temperature T is then reduced and the inner
loop executes again. The algorithm stops when the frozen condition is reached i.e. the
temperature T is less than a pre-defined minimum temperature.
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BEGIN
Initialize S as a random state
Initialize T as the initial temperature
minS=S
WHILE not (T is less than pre-defined minimum temperature) DO
WHILE equilibrium not reached DO
S΄ = random state in neighbor(S)
ΔC=cost(S΄)-cost(S)
IF (ΔC≤0) then S= S΄
IF (ΔC>0) then S= S΄ with probability e − Δ C / T
IF cost(S) < cost(minS) then minS = S
END DO
T=reduce(T)
END DO
RETURN (minS)
END

Fig. 2. Simulated Annealing Algorithm [18]

The simulated annealing technique, as discussed above, has been used to select
Top-K views for materialization. The proposed view selection algorithm SAVSA is
discussed next.
2.3

View Selection Using SAVSA

As discussed above, it becomes almost infeasible to select views for higher
dimensional data sets using deterministic algorithms as the number of views grows
exponentially with increasing number of dimensions. The proposed algorithm SAVSA
attempts to address this view selection problem. This algorithm is given in Fig. 3.
SAVSA takes a lattice of views, with the size of each view as input. Initially, random
Top-K views are chosen as the starting Top-K views VTop-K with initial temperature T
as T0. SAVSA eliminates the disadvantage of hill-climbing by considering a
probability for acceptance e − Δ TVEC / T to decide whether to consider certain Top-K
views having higher TVEC values. This acceptance probability is computed
dynamically and its value depends on the Temperature T and also the difference in the
TVEC value of VTop-K and its neighboring Top-K views VTop-K', i.e. ΔTVEC. The
TVEC function, defined in [40], is used to compute the cost of Top-K views.

(

)

TVEC V Top − K =

N

 Size (V )

i = 1 ∧ SM V i = 1

i

+

N

 SizeNMA (V )

i = 1 ∧ SM V i = 0

i

The inner WHILE loop works for a particular value of T computed by the outer
WHILE loop. The inner loop continues until Equilibrium is reached i.e. a pre-specified
number of iterations are completed. After the inner loop is executed, the temperature
value T is reduced. The outer WHILE loop terminates when the Frozen condition is
reached i.e. the value of T become less than pre-specified value or the MinVTop-K has
not changed for a pre-specified number of iterations of the outer WHILE loop. The
Top-K views MinVTop-K in the Frozen state is produced as output.
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INPUT: Lattice of Views along with the size of each view
OUTPUT: Top- K Views MinVTop-K
METHOD:
BEGIN
Initial state VTop-K= randomly generated Top-K views
Initial Temperature T = T0
Initial Optimal State MinVTop-K=VTop-K
WHILE NOT (Frozen)
DO
WHILE NOT (Equilibrium)
DO
Select a random Top-K views, say VTop-K', in the neighbor of VTop-K
ΔTVEC= TVEC(VTop-K') - TVEC(VTop-K)
IF ΔTVEC ≤ 0 THEN
Assign VTop-K' to VTop-K
END IF
IF ΔTVEC > 0 THEN
Assign VTop-K' to VTop-K with probability e − Δ TVEC / T
END IF
IF TVEC(VTop-K) < TVEC(MinVTop-K) THEN
MinVTop-K = VTop-K
END IF
END WHILE
T=Reduce(T)
END WHILE
RETURN MinVTop-K
END
where
TKV: (V1, V2, . . . , VK)

TVEC : TVEC(V Top -K ) =

N
 Size (Vi )
i = 1 ∧ SM vi = 1

+

N
 SizeNMA (Vi )
i = 1 ∧ SM v i = 0

where
N is the number of views in the lattice,
Size(Vi) is the size of the view Vi
SizeNMA(Vi) is size of nearest materialized ancestor of Vi
SM Vi is the Status Materialized of view Vi ( SM Vi = 1, if materialized , SM Vi = 0, if not materialized )
T0: 2×TVEC(VTop-K)
Frozen: T < pre-specified value OR MinVTop-K unchanged for pre-specified number of stages
Equilibrium: pre-specified number of iterations
Reduce(T): pre-specified higher value (between 0 and 1) times the temperature T

Fig. 3. SAVSA
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Next, an example is given that illustrates the use of the above mentioned view
selection algorithm SAVSA for selecting the Top-4 views for materialization from a
three dimensional lattice of views.

3

An Example

Consider the 3-dimensional lattice shown in Fig. 1. The selection of Top-4 views
using SAVSA is given in Fig. 4. In the example, the inner loop, representing a stage,
executes for 5 iterations for a certain value of temperature T, which is gradually
reduced after each stage to 75 percent of its previous value. The acceptance
I VTop-K TVEC(VTop-K) VTop-K΄ TVEC(VTop-K΄) ΔTVEC e

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

− ΔTVEC / T

VTop-K TVEC(VTop-K) MinVTop-K

VTop-K= 3486, MinVTop-K =4386, T=520, Frozen: T < 1, Equilibrium: 5 iterations
260
3426
255
-5
3426
260
3426
255
3476
248
-7
3476
255
3476
255
2476
240
-8
2476
248
2476
240
2473
238
-2
2473
240
2473
238
2873
246
8
0.9847331 2873
238
2473
Reduce T = 0.75×T = 390
2873
246
2473
238
-8
2873
238
2473
2473
238
2673
243
5
0.9872613 2673
238
2473
2673
243
2675
237
-6
2675
238
2675
2675
2675
237
2674
240
3
0.9923372 2674
237
0.9796961 3674
2675
2674
240
3674
248
8
237
Reduce T = 0.75×T = 292.5
3674
248
3654
245
-3
3654
237
2675
2675
3654
245
7654
238
-7
7654
237
2675
7654
238
2654
241
3
9.90E-01 2654
237
0.9796961 2653
2675
2654
241
2653
247
6
237
2675
2653
247
2673
243
-4
2673
237
Similarly Iterations are carried out and the final two iterations are illustrated below
Reduce T = 0.75×T = 1.6490303
3275
235
4275
232
-3
4275
232
4275
0.0078179 4275
4275
4275
232
8275
240
8
232
4275
4275
232
3235
239
7
1.43E-02 4275
232
4275
4275
232
4273
238
6
0.0262917 4275
232
4275
4275
232
4273
238
6
0.0262917 4275
232
Reduce T = 0.75×T = 1.2367728
4275
232
4273
238
6
0.0078179 4275
232
4275
0.0884190 4275
4275
4275
232
3275
235
3
232
4275
4275
232
6275
237
5
1.75E-02 4275
232
0.0034828 4275
4275
4275
232
4235
239
7
232
4275
4275
232
4875
242
10
3.08E-04 4275
232
Reduce T = 0.95×T = 0.9275796
3486
3426
3426
2476
2473

Frozen

Fig. 4. Selection of Top-4 views using SAVSA
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probability is also considered to decide whether to choose a relatively worse view or
not. This probability is high during the initial stages and thus there is high likelihood
of selecting a comparatively worse view. In later stages, this probability becomes low
and the search is stabilized closer to the optimal solution. The algorithm, after the
frozen condition is reached, selects views 4275, i.e views BC, AB, C and A
respectively, as the Top-4 views for materialization. The TVEC of these views is 232.

4

Experimental Results

Algorithms SAVSA and HRUA were implemented using JDK 1.6 in Windows-7
environment. The two algorithms were compared by conducting experiments on an
Intel based 2.13 GHz PC having 3 GB RAM. The comparisons were carried out on
the TVEC due to views selected by the two algorithms. Graphs were plotted to
compare SAVSA and HRUA algorithms on TVEC against the number of dimensions
for selecting the Top-10 views for materialization. These graphs, for the number of
iterations (I) as 100, 200, 300 and 400, are shown in Fig. 5.
SAVSA Vs. HRUA
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Fig. 5. Comparison of SAVSA with HRUA – TVEC Vs. Dimensions (I=100, 200, 300, 400)

It is observed from the graphs that, with increase in the number of dimensions, the
TVEC value of views selected using SAVSA is lower than those selected using
HRUA for each value of I.
Next, graphs for TVEC versus Top-K views for dimension 10 are plotted as shown
in Fig. 6. These graphs are plotted for I=100, 200, 300, 400. The graphs show that the
views selected using SAVSA have a lower TVEC than those selected using HRUA
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for each value of I. This difference is significant for higher iterations. Thus it can be
inferred from the above that the Top-K views selected by SAVSA have comparatively
lower TVECs than those selected using HRUA. This difference becomes significant
for higher dimensional data sets and for higher values of I.
Further, experiments show that SAVSA is able to select Top-K views for
dimensions higher than 10, whereas it becomes computationally infeasible for HRUA
to select Top-K views for materialization in such cases.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of SAVSA with HRUA – TVEC Vs. Top-K Views (I=100,200,300,400)

5

Conclusion

In this paper, a randomized view selection algorithm SAVSA based on simulated
annealing, for selecting Top-K views from amongst all possible sets of views in a
multidimensional lattice, is presented. This algorithm, while considering each set of
Top-K views to be a solution state, selects the optimal Top-K views by performing
random series of downhill moves, along with some uphill moves having some
probability, in the solution space. The Top-K views corresponding to local minimum,
and having minimum TVEC, are then selected for materialization. Further,
experiments show that SAVSA selects comparatively better quality Top-K views that
have lower TVEC when compared with those selected using the most fundamental
greedy algorithm HRUA.
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